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Abstract
This work presents results of novel numerical studies investigating the interaction of plasma,
gas and heat dynamics for a variety of popular source geometries. Plasma produced chemistry
and heat flux reaching a treatment surface is investigated offering fundamental insight into in-
duced plasma effects. Control opportunities for reactive species delivery and heat limitation is
investigated in this context.
The mixing of helium and air species in a corona plasma jet(’plasma needle’) is shown to
define the shape and composition of the plasma region. Numerical analysis reveals an electro-
positive plasma core surrounded by an electro-negative edge reflecting the gas mixture profile.
This non-uniform plasma results in non-uniform reactive species production. Circular and annular
killing patterns recently found on bacteria treated by the source is shown here to correlate with
atomic oxygen distributions at the surface. Interaction of the source with an aqueous surface
reveals hydrogen peroxide as the dominant species dissolving at this interface. Atomic oxygen
produced by O2 admixing to helium in a capacitively coupled jet(’micro-Atmospheric Pressure
Plasma Jet’) is shown to quickly convert to ozone for increasing device to surface separation. Gas
heating is dominated by elastic electron collisions and positive ion heating.
Power modulation of a capacitively coupled jet(’micro-Atmospheric Pressure Plasma Jet’) is
demonstrated as a mechanism for control of reactive species and heat flux delivery to a surface.
Power is found to be coupled extensively to the electrons with large initial electron losses leading
to weak interference between successive modulation phases. Frequency variation in a dielectric
barrier discharge plasma source driven in the ∼ kHz frequency range is shown here to vary power
deposition to the plasma by changing the interval between current pulses. O2(a1∆) and O3 pro-
duction is found to be coupled strongly to the O2 admixture.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Low temperature atmospheric pressure plasmas have generated much research interest due to their
reactive properties. Fractional ionisation of a gas (plasma formation) such as helium promotes
electron heating without substantially heating the carrier gas. This non-equilibrium characteristic
allows generation of a reactive chemistry near room temperature attractive for treatment of heat
sensitive materials. Recent research has focused on development of novel medical and biological
technologies. Promising applications include the enhancement of wound healing, blood coag-
ulation, disinfection of dental carries and alteration of mammalian cell functions with potential
for novel cancer therapies [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Decontamination of biologically active
surfaces in food processing and hospital environments has demonstrated atmospheric pressure
plasmas strong bactericidal characteristics [22]. Established and emerging surface engineering
applications of low temperature atmospheric plasmas allow for alteration of the surface proper-
ties of polymers [23] and textiles [24] used widely in many industries. Surface engineering of
materials such as plastics and textiles with atmospheric plasmas can etch and activate the surface
changing properties such as the surface energy [25, 26].
The role of atmospheric gases is central to the efficacy of plasma applications [15, 16, 17,
19, 27]. Many successful sources of current research interest [5] produce dissociated, excited
and ionised species of oxygen, nitrogen and water by mixing of these atmospheric gases to a
noble carrier gas such as helium. These reactive species often collectively known as reactive oxy-
gen nitrogen species (RONS) are present in the reduction-oxidation (redox) biochemistry which
plays a central role in many plant and animal cellular functions [27]. Plasma based therapies in
biomedicine attempt to manipulate this redox cycle by externally administering RONS to precip-
itate a desired cellular change. Treatment of living organism brings the requirement of precise
dosage which often controls the balance between therapeutic and toxic effects. Control of reactive
species generation and delivery is therefore a key challenge as application of plasmas in medicine
emerges [28]. In order to further understanding of RONS interaction with living systems quantita-
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tive assessment of their delivery to the treatment surface is necessary. Manipulation of inanimate
material surfaces treated by plasma produced RONS similarly depends on the "dosage" received.
Reactive oxygen species are critical to increasing surface energy in plasma treated materials such
as polypropylene [29] and silicon [30]. In thin film deposition using atmospheric pressure plasma
systems reactive oxygen species precipitate cross-linking and oxidation of monomers in formation
of nanometre thick polymer coatings [31]. Characterising the chemical influence of plasma treated
materials is essential for progress in the understanding of plasma induced surface effects.
This chapter provides an introduction discussing gas breakdown mechanisms and characteris-
tics of the plasma state (section 1.2). Non-equilibrium atmospheric pressure plasma source designs
are discussed in section 1.3. The scope of this thesis is given in section 1.4 with an overview of
the proceeding chapters.
1.2 Plasma - an introduction
Plasma is the most common state of ordinary matter in the observable universe and is mostly
found in stars or in a highly rarefied form in intergalactic space. Naturally occurring terrestrial
plasmas include lightning or the spectacular aurora light display caused by the interaction of
charged energetic particles from the solar wind in the earth’s thermosphere. Plasmas provide a
chemically active media which is applied in a wide variety of industries including microelectronic
manufacturing [4], lighting [32], plasma display technology [33], surface treatment of materials
[34], chemical treatment of gases and liquids [35], nuclear energy research [36] and recently in
medicine [20]. The nomenclature "plasma" refers to a collection of charged particles that respond
collectively to electromagnetic stimulus. Plasma forms when a significant amount of atoms and
molecules are ionised to allow collective conductive behaviour to emerge. The energy required to
ionise atoms can come from electrical, thermal or optical sources. The plasmas described in this
report are generated via transfer of electrical energy to gases. Externally applied electric fields are
used to directly and indirectly heat electrons, ions and neutral charge species in the gaseous state
precipitating ionisation, excitation and other chemical reactions. The formation of ions and the
availability of unbound charges makes a previously inert gas electromagnetically responsive. This
gives plasmas unique characteristics over the gaseous state. Electrons and ions typically present
in equal number make up the plasma density. The plasma density for the plasmas considered in
this report constitutes a small fraction of typically  0.1% of the background gas.
1.2.1 Gas breakdown
The transformation process of a gas from an insulating to a conducting state is called gas break-
down. An illustration of plasma generation with a static or direct current (DC) voltage is shown in
figure 1.1 (a) consisting of two parallel metallic plates surrounding a gas. A background density
of free electrons in the order of ∼ 106 m−3 is present naturally in the ambient environment due to
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Figure 1.1: (a) Static DC voltage across a gas gap separating two metallic electrodes leading to plasma
formation (b) Electron avalanche mechanism
ionisation from background radiation. These background electrons provide a precursor for break-
down. When a particular potential difference is reached free electrons will gain enough thermal
energy to significantly ionise the background gas. This voltage threshold know as the breakdown
voltage (Vb) is shown as a function of the pressure distance product pd (Paschen curve [2, 37, 38])
in figure 1.2 for various gases.
Figure 1.2: Paschen curve: breakdown voltage as a function of pressure and electrode gap distance product
(pd) [1]
Gas breakdown occurs from the exponential growth of electrons caused by an avalanche mech-
anism (see figure 1.5 (b)). The multiplication factor M = eαd [1] describes the intensity of this
breakdown where α is the number of ionization events per unit length by electron impact, d is the
gap distance between planar electrodes. Secondary electrons are produced primarily by ions im-
pacting at the cathode. These secondary electrons can cause further ionisation and electron emis-
sion contributing to an exponential growth in electron density. This breakdown process which
attributes current growth exclusively to ionization processes is called the Townsend mechanism
[2].
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Figure 1.3: Streamer Mechanism [2]: On the left external (E0) and space charge (E’) electric fields are
shown separately and on the right the combined external electric fields.
When the external applied voltage is increased significantly beyond the breakdown voltage a
streamer driven breakdown occurs. Streamers are thin ionized pathways which form between the
electrodes. Transition from an avalanche to a streamer mechanism occurs when the internal elec-
tric field of an electron avalanche becomes comparable with the external applied electric field. For
multiplication factors M > 108 (Meek criterion [1]) localised space charge is formed in the volume
between the electrodes initiating streamer development. An initial primary avalanche propagates
from the cathode as illustrated in figure 1.3. Energetic photons and electrons produced from the
primary avalanche induce secondary avalanches near the pathway of the primary avalanche prop-
agating an ionisation front. Electrons due to these secondary avalanches are attracted to the pos-
itively charged ionic trail of the primary avalanche. This creates a quasi-neutral plasma channel
in the primary avalanche pathway. Increased over-voltage leads to intensive streamer develop-
ment with heat (thermionic) induced electron emission on the electrodes. This results in arcing
conditions characterised by high current and gas temperatures.
1.2.2 Plasma collisions
Increased electron thermal energy and charge movement precipitates electron collisions with the
background gas producing new species via ionisation and excitation. Collisions are of two main
types: Elastic: kinetic energy is transferred from electrons to heavy species with the total kinetic
energy of collision partners being preserved. Inelastic: total kinetic energy of colliding particles
is not conserved and collisions result in production of ions and excited species.
The characteristic length between collisions for an electron with a heavy atom or molecule
is the mean free path. Electron mean free path can be given by λ = 1/(ngσ) considering a
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simplified model of point mass electrons scattering elastically through a density (ng) of gas atoms
assumed as stationary hard spheres [39, 40]. A cross section (σ) represents an effective surface
area of interaction between colliding partners. In this simplified scenario of mono-energetic elastic
collisions Argon has a cross section area of 3 × 10−20 m2 (σ = pir2) [39]. An atmospheric
pressure ideal gas at room temperature has a number density of the order 1025 m−3. This gives a
mean free path estimation for argon at atmospheric pressure of the order of ∼ µm. The frequency
of electron-neutral collisions is given here by considering the average electron thermal velocity
given by vˆ = 6.7×105√Te [4] where T is the electron temperature in electron volts. The electron-
neutral collision frequency can be estimated here by considering the product νn = vˆ/λ. For a
typical electron energy of 1 eV (kBT (K)) an electron-neutral collision frequency at atmospheric
pressure of 0.67 THz (× 1012 s−1) is estimated.
In reality cross sections for interaction of electrons and atomic species are strongly electron
energy dependent. Inelastic collisions such as ionisation or excitation also require the impacting
electron to have a threshold energy. Collision cross sections for elastic and inelastic collisions in
Helium are shown in figure 1.4. For Helium (figure 1.4) the ionisation threshold value is 24.56 eV
and the excitation energy threshold value is 19.8 eV. The ionisation degree of a plasma is defined
as the ratio of the electron (or ion) number density to the number density of the background gas. It
represents the fraction of unbound charge carriers in a plasma active in precipitating and sustaining
the reactive chemistry. Non-equilibrium low temperature atmospheric plasmas of interest here
typically have an ionisation degree 0.1 %.
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Figure 1.4: Elastic (momentum) and inelastic (ionisation & excitation) electron impact collisions in Helium
[3]
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1.2.3 Plasma temperature
Heating of charged species by an external electric field in a weakly ionised plasma is dominated
by electron heating due to their small mass. Arising from the large mass difference between
electrons and the heavy species, the electrons come to thermodynamic equilibrium amongst them-
selves much faster than they come into equilibrium with the ions or neutrals. If the electrons and
heavy species share the same temperature this is known as an equilibrium or thermal plasma. If
the electrons and heavy species are at different temperatures this is known as a non-equilibrium
or non-thermal (low temperature) plasma with the electrons typically having a much higher tem-
perature. This non-equilibrium characteristic allows generation of a reactive chemistry near room
temperature attractive for treatment of heat sensitive materials.
Applications of high temperature plasmas include arc discharges for melting in welding and
for torches in waste treatment and incineration [25]. Non-thermal discharges are used in a variety
of applications such as semi-conductor manufacturing [4], surface treatment of materials [23]
and medicine [15, 41]. Low temperature plasmas can provide a rich chemistry source at or near
room temperature due to highly energetic electrons. This characteristic is advantageous for heat
sensitive application such as plasma application to skin in medicine or in heat sensitive material
surface treatments.
1.2.4 Plasma scale
Electrons and ions in a gas disturbed by an external electric field will oscillate about an equilibrium
driven by an electrostatic (Columbic) restoring force. Electrons being far more mobile compared
to ions will typically have a much higher frequency response to any electrostatic disturbance with
ions approximately stationary on this time scale. The electron plasma frequency response therefore
dictates a fundamental time scale for the plasma state known as the plasma period. This oscillatory
response of electrons allows collective conductive properties to emerge while the plasma remains
electrically neutral on time-scales above the plasma period. This property is known as quasi-
neutrality.
The electron plasma frequency also highlights the fundamental spatial scale of plasma be-
haviour. Consider an electron with thermal motion vˆ and oscillation period τ . This fundamental
scale is then given by the product vˆτ . This distance is called the Debye length. The Debye length
is the radius of force influence a charged particle has over its neighbouring charged particles. In
this regime the Coulomb electric potential is limited to the distance of the Debye length due to the
increased thermal motion of the electrons. The Debye length (λD) in a plasma can be calculated
using λD = 740
√
Te/ne [4] where Te is electron temperature (K) and ne electron density (m−3).
For a range of typical electron density ne = 1015 - 1021 m−3 and an electron temperature of 1
eV (kTe) we find Debye lengths in the range of 23.4 µm - 23.4 nm. The corresponding electron
plasma frequency is given by νp = vˆ/λD with values in the range of 0.29 - 29 THz (× 1012 s−1).
A steady state plasma not in contact with a boundary is electrically neutral at length scales above
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the Debye radius and on time scales above the electron plasma period. This sets the temporal and
spatial bounds of the plasma state.
In order for the plasma state to exist at least one other charge carrier must be within the
Debye sphere of influence so that collective behaviour can emerge. Collective plasma behaviour
arises from local concentrations of charge confined to a Debye sphere influencing other charges
throughout the plasma. A plasma responds collectively to a charge perturbation from an external
electric field on length scales larger than a Debye length. The average number of particles in the
Debye sphere (Debye number ND) is given by the formula ND = (4/3)pineλ3d [4]. For electron
number density typical of the sources in this report in the range of 1015 - 1021 m−3 the Debye
number (ND) ranges from 68 - 0.068.
Figure 1.5: Sketch of plasma sheath formed at a solid grounded boundary [4]
1.2.5 Plasma boundary interaction
When a plasma is in contact with a wall or solid boundary unbound charges are lost to the surface
and a charged region near the boundary occurs. In the plasma characteristics discussed above
we have assumed the plasma is independent of any boundary interaction. The laboratory and
industrial plasma’s of interest here are however in contact with walls of their containment and
treatment surface. The electron thermal velocity is much larger than that of ions due to their
difference in mass. This results in a large collisional loss of electrons to the wall and the formation
of an area of space charge at the boundary known as a sheath. An electric field is formed in which
positive potential falls sharply with respect to the bulk which accelerates ions towards the wall and
electrons away leading to the formation of a positively charged sheath region. In figure 1.5 (a) we
see the formation of sheaths of positive charge when a plasma is in contact with a grounded wall.
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1.3 Plasma sources
A range of low temperature (non-equilibrium) plasma sources have recently been developed and
investigated for application to heat sensitive materials such as living tissue [5, 42]. In this sec-
tion various characteristics of low temperature atmospheric pressure plasma source design are
discussed. Power (section 1.3.1), electrode design (section 1.3.2), source gas (section 1.3.3) and
surface interaction properties (section 1.3.4) are elaborated here.
1.3.1 Power
The frequency of power generation used in application of low temperature atmospheric pressure
plasmas ranges from direct current (DC) to alternating current (AC) and includes pulsed voltage
supplies across a range of frequencies. AC driven atmospheric pressure plasma applications have
been reported in a frequency range from ∼ kHz to ∼ GHz [5, 42]. Implementation of efficient
power supply to plasma devices requires alignment of the impedance of the plasma device with
the load requirements of the voltage source. This ensures maximum power transfer between source
and load (plasma) by minimising the reflected power. For applications involving AC supplies the
typical industry standard generator is designed to deliver power to a load of 50 Ω. Impedance
matching circuits function to transform the plasma impedance (resistance and reactance) to 50 Ω
in this scenario. This is achieved through a circuit design process involving addition of inductive
and capacitive elements which alter the load impedance of the plasma device [40].
1.3.2 Electrode design
A planar geometry of parallel metallic electrodes separated by a gas gap represents a canonical
electrode arrangement (see figure 1.1). When an AC voltage in the radio frequency (RF) frequency
range (∼ MHz) is applied this source is known as a Capacitively Coupled Plasma (CCP) due to
its design resemblance of a capacitive circuit element. The deviation of electrode design from this
canonical geometry can be characterised by two main considerations: current restriction and elec-
trode curvature. This practically manifests in the use of dielectric barriers [8, 43, 44] for current
limitation and the use of pointed electrodes geometries known as Corona discharges [25, 45] over
planar geometries. A 2-D sketch of these electrode structures is shown in figure 1.6 (see I and II
in figure 1.6). Dielectric barrier sources (I in figure 1.6) involve the placement of a material with
relatively high dielectric constant such as a ceramic on either or both electrodes in the source. The
dielectric barriers limit current by inducing an opposing voltage to that which is applied caused
by accumulation of surface charge on dielectric surface. Dielectric barriers are primarily used to
limit current at applied voltage frequencies in the kHz range as at higher RF frequencies surface
charge has little time to accumulate limiting the effectiveness of the dielectric barrier. Current lim-
itation in this way primarily prevents the onset of arcing conditions often undesirable due to large
associated currents and gas temperatures unsuitable for many surface engineering applications. It
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can also promote homogeneous plasma formation limiting over-voltage conditions and resultant
streamer formation. This homogeneous operation mode often called a glow or diffuse mode is de-
sirably in many applications due to its spatial uniformity and reproducibility. Corona discharges
[25, 45] (II in figure 1.6) are characterised by a highly curved or sharp electrode where large po-
tential gradients and high electric fields result from the applied voltage at the driven electrode. An
often luminous glow is localised around the electrode pin where higher plasma densities typically
occur. Corona sources for both DC and AC sources have been developed [5] but properties of RF
driven devices have gained popularity in many biomedical applications due to their low current
and limited gas heating properties. Surface barrier discharges (III in figure 1.6) also represent
another design which incorporates electrode and dielectric components. The source consists of a
single solid piece with an embedded electrode on or inside a dielectric component with resultant
plasma formation on the outside surface of the source.
Figure 1.6: Sketch of electrode geometries of low temperature atmospheric kHz/Mhz AC driven plasma
sources [5]: I - Dielectric barrier discharge, II - Corona discharge & III - Surface barrier discharge
1.3.3 Carrier gas & jets
The high collision frequency of atmospheric pressure plasmas leads to gap sizes of the order ∼
mm being used in application sources [42]. Monatomic gases such as helium and argon are often
favoured over molecular gases such as N2 and O2 due to their ability to generate low temperature
discharges. Noble gases such as helium typically have high ionsiation thresholds (24.8 eV) com-
pared to other gases but are suspectible to ionisation via penning processes involving metastable
(19.8eV) interaction with small molecular impurities (∼ ppm) of N2 and O2. This dynamic allows
gas breakdown at lower energies than with pure mon-atomic gases. The energy threshold for vi-
brational and rotational excitations in molecular gases is also typically much lower than excitation
and ionization reaction thresholds. Vibrational and rotational excitations in molecular gases are
therefore a significant sink of electron energy leading to increased gas heating as excited molecular
species are quenched by inelastic collisions with the background gas.
Atmospheric plasma jets consist of a carrier gas convecting through a plasma source into the
ambient and onto a treatment surface. The carrier gas mixes with atmospheric gases such as N2,
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O2 and H2O to generate an abundance of reactive species. Atmospheric gases (N2, O2 and H2O)
are also frequently ad-mixed in small percentages to the noble carrier gases to generate reactive
species of oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen. These species are critical to many sources alteration of
surfaces and biological systems and an area of extensive research at present [16, 19].
Figure 1.7: Sketch of electrode geometries of low temperature atmospheric kHz/Mhz AC driven plasma jet
sources [5]
A sketch of three common electrode structures implemented for containing and convecting a
gas flow through a discharge region is shown in figure 1.7. These electrode configuration corre-
spond to the equivalent (non-jet) configurations shown in figure 1.6. Dielectric barrier jets can
be constructed with a rectangular (I in figure 1.7) enclosure separated by a dielectric or insulat-
ing component to facilitate gas flow. Corona jets typically consist of a container such as a quartz
or borosilicate dielectric tube which move gas flows around the pin electrode (II in figure 1.7).
A grounded electrode is typically incorporated below the pin on the surface to be treated or as
part of the gas tubing [42] for treatment of ungrounded targets. The latter arrangement in which
the ground forms part of the gas tubing results in an electric field which forms an electric field
across the gas flow (cross field plasma jet). Surface barrier jets (III in figure 1.7) in which the
driven and grounded electrodes share a common dielectric can be arranged in a linear or cross
field arrangement.
1.3.4 Surface interaction
A plasma treated surface is exposed to an abundance of charged and radical species which leads
to alteration of surface layer structures via chemical reaction, surface deposition and etching.
Reactive properties of low temperature atmospheric plasmas include the effects of charged and
neutral reactive species, UV radiation (A,B,C bands), electric fields and currents [16, 17, 19, 23,
24, 29, 46]. The design of plasma sources for application can directly or indirectly treat the target
surface inside or outside the electrode gap where the plasma is generated. Indirect sources treat
with uncharged properties of neutral (uncharged) reactive species and radiation. Sources which
directly treat the target surface will have the additional effects of charged species, electric fields
and currents. However, in atmospheric noble gas plasma jets with a sufficiently large over-voltage
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propagation of the plasma plume outside the electrode into the surrounding environment can occur.
Such plasma plumes were found to be made up of discrete plasma structure called plasma bullets
[42, 47, 48]. Bullet velocities have been measured with values up to 105 m/s [48]. These fast
moving plasma structures represent the ionization front of a self-propagating streamer [49]. This
continues to be an expanding area of current research [48, 50, 51] with promising applications for
delivery of a charged "plasma packet" to remote treatment surfaces.
1.4 Scope of this report
Generation and control of reactive species in low temperature atmospheric pressure plasma sources
is discussed in this report. Selection and delivery of chemical agents is a key challenge for emerg-
ing application of atmospheric plasmas in medicine and surface engineering. Numerical studies of
plasma, gas and heat dynamics are undertaken using the geometries found in application sources
of current research interest. The corona, capacitively coupled and dielectric barrier plasma de-
vices considered here are shown in figure 1.8. Generation of reactive species by gas mixing with
atmospheric gases or via admixture directly to the plasma jet is studied. Models are developed
and executed to study plasma sources differentiated by gas dynamics, power characteristics and
electrode structure. Electrical behaviour, reactive species generation, gas heating and surface in-
teraction is discussed. Mechanisms for reactive species dosage control and heat limitation to a
treatment surface is discovered. Power modulation and frequency variation as potential mecha-
nisms is discussed. Evidence from experimental measurements is corroborated with numerical
results in this context.
Figure 1.8: Low temperature atmospheric helium plasma sources: plasma needle [6] (left), micro-
Atmospheric Pressure Plasma Jet [7] (middle) and dielectric barrier discharge [8, 9]
Chapter 2 describes the equations, formulations and numerical strategies utilised in this work.
An overview of common numerical methodologies used in modelling plasma dynamics is initially
discussed with further focus given on the fluid approach employed in this work. Details of the gas
mixture and heat dynamics models are discussed. An overview of the finite element numerical
scheme and the stabilisation methods used are finally presented.
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Validation of the plasma model used in this report by comparison with experimental measure-
ment is discussed in chapter 3. Comparison of model results with current density measurements
is presented for a dielectric barrier discharge source (figure 1.8 (right)).
The plasma needle [5, 6, 52, 53] is a RF driven (f = 13.56 MHz) corona plasma device (see
figure 1.8 (left)) consisting of a thin tungsten wire driven by a radio frequency voltage surrounded
by quartz tubing guiding helium around the wire. A critical factor in its efficacy in treating surfaces
such as bacterial samples [12] is attributed to the mixing of the helium carrier gas with air [54].
In chapter 4 we investigate numerically the role of uncharged reactive oxygen nitrogen species
(RONS) species produced by the plasma needle device with a focus on the atomic oxygen and
ozone patterning at a treated surface. Surface losses are discussed in this context where results of
the interaction of plasma produced reactants with reactive solid and liquid interfaces are presented.
Numerical models of reactive species generation in the capacitively coupled radio frequency
driven micro-Atmospheric Pressure Plasma Jet (µAPPJ) [7] is considered in chapter 5. The device
shown in figure 1.8 (middle) has emerged as a benchmark source for numerical [55, 56, 57, 58,
59, 60, 61] and experimental investigation [60, 62, 63, 64] of capacitively coupled plasma jets for
development of applications in biomedicine and heat sensitive surface engineering. The µAPPJ
device consists of two parallel steel electrodes surrounded on two sides by transparent quartz
allowing optical diagnosis of the plasma core. Small admixtures of atmospheric gases such as O2
are added to a helium carrier gas to generate bio-active RONS. Production efficiency of reactive
species and the subsequent spatial behaviour in the carrier jet before intersecting solid and aqueous
surfaces is investigated here. Gas mixing and heating dynamics are also discovered.
Power modulation as a mechanism to control reactive oxygen species generation and heat flux
to a treatment surface is discussed in chapter 6. Power modulation effects on the capacitively
coupled µAPPJ source (chapter 5) are investigated. Gas heating and reactive species generation
is investigated for a range of duty cycles at a fixed modulation period of 100 kHz for an electro-
negative helium oxygen gas mixture.
Frequency variation in a dielectric barrier discharge source as a control mechanism for re-
active oxygen species generation and heat flux is considered in chapter 7. This device shown in
figure 1.8 (right) is operated at a lower∼ kHz AC frequency compared with the plasma needle and
µAPPJ devices driven∼Mhz. Charging of the dielectric barriers limits current resulting in pulsed
plasma behaviour. The device is operated over larger gap distances (∼ 5 mm) than its RF capac-
itively coupled counterpart (∼ 1-2 mm). This makes it more suitable for treatment of polymer or
textile sheets which can be passed between the electrodes in industrial scale surface engineering
applications. Spatial behaviour of reactive species and gas heating is discussed for a large scale
device operating in the open air.
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Chapter 2
Model description
This chapter describes the equations, formulations and numerical strategies utilised in this work.
An introduction to the different modelling approaches typically employed for investigating non-
equilibrium low temperature plasmas is initially given in section 2.1. The fluid model approach
used here is described in more detail in section 2.2. This popular approach allows tractable sim-
ulation of plasma species and associated electric fields using macroscopic variables rather than
solving for each species velocity and position. Gas dynamics are investigated using the Navier-
Stokes equations extended to include buoyancy effects with transport of uncharged gas species
modelled using a convection-diffusion equation (section 2.3). Heat dynamics are studied using a
thermal energy formulation coupled to the gas dynamics (section 2.4). The finite element numer-
ical technique used in this work is implemented using a commercial partial differential equations
(PDE) solver Comsol Multiphysicsr [65]. Formulation and solution details of the finite element
equations is discussed in section 2.5. Issues regarding the stability of equations and artificial sta-
bilisation techniques are considered in section 2.6. Temporal, spatial and novel aspects of the
modelling strategy employed is finally discussed in section 2.7.
2.1 Non-equilibrium plasma modelling
Many numerical models of non-equilibrium (non-thermal) plasma sources begin with the Boltz-
mann equation. This formulation describes the evolution of the density of particles in terms of
velocity and position over time. Its solution amounts to a fully kinetic solution of a plasmas be-
haviour over time.
∂f
∂t
+ v · ∂f
∂r
+ a · ∂f
∂v
= (
∂f
∂t
)c (2.1)
f (r,v,t) is a distribution in 6 dimensional phase space (r,v) of particle positions and velocities where
f(r, v, t) d3r d3v = number of particles inside d3r d3v at coordinate (r,v) at time t
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By considering particle motion in phase space inside a fixed volume d3r d3v a continuity rela-
tionship for the distribution function emerges. The flux of particles moving through the volume
is conserved subject to internal drift v · ∂f∂r and external forces a · ∂f∂v (acceleration a = Fm ).
Collisions change particle velocities resulting in the appearance and disappearance of particles
inside d3r d3v. This is accounted for with the collision operator given as (∂f∂t )c which is evaluated
by a spatial integral consisting of the collision partner velocities and their associated distribution
functions.
Fluid modelling The fluid approach involves modelling of averaged macroscopic variables such
as energy, momentum and density instead of individual particle velocity and positions. The model
is derived by taking velocity moments of the Boltzmann equation. This is discussed in more detail
in section 2.2. Global models represent a volume averaged (zero dimensional) extension of the
fluid approach in which power deposition and species behaviour is assumed to be uniform [4].
This approximation provides a significant reduction in computational requirements but can lead to
large inaccuracies in prediction of plasma behaviour.
Kinetic modelling A complete solution of the Boltzmann equations (equation 2.1) represent a
fundamental description of plasma behaviour. Solution of the Boltzmann equation is represented
by a velocity distribution function which manifests as a solution of a 7 dimensional equation (3
space, 3 velocity and 1 time) for each species. Kinetic descriptions at atmospheric pressure are
often intractable due to the high number of collisions requiring some approximation and averaging
to reduce the computational overhead.
Monte Carlo methods Another approach to tracking individual particle trajectories is through
a combination of Newton’s laws and collisional modelling using Monte-Carlo methods [66] [67].
This approach does not explicitly follow the trajectory of each particle but uses a smaller set of
macro particles to represent their behaviour. Collisions are realised via a weighted probability
function using a random number generator. An extension of this idea is found with Particle in Cell
[66] [67] models which combine the Monte-Carlo technique with a self-consistent treatment of
the electric field. Monte Carlo methods provide a more accurate solutions of the plasma dynamics
than averaged approaches such as fluid or global models but with an increased computational
overhead.
Hybrid approaches Fluid modelling generally requires significantly less computational resources
than kinetic models. This allows a larger plasma chemistry in multiple dimensions to be realised
with the equivalent kinetic model often too large for efficient implementation on many computa-
tional infrastructures. Fluid model inaccuracies are often due to a failure to accurately solve the
electron dynamics. This inaccuracy often manifests for higher pressures especially in the sheath
regions. A combination of Monte Carlo and fluid models can be used in this instance to improve
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accuracy. Electron dynamics are solved using a Monte Carlo approach while a fluid model is used
for the heavy species (ions, neutrals) and electric field [68]. This adds some calculation time to
a fluid model but usually increases the accuracy of the electron dynamics simulated while not
incurring the full cost of a kinetic model.
0 D solutions of Boltzmann equation The electron energy distribution function for any fluid
model description must be assumed or calculated. If one makes some simplifications about
the electron energy relationship to velocity (thermal equilibrium) explicit solutions such as the
Maxwellian [4] and Druyvesteynian [69] electron energy distribution can be found as analytical
solutions to the Boltzmann equation for the electron velocity distribution function. This assump-
tion however often fails to capture the physics accurately [70]. Spatially averaged kinetic nu-
merical approaches are frequently used to pre-calculate the electron collision reaction rates and
transport coefficients as a function of the reduced electric field by solving the electron velocity
or energy distribution function. Direct methods for solving the Boltzmann equation include ex-
pansion methods where a function f (u) is used to represent the velocity distribution function as a
series of orthogonal basis functions. Assuming spatial uniformity and imposing a uniform electric
field approximation on this series allows the electron Boltzmann equation to be reduced to a set of
differential equations which can be solved in a steady state manner [71]. Software such as Bolsig+
[72] are used for solving the zero dimensional Boltzmann equation for the electron in non-thermal
partially ionised plasmas of focus in this work.
2.2 Fluid model formulation
In this section we discuss aspects of the fluid modelling approach employed in this work to study
the plasma dynamics and outline the equations used in this context. We begin by outlining the
fluid model formulation for the species density and electron energy continuity equations. A log
transformation of the continuity equations is used to increase equation stability here. The electric
potential is calculated via the Poisson equation from the spatial distribution of charged species.
The electron reaction rates and transport properties are pre-processed into lookup tables using
results from a zero dimensional solution of the Boltzmann equation (see above). This solution
is used to describe electron impact reactions rates (ionisation, excitation..) and electron trans-
port rates (mobility, diffusivity) as a function of the electron energy. Boundary information and
conditions are discussed for Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions employed in this work.
2.2.1 Formulation of fluid model equations
The fluid model equations are derived by taking velocity moments of the Boltzmann equation [4].
The nth velocity moment is realised by multiplying the Boltzmann equation by a chosen function
g(r, vn, t) and then integrating over velocity space in order to form a conservation equation for
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the desired variable. The lowest moment of the Boltzmann equation is attained by multiplication
by g(r, vn=0, t) = v0 = 1 and integration over velocity space. This produces the number density
conservation equation.
∂ni
∂t
+∇ · Γi = Qi (2.2)
Number density ni , flux Γi , production/absorption term Qi .
The next velocity moment describes the flux term Γi. Letting g(r, vn, t) = mv1 a continuity
equation for momentum conservation is obtained [4, 73, 74]. Inertial, viscous and magnetic effects
are typically neglected and further approximations resulting in a flux described by its drift due to
the electric field and diffusion due to density gradients only can be made. This results in the so
called drift-diffusion approximation.
Γi = µiniE −Di∇ni (2.3)
where µi is the electron mobility coefficient, Di the diffusion coefficient, E the electric field.
A third velocity moment is considered to derive a continuity equation for energy conservation.
Heavy particles (ions and neutrals) can be considered in thermal equilibrium with the background
gas and therefore no energy (temperature) balance equation is required to be solved for these
species. The electron energy is solved in this formulation by taking g(r, vn=2, t) = mv
2
2 to obtain
an equation for the electron energy density similar to above (equation 2.3).
∂n
∂t
+∇ · Γ + E · Γe = Q (2.4)
Here n = ne for mean electron energy . The electron energy flux is expressed as
Γ = µnE −D∇n (2.5)
2.2.2 Log formulation of fluid equations
Charged species densities can have values often spanning ten orders of magnitude especially in
the sheath regions of a plasma. The time and space derivatives in the linear continuity equations
can be reformulated using a log formulation. This reformulation increases equation stability by
preventing non-zero values [65]. We transform the time and space of the linear continuity equation
2.2, 2.3 in terms of the natural log of the species density Ni = ln(ni).
ni
∂Ni
∂t
+∇.Γi = Qi − ni(u · ∇)Ni (2.6)
Γi = −ni(µi · E)− ni(Di · ∇Ni) (2.7)
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Number density ni , flux Γi, production/absorption term Qi and electron transport properties (µe,
De, µ, D). The properties of the exponential derivative exploited in 2.6 are shown by the fol-
lowing.
d eY
d x
= eY
d Y
dx
y = eY or Y = ln y (2.8)
2.2.3 Electric field
The electric field is calculated using the Poisson equation for potential V . The potential is typically
calculated for the plasma region but also for a dielectric region if present on the electrodes. The
potential arising from the plasma region is given by the following.
−∇.0r∇V = q(
N∑
k=1
nionk + ne) (2.9)
where 0 is the permittivity of vacuum, r the dielectric constant of the material and q is the charge
on the electron or ion (±1). The potential arising from the spatial distribution of charges couples
back to the fluid model above via the drift term in the drift-diffusion flux approximation.
For a dielectric material on an electrode, charge accumulates at the surface of the dielectric
and effects the potential applied to the plasma. Accumulation of surface charge σ at the dielectric
boundary is accounted by solving an ordinary differential equation of the net current density J on
the surface given by the following.
∂σ
∂t
= nˆ.Jion − nˆ.Je (2.10)
The electric field inside the dielectric Ediel and just outside Egas is related by Gauss′s law.
dielEdiel · nˆ− 0Egas · nˆ = σ (2.11)
Equation 2.11 specifies a boundary condition for the potential either side of the dielectric at the
gas and material boundaries.
2.2.4 Source and transport coefficients
In the section below we discuss the source coefficient formulation for the species density (elec-
trons, ions, neutrals) and electron energy density equations. This term represents the creation and
destruction of species in the plasma. The transport coefficients describe the drift (mobility) and
diffusion of plasma species.
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Source coefficients The source coefficient Qi for the electron/ion/neutral plasma particles is
given by the following.
Qi =
∑
i,j
kijkninjnk (2.12)
Species density ni,j,k and reaction rate coefficients kijk for collisions between species i, j and k.
For the electrons the reaction rate coefficients kij are pre-calculated here using collision cross sec-
tion data [3] with a Boltzmann equation solver [72]. A lookup table is established with the electron
impact reaction rate interpolated as a function of the mean electron energy. This formulation is
known as the local mean energy approximation. The ion and neutral reaction rates are taken from
literature as a function of the mean electron energy.
The source coefficients for the electron energy Q is given by two terms representing heating
by the electric field and energy loss in collisions.
Q = −eΓe · E +
∑
j
kejnenj∆j (2.13)
Γe the electron flux , e magnitude of the charge on electron , E the electric field, the electron
energy density n, reaction energy loss for electron collisions ∆j .
Transport coefficients The electron transport properties for electron and electron energy mo-
bility µe, µ are pre-calculated using collision cross section data [3] with a Boltzmann equation
solver [72]. A lookup table is established with the electron and electron energy mobilities inter-
polated as function of the mean electron energy. Einstein’s formula is then used to relate mobility
and diffusion to temperature.
Di
µi
=
kBTi
qi
(2.14)
For the electron energy equation the mean electron energy is related to the temperature by assum-
ing the electron velocity distribution is isotropic giving the relation
kBTeqe =
2
3
 (2.15)
Using equation 2.14 above the electron energy mobility and diffusion coefficients can be written
as
µ =
5
3
µe (2.16)
D =
5
3
De (2.17)
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The mobilities of ionic species are calculated as a function of the reduced electric field using ex-
perimental data from Viehland and Mason [75]. Diffusion coefficient for ionic species are related
to mobility values using Einstein′s equation and the gas temperature. Diffusion coefficients for
neutral species are calculated using Chapman-Ensog theory with Leonard-Jones potentials taken
from literature [76].
2.2.5 Boundary conditions
Boundary information is critical to describing the interaction of a plasma when it encounters solid
and gaseous boundaries in the domain under investigation. Boundary conditions are required for
all variables at all boundaries in the simulation domain. In the following we describe the typical
boundary conditions used for the fluid model describing the plasma dynamics.
Three types of boundary conditions are encountered for the plasma species in this report: wall,
insulation and constraint boundary conditions. These are typically given by setting a value for the
species flux at the boundary. Wall boundary conditions involve the interaction of the plasma gas
and a solid boundary. Electrons are lost by a net flux to the wall (migrative flux), via thermal
motion (thermal flux) close to the wall and also gained by secondary electron emission. The three
terms in the following equation for the electron density represent these quantities [77].
Γe.nˆ = ne(µe · E) · nˆ+ 1
2
νth,ene − (1− a)
∑
i
γiΓi.nˆ (2.18)
where γi is the secondary electron coefficient for particle i emitting an electron at the boundary and
νth = (kTk/mk)
1/2 is the thermal velocity. The switching function a accounts for the migrative
flux: a = 1 when the flux is directed towards the wall and zero otherwise. For the electron energy
a similar flux boundary conditions is given by the following.
Γ.nˆ = n(µ · E) · nˆ+ 2
3
νth,en − (1− a)
∑
i
γi¯iΓi.nˆ (2.19)
Here ¯i represents the mean initial energy of the electron emitted by incidence of species i. Ions
and neutral boundary conditions are given by a similar flux condition. Secondary particle emission
is not considered here for the heavy species and migrative flux for the neutral species is absent.
Γi.nˆ =
1
2
νth,i − ni(µi · E) (2.20)
An insulation boundary condition is used when the plasma region is bounded by a gas and typi-
cally represents the edges of the discharge region under study which are not solid. The insulation
boundary condition for species density at an open boundary is given by setting the normal compo-
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nent of the species flux to zero.
nˆ · Γk = 0 (2.21)
A constraint boundary condition is given by setting the variable of interest to a specific value at
the boundary. This is typically done for the electron or electron energy density.
2.3 Mixing gas models
In this section we discuss equations and boundary conditions for the gas dynamics of a buoyant gas
such as helium injected into air and couple this to a mass transport model to describe the mixing
and reacting of gas species. The couplings between models used is also discussed.
Gas dynamics The Navier Stokes equations (compressible flow) [78] are used to model the gas
flow.
ρ
∂u
∂t
+ ρ(u · ∇)u = ∇ · [−pI + τ ] + F (2.22)
τ = µ(∇u+ (∇u)T )− 2
3
µ(∇ · u)I (2.23)
∂ρ
∂t
+ ρ(∇ · u) = 0 (2.24)
where ρ is the density, u the velocity vector, p the pressure, τ the viscous stress tensor and F is the
volume force term. Equation of state for p and ρ is given by the ideal gas equation. The volume
force is made up of a buoyancy term due to gas mixing.
F = g(ρMixture − ρAir) (2.25)
At wall boundaries which include electrode boundaries and surfaces, a no slip boundary con-
dition is used with fluid velocity u = 0. For gaseous boundaries such as the surrounding air the
viscous stress tensor τ is set to zero (nˆ · τ = 0) and the pressure constrained to atmospheric
pressure (p = patm). The gas inlet boundary condition is imposed on u by specifying the standard
volumetric flow rate. The flow rate (Q0 m3/s) at the boundary (∂Ω) is set with the following
constraint.
−
∫
∂Ω
dinlet
ρ
ρ0
(u · nˆ)dS = Q0 (2.26)
where dinlet is the boundary thickness (1 mm) and ρ0 the standard density. Here ρ0 = Mmean/V0
where Mmean is the mean molecular mass of the inlet fluid and V0 is the standard molar volume.
For the case of a helium gas with an O2 admixtureMmean = (1−admixture)∗MHe + admixture
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* MO2 with MHe = 0.0040026 kg/mol and MO2 = 0.0319988 kg/mol [79]. The standard molar
volume for a gas at 293 K and 1 atmosphere of V0 = 0.0246172 m3/mol is used here. To prevent
tangential components of velocity at the boundary nT · τ = 0, u× n = 0 is also imposed [65].
Mass transport The mixing of gases is modelled by solving a continuity equation for mass
transport via diffusion and convection [65, 80].
∂ni
∂t
+∇ · (−Di∇ni) + u · ∇ni = Rijk
Γi = −Di∇ni + uni (2.27)
The concentration ni is solved for each fluid species. The diffusion coefficient is given by Di
and velocity vector by u here. A coupling between velocity field in the Navier Stokes equation
(equation 2.22) to the mass transport concentration equation (equation 2.27) via the velocity vector
u is used. Rijk for a reacting gas is given by equation 2.12.
The fluid density is computed from the ideal gas law using local pressure and mixture com-
position (see equation 2.28 below). The dynamic viscosity µˆ was accounted for using a mixture
average formulation.
ρ =
p
T R
∑
i(
xi
Mi
)
µˆ =
∑
i
µˆixi (2.28)
where xi is the mass fraction for species i with molecular weight Mi.
The concentration flux is set to zero nˆ ·Γi = 0 at wall boundaries. For boundaries representing
gaseous boundaries such as the surrounding air the following boundary condition is implemented.
−n ·Di∇ni = 0 if nˆ · u ≥ 0
ni = n0,j if nˆ · u < 0 (2.29)
Where n0,j represents the fixed concentration of species i at the gaseous boundary. When the
gaseous boundary is air the concentration of each species is taken as a fraction (79% N2, 20 % O2,
1% H2O) of the concentration of an ideal gas at 293 K and 1 atmosphere. At a gas inlet boundary
a similar concentration constraint is given for inlet gas mixture.
Plasma model gas coupling The velocity field is coupled to the particle density equations (see
eqt. 2.2 ) using a convective flux u · ∇ni term to include the effect of gas flow. This gives the
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particle density continuity equations as:
∂ni
∂t
+∇ .Γi + u · ∇ni = Qi (2.30)
2.4 Heat model
We consider a thermal energy equation for a fluid given by.
ρCp
∂T
∂t
+ ρCp(u · ∇T ) = ∇ · (k∇T ) +Qp (2.31)
Here ρ is the gas density, Cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure, T temperature, k thermal
conductivity, u fluid velocity, Qp is heat from plasma (see below). Heat transfer in a solid domain
such as an electrode is given by
ρCp
∂T
∂t
= ∇ · (k∇T ) (2.32)
The heat generated by the plasma acts as a heat source for the bulk gas. The heat is given by
Qp and its time averaged value Q′p.
Qp =
(∑
i
qiΓi.E +
∑
j
∆jRj + 3
mi
Mg
Kelkb(Te − Tg)
)
(2.33)
Q′p =
1
τp
∫ τp
0
(∑
i
qiΓi.E +
∑
j
∆jRj + 3
me
Mg
Kelkb(Te − Tg)
)
dt (2.34)
The heat of formation for reaction j is given by ∆j in equation 2.33 above and the thermodynamic
properties for each reaction is calculated from literature [65, 81]. Here kb represents the Boltzmann
constant, Rj the inelastic collision losses and Kel the elastic collision losses.
The insulation boundary condition -nˆ · (k∇T ) = 0 is imposed at external solid boundaries.
For gaseous boundaries the following boundary condition is implemented.
−nˆ · ∇T = 0 if nˆ · u ≥ 0
T = T0 if nˆ · u < 0 (2.35)
Here T0 is set to represent the temperature of the ambient air. At an inlet flow boundary the
temperature is fixed.
2.5 Finite element formulation
A commercial partial differential equation (PDE) solver COMSOL Multiphysics [65] is used for
solution of the finite element discretisation of the partial differential equations solved in this re-
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port. An introduction to finite elements is given in section 2.5.1. Formulation of finite element
fluid equations is discussed in more detail in section 2.5.2 along with details of solution of these
equations (section 2.5.3) in the context of the PDE′s considered here.
2.5.1 Introduction to finite elements
We consider a one dimensional domain discretised for Ω = {x : a ≤ x ≤ b, a b ∈ Z} into N-1
sub-domains or elements Ωi = {xi : xi−1 ≤ x ≤ xi}. A one dimensional approximation for a
variable u(x, t) represented by a linear combination of the product of a piecewise basis function
φi(x) and a discrete variable Ui(t) with values defined at each node or mesh point in the domain
is given by:
u(x, t) =
N∑
i=1
Ui(t)φi(x) (2.36)
Figure 2.1 graphically illustrates this concept (φi ≡ Ni ). The basis function φi(x) can be de-
scribed within each element sub-domain by shape functions. These shape functions can be char-
acterised by local or element coordinates. Element coordinates can be defined generally as a
d-dimensional standard simplex. A standard simplex is the generalisation of a triangle or tetrahe-
dron to arbitrary dimension (d=1 unit interval, d=2 triangle with 45◦ angles, d=3 tetrahedron). The
simplex obeys the conditions ξi ≥ 0 and ξ1 + · · ·+ ξn ≤ 1. Each finite element Ωi is parametrised
by the local coordinates ξ1 . . . ξn and mesh elements can be considered as a linear transformation
of the standard simplex by letting the global coordinate xi be a linear function of the local coordi-
nates. In our 1D example, any basis function on any linear mesh element is one of the following
so called shape functions.
φ = ξ1, φ = 1− ξ1, φ = 0 (2.37)
Here the basis function is linear in the mesh interval φi = 1−ξd=1, equal to the local coordinate
ξ1 on the mesh node and zero outside it. This concept is illustrated in figure 2.2 where ξ1, ξ2
parametrize the local coordinate space in element Ωi.
The finite elements discussed above are known generally as Lagrange elements. On each
element, u is described by a polynomial of degree k where the local coordinates ξd are integer
multiples of 1k . In our 1D example here we discussed shape function for linear elements corre-
sponding to an element order of k = 1. Quadratic elements have order k = 2. Increasing element
order increases the accuracy of approximation of solution in the element space but comes at the
cost of increased computational time.
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Figure 2.1: One dimensional finite element discretisation [10]
Figure 2.2: Two dimensional simplex
2.5.2 Formulation of finite element equations
The starting point for the discretion of a problem using the finite element numerical method starts
with the weak or integral form of a partial differential equation (PDE). In this section we discuss
the reformulation of our model equations in the weak form and discretion of this form using
finite elements. An introduction to finite elements is given in appendix 2.5.1 and more detailed
discussions can be found in literature [82]. In this section we outline the transformation of a linear
continuity equation from a (strong) differential form to a (weak) integral form and discuss the
incorporation of boundary information. Finally discretion and linearisation of this weak form is
carried out to formulate our model as a matrix system.
Weak form
We consider the weak formulation of the fluid equations for the linear continuity equation of a
particle number density (equation 2.2) as a template for the discretisation of the PDE’s used in this
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report.
∂ni
∂t
+∇.Γi = Qi (2.38)
In the weak form a PDE is required only to hold for weak solutions with respect to a test function.
We multiply each term by an arbitrary test function vi and integrate over the domain Ω for each
term.
∫
Ω
∂ni
∂t
vidΩ +
∫
Ω
∇.ΓividΩ =
∫
Ω
QividΩ (2.39)
Expanding the second term of 2.39 using integration by parts and the divergence theorem on
boundaries ∂Ω. ∫
Ω
∇.ΓividΩ =
∫
∂Ω
Γivinˆ.ds−
∫
Ω
Γi∇.vidΩ (2.40)
Equation 2.40 is now substituted into equation 2.39 giving∫
Ω
∂ni
∂t
vidΩ +
∫
∂Ω
Γivinˆ.ds−
∫
Ω
Γi∇.vidΩ =
∫
Ω
QividΩ (2.41)
This form enables us to specify a Neumann boundary condition by direct substitution of the bound-
ary term. To enforce a Dirichlet boundary condition we would have to solve an additional problem
of the form of equation 2.42 on the boundary ∂Ω given by:
∫
∂Ω
R(ni, t)vinˆ.ds = 0 (2.42)
Alternatively we can include a Dirichlet boundary condition as a constraint by using a Lagrange
multiplier formulation. We consider a general formulation which includes a Lagrange variable
µ to facilitate the inclusion of dependent Dirichlet boundary conditions for the input coefficients
R(ni, t) and G(ni, t) representing the Dirichlet boundary constraint and the Neumann flux value
at the boundary.
0 = R(ni, t) on ∂Ω
n · Γ = G(ni, t)− ∂R
∂ni
µ (2.43)
We now substitute our boundary terms (equation 2.43) into equation 2.40 above.
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∫
Ω
∂ni
∂t
vidΩ +
∫
∂Ω
(G− ∂R
∂ni
µ)vinˆ · ds−
∫
Ω
Γi∇.vidΩ =
∫
Ω
QividΩ
0 = R on ∂Ω (2.44)
Equation 2.44 above is known as the weak formulation of the PDE 2.5.2. Weak form formulations
for the log continuity equations (see section 2.2.2), electric field (see section 2.2.3), Navier stokes
and mixing gas model (section 2.3) can be derived in a similar way.
Discretisation of weak form
Discretisation of the weak form equations using finite elements (see appendix 2.5.1) approximates
the dependent variables as a combination of the product of a piecewise basis function and values
defined on each element in the domain. We consider the particle number density and its approxi-
mation:
∂ni
∂t
+∇ .Γi = Qi (2.45)
nl =
∑
i=1
nj(t)φ
(l)
j (2.46)
Where φlj are the basis functions for l variables nl with solution vector nj containing the degrees of
freedom. The Galerkin method is commonly used for solution with finite elements. The Galerkin
method selects the test functions from the basis functions vl = φ
(l)
j . Substituting into the weak
form of the PDE this gives a set of differential algebraic equations (DAE).
Discretisation of continuity equation The weak expression for the continuity equation 2.41
now becomes (dropping the summation i on n):
∑
j=1
∫
Ω
∂
∂t
njφ
(l)
j dΩ +
∑
j=1
∫
∂Ω
(G− ∂R
∂nj
µ)φ
(l)
j nˆ.ds−
∑
j=1
∫
Ω
Γj∇.φ(l)j dΩ
−
∑
j=1
∫
Ω
Qjφ
(l)
j dΩ = 0
0 = R on ∂Ω (2.47)
For l variables across our domain discretised by j = 1, . . . ,M finite elements.
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We now rewrite the above in matrix form.
L(n, n˙, t) =
∑
j=1
∫
Ω
∂
∂t
njφ
(l)
j dΩ +
∑
j=1
∫
∂Ω
Gφ
(l)
j nˆ.ds−
∑
j=1
∫
Ω
Γj∇.φ(l)j dΩ
−
∑
j=1
∫
Ω
Qjφ
(l)
j dΩ = 0
NFΛ = −
∫
∂Ω
(
∂R
∂nj
µj)φj nˆ. ds
M(n, t) = 0 (2.48)
Where NF is given by φj ∂R∂nj , Λ contains the Lagrange variables µj and M(n, t) ≡ R contains
the constraints. Our time dependent PDE can now be written in matrix form as:
0 = L(n(t), n˙(t))−NF (n(t)) Λ(t)
0 = M(n(t)) (2.49)
L is called the residual matrix,M the constraint residual matrix, Λ the Lagrange multiplier matrix
and NF the constraint force Jacobian matrix ∂M∂n .
Linearisation Many of the terms in the continuity expression for particle density discussed
above are dependent on other variables (ni) for evaluation. In order to solve the continuity equa-
tion implicitly at each time step we must linearise our PDE. We consider an initial guess value at
point (n = n0 , dn0dt = n˙0) as a linearisation point and take a Taylor expansion. Equation 2.49
now becomes.
L(n0, n˙0) = K(n0)(n− n0) +D(n˙0)(n˙− n˙0) +NF (n0) Λ
M(n0) = N(n0)(n− n0) (2.50)
Here L is called the load vector, its Jacobian K = ∂L∂n is called the stiffness matrix and D =
∂L
∂n˙ is
known as the mass matrix.
2.5.3 Solutions of finite element formulation
The commercial PDE solver COMSOL multi-physics [65] is used for numerical simulations in this
report. In this section we outline the solution methods and strategies employed here.
Time dependent solutions The Lagrange multipliers can be eliminated by selecting an appro-
priate test function boundary condition. We introduce the following boundary conditions on the
test function.
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0 =
∂R
∂nl
vl on ∂Ω (2.51)
This ensures that the weak formulation (equation 2.44) is solved only for nl such that the solution
holds for all test functions vl that satisfy the above boundary conditions. The weak formulation
given in equation 2.44 above can now be reformulated as:
∫
Ω
∂nl
∂t
vldΩ +
∫
∂Ω
Gvlnˆ · ds−
∫
Ω
Γi∇.vldΩ =
∫
Ω
QlvldΩ
0 =
∂R
∂nl
vl on ∂Ω (2.52)
Equation 2.50 can now be rewritten as
L(n0, n˙0) = K(n0)(n− n0) +D(n˙0)(n˙− n˙0)
M(n0) = N(n0)(n− n0) (2.53)
The standard Galerkin method consists of finding n such that the above equation is satisfied.
Our time dependent differential algebraic system (DAE) is implemented and solved using the
commercial PDE solver Comsol multi-physics [65]. A backward differentiation formulation (BDF)
is used for time stepping and a Newton method is used to solve the linearised system of equations at
each time step. The space dependent integrals occurring in the components of matrices in equation
2.50 are calculated using a numerical quadrature method. This computes the integral over a mesh
element by taking a weighted sum of the integrand evaluated at the nodes across the mesh element
[65].
Comsol implements a time-dependent solver algorithm called IDA (Implicit Differential Alge-
braic) [83] which uses a variable order variable step-size backward differentiation formula (BDF)
method for integration of the time integral. BDF is a linear multi-step method that approximates
the derivative of the function using information from previous time steps. The BDF method is a
fully implicit method and requires the solution of a set of non-linear equations at each time step.
At each time step a linearised system of differential equations (equation 2.53) must be solved.
This is carried out using a Newton solver [84]. The linearisation of a discrete equation in general
form f(U) = 0 about a point U0 is given by f ′(U0)δU = −f(U0) where δU = U − U0 (see
equation 2.53 above). Initially the Newton solver finds the solution of a linear system. This is
carried out using the PARDISO linear solver algorithm [85, 86]. The new iteration is computed
using U1 = U0 +λδU where λ (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 ) is the damping factor. Next the error E is calculated
by solving f ′(U0)E = −f(U1). The Newton iteration continues by reducing the damping factor
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λ until an error E reaches a specified tolerance or a minimum damping factor is exceeded.
2.6 Stability and stabilisation
In this section we discuss the stability of transport equations used in this work. In section 2.6.1
dimensionless numbers commonly employed to analyse transport equation stability are discussed.
In section 2.6.2 artificial diffusion and source terms employed are discussed.
2.6.1 Dimensionless numbers
Numerical schemes find difficulties in areas of high gradients of the physical quantities under
study such as at a boundary. In this section we discuss some dimensionless numbers derived from
a generic transport equation which allows us to study the stability of equations of this type (see
equations 2.22,2.30). These numbers [82] study the ratio of advective forces due to bulk motion
of the fluid against diffusive forces and/or production/absorption effects of the physical quantity
of interest. We consider a generic advection-diffusion-reaction transport equation for discussion
here.
∂u
∂t
+ β∇ · u+∇ · (−c∇u) + su = 0 (2.54)
The Péclet number (Pe) [82] is defined as the ratio of the rate of advection of a variable (bulk
motion) to the rate of diffusion of the same variable. In equation 2.54 this measures the ratio of
convective force β to diffusive forces affecting variable u. We define the element Péclet number
for element mesh size h as follows:
Pe =
‖β‖h
2c
(2.55)
The Dämkohler number (Da) [82] measures the magnitude of the production/adsorption effects s
against the convective forces β.
Da =
|s|h
‖β‖ (2.56)
If the production/absorption term in equation 2.54 is zero then Galerkin discretisation (see section
2.5.2) becomes unstable when the Péclet number is Pe > 1. If the production/absorption term is
non-zero the Galerkin discretisation becomes unstable when production/absorption effects domi-
nate over the viscous effects. The Dämkohler Péclet product can be used to describe this combined
effect with instabilities arising when 2DaPe = |s|h
2
c is > 1 [82]. Increasing the mesh resolution
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can reduce Pe and 2PeDa to prevent oscillations. In practise this is often not possible due to the
large mesh requirements. For this reason artificial diffusion and source terms are often added to
stabilise transport equations.
2.6.2 Stabilisation techniques
In executing the models used in this report we employed various stabilistaion techniques to en-
hance equation stability for solutions over computationally tractable mesh sizes. Stabilistaion
techniques included the use of artificial diffusion terms for high Péclet or Dämkohler number
flows and artificial source terms in the plasma model solutions to prevent singularities in the log
formulation of the continuity equations.
Artificial diffusion terms include both consistent and inconsistent techniques. Consistent sta-
bilisation adds numerical diffusion to the equation being solved in a way which results in a solution
being the same as that without numerical diffusion while inconsistent stabilisation adds numerical
diffusion which may result in a solution being different from the solution without the addition
of numerical diffusion. Streamline diffusion is a consistent stabilisation method that introduces
artificial diffusion in the streamline direction. Extended Galerkin methods which use streamline
diffusion are the Streamline Upwind Petrov Galerkin (SUPG) method [82, 87] and the Galerkin
Least Square (GLS) method [88]. GLS is the streamline diffusion available within the Comsol
multi-physics [65] software which is stable for 2PeDa > 1 [65, 88]. An isotropic diffusion term
ciso = η‖β‖h, where the term η is a tuning parameter, can also be added to the diffusion term in
equation 2.54 in an inconsistent manner.
∂u
∂t
+ β · ∇ u−∇ · ((c+ ciso)∇u) + su = 0 (2.57)
The Péclet number is now:
Pe =
‖β‖h
2(c+ ciso)
=
‖β‖h
2c+ η ‖β‖h (2.58)
We see here that for η = 0.5 the Péclet number is always less than 1 (Pe < 1). The Dämkohler
number in this case is unaffected so instabilities arising from production/absorption forces domi-
nating convective forces can still cause oscillations.
An artificial source term Qstab is added to existing source terms in the log continuity equation
(see equations 2.6) for the plasma model formulation considered in this work. This prevents
numerical singularities arising when species density reach zero.
Qstab = φ.(exp(−ζln(ni)) (2.59)
The tuning parameters φ and ζ (ζ, φ > 0 ) must be chosen carefully for this inconsistent artificial
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stabilisation term as to not perturb the calculations significantly. By default here φ = NA is used
where NA is Avogadros number [65]. The ratio of this stabilisation term over the original source
term QstabQi is used to measure and minimise the perturbing impact of this term on the equations
being solved for a given mesh.
2.7 Modelling strategy
The modelling strategy employed in this work attempts to reduce the computational overhead
while maintaining an accurate description of the underlying physics of interest. Balancing these
needs manifests in both temporal and spatial strategies for model design. In the following we
discuss these aspects in the context of the models developed in this report. We also discuss how
the model strategies employed in this report advance on previous modelling efforts for the plasma
sources of interest.
Spatial
The three plasma sources studied in this report (see section 1.4) represent two distinct geometries
for plasma generation. The corona plasma jet (chapter 4) consists of a pin electrode encased in
a quartz tube to contain and convect gas flows. The simulation domain is reduced here by con-
sidering the devices cylindrical symmetry. A two dimensional axi-symmetric domain provides an
accurate account of the plasma and gas dynamics for this source. The capacitively coupled (chap-
ter 5) and dielectric barrier sources (chapter 7) represent a planar geometry. Assuming uniformity
in the plasma behaviour reduction of the simulation domain to one dimension in these sources
is used. Plasma produced species and heating terms are extrapolated to higher dimensions (2-D,
3-D) for both geometries here for use as source terms in higher order models of the uncharged
reacting, mixing and heated jet (see below).
Charged species in the plasma are typically contained within the electrode region by the elec-
tric field. The gaseous and plasma domain simulated will overlap to a various degree depending on
the electrode design. If the target surface doubles as the ground (chapter 4) then a larger section of
the gaseous domain will overlap with the plasma domain compared to a remote treatment surface
(chapter 5). The solution domain for the plasma dynamics is however typically a subset of the
larger domain required for investigation of the uncharged phenomena of gas and heat dynamics.
Temporal
The physics of atmospheric plasma jets involves a large range of time-scales. The plasma pro-
duces an abundance of both charged and uncharged species. Charged species (e, O+2 , O
−, He+2 ...)
respond to changes in the externally applied electric field which can be of the order of ∼ ns. Un-
charged species consist of both long and short lived species which change on time-scales from
the plasma dynamics up to the gas residence time (∼ s). Long lived species consist of plasma
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produced (O, N,..) and background species (He, N2, O2...). Short lived species are produced by
excitation reactions in the plasma (O (1D), (N (2D), He∗...) and react quickly within the discharge
region. Gas heating is induced by the plasma dynamics (∼ µs) and plasma produced uncharged
species (∼ s) but changes on time-scales above the order of the gas residence time (≥ 1 s). These
disparate time-scales are coupled by various averaging and sequential couplings discussed below.
In chapter 4 a 2-D model of gas dynamics in a corona plasma jet (’plasma needle’) is solved
initially for a steady state helium air mixture profile. The plasma dynamics are then solved using
this constant mixture profile. Once steady state power conditions (∼ 10 µs) are reached in the
plasma averaged production rates are extrapolated as source terms for a 2-D model of uncharged
species reacting and convecting to the treatment surface below the device. This decoupling allows
tractable solutions of the neutral (uncharged) plasma produced species behaviour on the time scale
of the gas flow (∼ 1 s) which is much larger than the time scale of the plasma dynamics (∼ 1 ns).
Such a decoupling relies on the assumption that the charged and neutral species produced by the
plasma are weakly interacting. The bulk plasma density (∼ 1017 m−3) is typically several orders
of magnitude lower than the steady state densities of reactive species (O, O2 (a1∆), O3, N, NxOx,
HNOx ...) produced (∼ 1021 m−3) in this type of discharge [56, 59, 89, 90]. Uncharged plasma
produced species density are therefore not significantly effected by losses due to interaction with
charged species. Charged and excited species densities in the plasma may however be changed
remarkably by the influence of plasma produced reactive species. Earlier reports [13, 60] show
that the the primary ionisation mechanism is via helium meta-stable penning ionisation with N2
and O2 over plasma produced species (O, O2 (a1∆), O3, N, N2 (A3Σ)..). Charge transfer effects
due to O2 (a1∆), O3 and O interaction can however change the composition of negative charge
carriers depending on the O2 density in the discharge region [90]. Analysis of larger reaction sets
from literature [90, 91] reveals similar reaction pathways and transport properties for both these
negative charge carriers [90, 91]. The continuously powered radio frequency plasma considered
here neglects these charge transfer interactions as they are not likely to lead to large inaccuracies
in the overall electrical behaviour of the plasma. Production trends for uncharged reactive species
which is of focus in this report are preserved in this context.
Operational conditions considered for the capacitively coupled (µAPPJ) source in chapter 5
result in a homogeneous helium-oxygen mixture in the discharge domain. The plasma dynamics
are reduced to a one-dimensional model [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Phase averaged reactive neutral
(uncharged) species production rates are extrapolated from the 1-D plasma model solutions and
coupled to a 2-D model of the reacting and mixing helium carrier jet in the ambient in a similar
way to the corona jet discussed above. A gas heating source term is also extrapolated from 1-D
solutions of the plasma dynamics for use in a 2-D model of the gas flow and heating.
The capacitively coupled (µAPPJ) source is studied again in chapter 6 but this time with a
pulsed power source. Electron detachment reactions may influence the plasma dynamics during
the power-off phase when the plasma density drops significantly (see chapter 3). Analysis of
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Helium-oxygen reactions revealed an electron detachment reaction involving atomic oxygen of
possible importance during the plasma decay. In order to study the influence of this reaction a
fixed value for the O density based on an O2 to O conversion rate of 0.3 % is used [91, 92]. The
same approach and chemistry is used in chapter 7 where the plasma behaviour is also pulsed due
to the lower frequency (∼ kHz) of the externally applied electric field.
Advancements
The numerical study of a corona plasma jet (’plasma needle’) considered in chapter 4 advances
previous numerical investigations of Sakiyama et al. [13]. This work approximated the air in the
gas mixture as consisting of N2. The chemistry considered in this report extends on this study
by incorporation of an air chemistry consisting of N2, O2 and H2O. Inclusion of molecular O2
species provides significant insight into the role of negative ions which are critical to the spatial
behaviour of the plasma. The construction of an additional model of a reacting gas consisting of
uncharged plasma produced species provides information of the steady state density of reactive
oxygen and nitrogen species reaching a treatment surface for the first time. These results provide
numerical evidence for previous experimental reports of Goree et al. [12, 53] and Sakiyama et
al. [54] for the anti-bacterial role of atomic oxygen in S. Mutans bacteria samples treated by the
plasma needle. Surface interaction of plasma produced reactive species is also investigated here.
This novel analysis is conducted for both a reactive solid and liquid interface.
Numerical investigation of a capacitively coupled (’µAPPJ’) source is considered in chapter
5. Previous numerical investigations of the plasma dynamics for helium-oxygen mixtures in this
source [56, 58, 59, 60, 61, 63, 90] reveal the crucial role of helium metastable in penning ionisation
processes [56, 60, 63], the effect of gap size on plasma formation [58, 63] and production mech-
anisms for atomic oxygen [59, 61]. Global models [90, 91] have revealed the dominant charged
and uncharged species in the plasma region allowing subset chemistries for spatially resolved fluid
models to be constructed. Yang et al. [59] discussed the behaviour of plasma produced species
in the jet effluent in a helium-oxygen atmosphere and its interaction with a reactive surface us-
ing a 1-D model and approximations of the gas flow. Hemke et al. [61] used 2-D models of the
capacitively coupled jet convecting in a helium-oxygen atmosphere providing further insight into
the composition of the jet effluent. Our work extends on these efforts by incorporating interac-
tion of the jet effluent with ambient air. The efficiency of reactive oxygen species generation by
admixture of O2 (section 5.3.1), the subsequent spatial profiles of reactive species produced at
various distances below the device both with and without a target surface (section 5.3.3) and the
interaction of plasma produced reactive species with treatment surfaces (section 5.3.5) provides
novel insight into the operation of this device. The modelling strategy employed in this work al-
lows efficient solution for two dimensional dynamics of reactive oxygen species, gas mixing and
heating behaviour solving to steady state for disparate time-scales ranging from ns to ∼ 1000 s.
Pulse modulation of the capacitively coupled ’µAPPJ’ source considered in chapter 6 presents
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a novel investigation of this potential control mechanism for heat limitation and delivery of re-
active oxygen species to treatment surfaces. The study of the continuously powered source in
chapter 5 reveals a complex and limited operational range for variation in reactive species pro-
duction and heat flux. This behaviour due to the electro-negative character of the discharge leads
to a non-linear power behaviour with voltage variation. Modulation of the applied power offers a
possible alternative mechanism for control of reactive species and heat flux to treatment surfaces
which warrants further investigation. Previous reports [93, 94] for ∼Mhz driven capacitively cou-
pled devices has discussed the plasma dynamics for electro-positive helium gas mixtures. This
chapter presents fundamental and novel insight into the plasma growth and decay behaviour in
electronegative helium-oxygen mixtures coupled with an investigation of the plasma produced re-
active species, heating and gas dynamics. The demonstration of control of reactive species and
heat flux delivery to treatment surfaces in this context provides a significant advance in current
understanding.
The plasma dynamics of the diffuse glow mode of the dielectric barrier discharge is discussed
in chapter 7. The critical role of small amounts of N2 impurity in plasma formation for he-
lium discharges via penning ionisation has been studied numerically in several previous reports
[44, 95, 96]. Numerical investigations for helium-O2 mixtures [97, 98, 99] for the source have
considered the ’quenching’ effects of small oxygen admixtures (∼ 10 ppm) on plasma dynamics
and the ability of frequency variation to recover the glow mode of operation. Frequency variation
is investigated here as a mechanism for varying the power deposition to the plasma allowing con-
trol of reactive species production and heat flux. The pulsed nature of this ∼kHz driven discharge
(see chapter 3) allows frequency variation to vary power deposition significantly by interrupting
the period between plasma growth and decay. This chapter focuses on the potential to control the
reactive oxygen species production and gas heating by varying the frequency. Similar to earlier
studies of the plasma needle and µAPPJ investigation of the plasma produced reactive species,
heating and gas dynamics provides a novel insight into the reactive species and heat flux produced
by an industrial scale implementation of this source.
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Chapter 3
Model validation
In this chapter we discuss validation activities for the numerical models described in chapter 2.
Validation in this context refers to a process of establishing whether the numerical model provides
an accurate representation of physical reality. A one dimensional model for an atmospheric di-
electric barrier discharge plasma source operating with helium is considered here for experimental
comparison (section 3.1). This discharge has been the case of previous computational benchmark-
ing [44, 95, 96]. We extend on these efforts here accounting for air impurities in the discharge.
3.1 Dielectric barrier discharge benchmark
Comparison of a one dimensional plasma model (see chapter 2) with experimental measurements
[11] for a dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma source operating in atmospheric pressure
helium is discussed. Conditions for a diffuse mode of plasma operation with a helium carrier gas
known as a glow discharge [8, 9] is considered. This homogeneous discharge behaves uniformly
in space allowing much of the physics to be investigated using a one dimensional model. Results
of charged species behaviour is compared with experimental measurements of Mangolini et al [11]
for discharge current behaviour. The emergence of asymmetric behaviour in the current profile is
discussed in this context.
3.1.1 Model description
The dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) consists of two dielectric layers of thickness 1 mm with
separation between the dielectric layers of 5 mm. One electrode is driven with a sinusoidal applied
voltage with a 10 kHz frequency and a voltage amplitude of Va = 1.85 kV while the other electrode
is grounded. A self consistent fluid model with Poissoin’s equation for the electric field is solved
for the electron, electron energy and heavy species densities. The model was implemented using a
finite element scheme with the commercial partial differential solver Comsol Multiphysics [65]. A
log formulation of the electron and heavy species density continuity equation is used along with
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source stabilisation (see section 2.6). The electron transport and reaction rates are preprocessed by
solving the zero dimensional Boltzmann equation using the Bolsig+ solver software [72] and with
collision cross section data from the University of Toulouse Lxcat database [3]. The ion transport
values are taken from literature [75] (see section 2.2.4 for more details).
The helium-air chemistry used here is shown in table 3.1. The species considered include
the electron e, seven ionic species (He+, He+2 , N
+
2 , O
+
2 , O
−, O−2 and H2O
+) with fifteen neutral
species (He, He∗, He∗2, O2, O2 (a1∆), O, O (1D), N2, N2 (A3Σ), N2 (B3Π), N, N (2D), H2O,
OH, and H). Reactions R1−14 in table 3.1 follow the He-N2 reaction scheme of Golubovski et al
[44]. The oxygen reaction scheme is given by reactions R15−22, nitrogen excitation and dissocia-
tive reactions by R23−28, H2O reactions by R29−31 and oxygen negative ion reactions by R32−46
in table 3.1. An important characteristic of this reaction scheme is that it lumps the excited he-
lium states into a single species He∗ and assumes the various excimer levels decay into a single
level He∗2 (a3Σ+u ) denoted as He∗2. A destruction frequency of 104 s−1 is taken for He∗2 here [44].
Electron detachment (R39−46 in table 3.1) reactions R42 and R46 are dependent on the atomic oxy-
gen density. Steady state atomic oxygen density develops on much larger timescales (∼ seconds)
compared with the 100 µs timescale of the charged species behaviour. In order to approximate
the atomic oxygen density a fixed value based on O2 depletion rates of 0.3% conversion of O2 to
O is used here. This depletion rate is consistent with values reported in literature [91, 92]. Air
impurities in the helium carrier gas are assumed to be made up of 79% N2, 20 % O2 and 1% H2O.
The boundary conditions used for plasma species at the dielectric are wall boundary conditions
described in section 2.2.5. Surface charge accumulation at the dielectric barrier is described by an
additional ordinary differential equation consisting of the net current density on the surface (see
section 2.2.3). The secondary electron emission coefficient is set to 0.01 for each charged and
excited species impacting the walls. Mesh accuracy was checked by repeating the solution run by
consistently doubling the mesh size until solution accuracy was not substantially affected by mesh
resolution. For the conditions under study a "quasi" steady state is eventually reached between
subsequent applied voltage cycles. Typically 6 - 10 cycles are required before the current density
variation over the voltage cycle converges to a steady state.
3.1.2 Results and discussion
Experimental comparison The current in the plasma volume is made up of the electron current,
ion (conduction) and displacement current due to the changing electric field. The current density
is a volume averaged quantity and for the one dimensional case is given by the following equation
[106].
J = qe
∫ d
0
(Γion − Γe) dx+ JD (3.1)
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Ref Reaction Rate
R1 [72] e + He→He + e BOLSIG+
R2 [72] e + He→He∗ + e BOLSIG+
R3 [72] e + He→2e + He+ BOLSIG+
R4 [100] e + He∗→e + He 2.9× 10−15
R5 [44] e + He+2 →He∗ + He 8.9× 10−15(Tg/Te)1.5
R6 [44] He+ + 2He→He + He+2 1.1× 10−43
R7 [44] He∗ + 2He→He + He∗2 2× 10−46
R8 [44] He∗ + He∗→e + He+2 1.5× 10−15
R9 [44] He∗2 → 2He 104
R10 [44] He∗2 + He
∗
2 →e + He+2 + 2He 1.5× 10−15
R11 [44] e + N+2 →2N 4.8× 10−13(Tg/Te)0.5
R12 [44] He∗ + N2→He + N+2 + e 5× 10−17
R13 [44] He∗2 + N2→2He + N+2 + e 3× 10−17
R14 [44] He+2 + N2→He∗ + N+2 1.4× 10−15
R15 [72] e + O2→2e + O+2 BOLSIG+
R16 [72] e + O2→e + 2O BOLSIG+
R17 [72] e + O2→e + O + O (1D) BOLSIG+
R18 [101] e + O+2 →2O 6× 10−11T−1e
R19 [72] e + O2→e + O2 (a1∆) BOLSIG+
R20 [101] N+2 + O2→N2 + O+2 1.04× 10−15T−0.5g
R21 [102] He∗ + O2→He + O+2 + e 2.54× 10−16(Tg/300)0.5
R22 [103] He∗2 + O2→2He + O+2 + e 1× 10−16(Tg/300)0.5
R23 [72] e + N2→e + N2 (A3Σ) BOLSIG+
R24 [72] e + N2→ e + N2 (B3Π) BOLSIG+
R25 [72] N2 (B3Π)→N2 (A3Σ) 1.2× 105
R26 [72] e + N2→e + N (2D) + N BOLSIG+
R27 [72] e + N→e + N (2D) BOLSIG+
R28 [101] e + N+2 →N (2D) + N 1.5× 10−12/T 0.7e
R29 [72] e + H2O→2e + H2O+ BOLSIG+
R30 [104] e + H2O+→OH + H 2.73× 10−12T−0.5g
R31 [72] e + H2O→e + OH + H BOLSIG+
R32 [72] e + O2→ O + O− BOLSIG+
R33 [101] e + O2 + M→ O−2 + M 6× 10−39T−1e
R34 [101] O− + O+2 → O + O2 3.464× 10−12T−0.5g
R35 [101] O−2 + O
+
2 → 2O2 3.464× 10−12T−0.5g
R36 [101] O− + O+2 + M→ O + 2O2 + M 3.12× 10−31T−2.5g
R37 [101] O−2 + O
+
2 + M→ 2O2 + M 3.12× 10−31T−2.5g
R38 [91] O− + O2→ O−2 + O 1.5× 10−18
R39 [90] O− + He→ He + O + e 2.5× 10−24(Tg/300)0.6
R40 [105] O− + He∗→ He + O + e 3× 10−16
R41 [105] O− + He∗2 → 2He + O + e 3× 10−16
R42 [102] O− + O→ O2 + e 5× 10−16T 0.5g
R43 [90] O−2 + He→ He + O2 + e 3.9× 10−16exp(−7400/Tg)
R44 [105] O−2 + He
∗→ He + O2 + e 3× 10−16
R45 [105] O−2 + He
∗
2 → 2He + O2 + e 3× 10−16
R46 [102] O−2 + O→ O3 + e 1.5× 10−16T 0.5g
Table 3.1: He - Air Plasma chemistry
Notes: (1) Ri (n) - n indicates reference for ith reaction (2) Rates in units [m3/s], [m6/s] (3 body reactions), Tg (K)
gas temperature, Te (K) electron temperature except where stated otherwise (3) M represents background gases He,
N2, O2.
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Figure 3.1: Steady state current density (mA/cm2), gap voltage (kV) and applied voltage (kV) over the
applied voltage phase for a helium dielectric barrier discharge across a range of air impurity values (50 -
500 ppm).
where d is the gap distance, qe electron charge, Γion,e ion/electron fluxes and JD the displacement
current given by JD = 0 ∂VRF∂t .
Experimental measurements by Mangolini et al. [11] of interest here estimated an approximate
air impurity of the order of ∼100 ppm based on an estimation of the pressure chamber leak rate.
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A one dimensional simulation to match the experimental conditions described above is run for
a range of air impurity values (50 - 500 ppm). Numerical results of current densities are shown
in figure 3.1. The periodic nature of the glow mode is shown by a current pulse occurring on
every half voltage cycle [8, 9, 11, 107] as the plasma is continually destroyed and formed. The
voltage across the plasma (gap voltage Vg) depends on the sum of the applied voltage (Va) and
the voltage induced by surface charge accumulating on the dielectric barriers (memory voltage
Vm) given by Vg = Va ± Vm. The memory voltage Vm opposes the externally applied voltage
for most of the applied voltage cycle as surface charge of opposite sign accumulates on the biased
dielectric terminals. The memory voltage in this case limits the gap voltage Vg to values below
the gas breakdown voltage. When Va → 0 however Vg ≈ ± Vm which corresponds to a peak in
the gap voltage and a subsequent current pulse.
Figure 3.2: Volume averaged charged and excited species density m−3 over an applied voltage cycle (steady
state) for a helium dielectric barrier discharge with an air impurity of 300 ppm
The volume averaged species number density are shown in figure 3.2 for an impurity value of
300 ppm. Peak He∗ density of ∼ 1.4 × 1017 m−3 are found with maximum values occurring once
per half cycle. The dominant positive charge carrier is found to be O+2 here with peak density of
∼ 8 × 1016 m−3. For the dominant negative charge carriers peak electron values of ∼ 1.2 × 1017
m−3 and peak O−2 values of ∼ 2 × 1016 m−3 are shown in figure 3.2 at 300 ppm. The discharge
current shown in figure 3.1 is found to depend remarkably on the impurity value. The predominant
ionisation source during each current peak is Penning ionisation reactions (R12,13,21,22 in table 3.1)
of helium excited species (He∗, He2) with molecular air species (N2, O2, H2O). At 300 ppm N2
Penning ionisation reactions account for 49.9 % of the average (volume and phase) total ionisation
while O2 Penning ionisation reactions account for 48.6 % with a total contribution of 98.5 %.
Figure 3.1 shows a transition from a symmetric current profile at 100 ppm air impurity to an
asymmetric profile at 200 ppm. For a 300 ppm impurity the symmetric current profile is found to
return again with a larger amplitude current density due to the increased ionisation.
The electric field values across the discharge gap is shown in figure 3.3 for an air impurity
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Figure 3.3: Helium dielectric barrier discharge with an air impurity of 200 ppm: Top: electric field kV/m
across discharge gap at times near the current density peak. Bottom: charged species density m−3 across
the discharge gap at current density peak times of t = 25.7 µs and t = 76.4 µs.
of 200 ppm at the gap voltage peak ( 23.1 µs, 75.5 µs ) and current density peak ( 25.7 µs,
76.4 µs ) with the equivalent charged species density at the current density peak shown below.
The spatial behaviour of charged species was found to resemble a low pressure direct current
glow discharge [1] at the current peak (see figure 3.3) with a sheath of positive space charge
(cathode fall) occurring at the momentary cathode as the gap voltage peaks. The spatial structure in
subsequent phases of the voltage half cycle follows that of a sub normal glow [95]. Quasi neutrality
across the gap spatially varies as the sheath grows and shrinks with charge species loss in the gap.
Charged and excited species behaviour found here is in good agreement with previous numerical
investigations of the helium dielectric barrier discharge with admixed impurities [35, 44, 96, 107].
Figure 3.3 shows that the electric field peak occurs close to the temporary anode on each half
cycle. The assymetry in the current density for 200 ppm ( see figure 3.6) is shown in figure 3.3
by the different peak electric field values and corresponding charged species densities in each half
voltage cycle.
The average electron, O+2 and O
−
2 ion species number density over the applied voltage phase
are shown in figure 3.5 for 200 and 300 ppm air impurity. In the decaying plasma between cur-
rent pulses negative charge transfer processes are found to dominate over electron recombination
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Figure 3.4: Volume averaged electron/ion recombination (reactions R11,15,18,30,28 in table 3.1) and elec-
tron attachment (R32,33 in table 3.1) reaction rates (m−3s−1) over an applied voltage cycle for a helium
dielectric barrier discharge with an air impurity of 200, 300 ppm
Figure 3.5: Volume averaged charged species density over an applied voltage cycle (steady state) for a
helium dielectric barrier discharge with an air impurity of 200, 300 ppm
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resulting in an increasingly electronegative plasma. Figure 3.4 shows the volume averaged elec-
tron production/loss rate due to recombination, attachment and detachment reactions. When the
electron density drop below∼ 1014 m−3 in the decaying plasma electron detachment reactions are
found to become a significant source of electrons here. As the air impurity value is increased to
300 ppm Penning ionization increases the electron density resulting in a reduction of the amplitude
of the larger peak and an increase in the amplitude of the smaller peak culminating in a return to a
symmetric current profile.
Figure 3.6: Top: steady state current density (mA/cm2), gap voltage (kV) and applied voltage (kV) for a
helium dielectric barrier discharge with an impurity value of 300 ppm. Bottom: equivalent experimentally
measured [11] electrical parameters
The equivalent experimental measurements [11] of current density are shown in figure 3.6
with the closest matched numerical value of 300 ppm. The current peak width, pulse duration and
asymmetry show good agreement here. Asymetries in the experiemnetal results indicate that the
true impurity value is possibly between 200 and 300 ppm ( see figure 3.6).
Asymmetric current density In the asymmetric current profile results for air impurity of 200
ppm ( see figure 3.6 ) the highest electron density values occurred before the smallest current peak
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Figure 3.7: Helium dielectric barrier discharge with an air impurity of 200 ppm: Top: Surface charge
accumulation (mC/cm2) on the driven and grounded dielectric. Bottom: equivalent electrical parameters
(bottom).
( see figure 3.5). The role of the additional "residual" electron density here is clearly not to pro-
vide a level of pre-ionisation for the next breakdown increasing the current density amplitude. The
asymmetry in the current profile is attributed primarily to timing of the gas breakdown. Interaction
of gap voltage and the residual electron density is found to result in an earlier breakdown before
the smaller current peak than for the larger peak. Figure 3.7 shows the surface charge for an air
impurity of 200 ppm on the temporary electrodes for two successive current pulses with the cor-
responding electrical parameters below. The magnitude of surface charge accumulation is similar
for both current pulses while the rate of change is significantly different reflecting the asymmet-
ric current behaviour ( see figure 3.6 ). The first peak in the gap voltage of -1.149 kV occurs at
23.1 µs here. The externally applied voltage at 23.1 µs is Va = 0.22 kV which corresponds to a
memory voltage of Va = 1.37 kV. The second peak in the gap voltage of 1.39 kV occurs at a later
time of 75.5 µs when the externally applied voltage of Va = 0.05 kV is much smaller and additive.
The memory voltage in this second phase of the applied voltage is a similar value of Va = 1.34 kV
to the first half cycle. The asymmetry in the current density amplitude here is therefore attributed
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to an earlier initiation of the gas breakdown. This earlier breakdown is due to a higher residual
electron density in the first half cycle. The external voltage is shown here to limit the gap voltage
peak at this earlier breakdown resulting in a lower current amplitude. The current density peak
occurs after the gap voltage maximum in each half of the applied voltage cycle. The first current
density peak occurs 2.6 µs after the gap voltage peak at 25.7 µs with a value of 2.146 (mA/cm2).
This compares to 76.4 µs in the second half cycle with a peak value of 5.77 (mA/cm2). The in-
crease in current amplitude in the second half cycle corresponds to a peak occurring 0.7 µs later
than the previous half cycle correlating to a doubling in the time after Va = 0 ( at 25 and 75 µs).
This manifests in the broad and narrow current profiles observed in figure 3.6 and higher rates of
surface charge accumulation change shown in figure 3.7.
3.2 Conclusion
Physical validation for the plasma model and chemistry used in this work is established by com-
parison of numerical results with experimental measurements [11]. Comparison of current density
behaviour for an atmospheric pressure helium dielectric barrier discharge with variation of air im-
purity values in the 50 - 500 ppm range is presented. Current profiles between 200 - 300 ppm
show good agreement. Investigation of the dielectric barrier discharge in a diffuse mode of op-
eration is characterised by pulsed plasma behaviour. The interplay between the applied voltage
and the voltage induced by surface charge accumulated on the dielectric surface results in a peak
in gap voltage and current density during each half cycle of the applied voltage. The influence
of air impurities is shown to be remarkable here accounting for 98.5 % of the ionisation via reac-
tion between the helium metastable species and N2, O2. Electron density typically varies between
∼ 1013 m−3 - 1017 m−3 within each half cycle of the applied voltage. Negative charge transfer
processes are found to dominate over electron recombination as the plasma decays between each
current pulse. Electron detachment is shown to overtake electron attachment reactions as the elec-
tron density falls below 1014 m−3 in the latter stage of the plasma decay phase. Asymmetries in
the current density profile between air impurity values of 200 ppm - 300 ppm are shown to result
from differences in the initiation time of gas breakdown.
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Chapter 4
Corona plasma jet
Abstract
A "plasma needle" is a cold plasma source operating at atmospheric pressure. Such sources in-
teract strongly with living cells, but experimental studies on bacterial samples show that this in-
teraction has a surprising pattern resulting in circular or annular killing structures. This chapter
presents numerical simulations showing that this pattern occurs because biologically active reac-
tive oxygen and nitrogen species are produced dominantly where effluent from the plasma needle
interacts with ambient air. A novel solution strategy is utilised coupling plasma produced neutral
(uncharged) reactive species to the gas dynamics solving for steady state profiles at the treated bio-
logical surface. Numerical results are compared with experimental reports corroborating evidence
for atomic oxygen as a key bactericidal species. Surface losses are considered for interaction of
plasma produced reactants with reactive solid and liquid interfaces. Atomic oxygen surface reac-
tions on a reactive solid surface with adsorption probabilities above 0.1 are shown to be limited
by the flux of atomic oxygen from the plasma. Interaction of the source with an aqueous surface
showed hydrogen peroxide as the dominant species at this interface.
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter a two dimensional numerical study of a corona plasma jet mixing with ambient
gases is considered. Such devices have recently proven successful in killing bacteria and altering
mammalian cell function highlighting interest for applications in medicine [5, 52, 53]. Reactive
species generated due to mixing of atmospheric gases with noble carrier gases such as helium are
believed to play a key role in these sources bio-active properties. S. Mutans bacterial samples
∗Atomic oxygen patterning from a biomedical needle-plasma source, Seán Kelly and Miles M. Turner, Journal of
Applied Physics, 114, 123301, 2013, http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4821241
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treated by the "plasma needle" source show circular and annular killing structures at different gas
flow rates [12]. Optical diagnosis under similar conditions revealed that atomic oxygen produces
a similar patterning to this killing structure [54]. The influence of gas mixing on plasma dynamics
is investigated here offering fundamental understanding of how bio-active species such as atomic
oxygen reach treatment surfaces below these plasma jets. A novel solution strategy is utilised by
coupling plasma produced neutral (uncharged) reactive species to the gas dynamics and solving
for steady state profiles at the treated surface. Reaction of the plasma produced chemistry at a
treatment surface depends on the surface properties. Species profiles over inactive, active and
aqueous surfaces are investigated here.
The plasma needle [6] is a cold atmospheric plasma device under study for biomedical appli-
cations [5, 52, 53]. The device consists of a thin tungsten wire driven by a radio frequency voltage
surrounded by quartz tubing guiding helium flows of up to 2 slpm around the wire. A critical factor
in its efficacy is attributed to the mixing of the helium carrier gas with air [12, 54]. Mixing results
in generation of reactive oxygen nitrogen species (RONS) culminating in oxidative and nitrosative
stress to exposed cells. In this chapter we investigate numerically the role of neutral RONS species
produced by the plasma needle device with a focus on the atomic oxygen and ozone patterning at
the treated surface. Surface losses are discussed in this context where results of the interaction of
plasma produced reactants with reactive solid and liquid interfaces are presented.
4.2 Model description
A two dimensional axi-symmetric domain about the pin axis is considered, utilising the devices
cylindrical symmetry (see figure 4.1). The dimensions are matched to experimental reports of
Goree et al [12, 53] and Sakiyama et al. [54] on the devices killing pattern of S. Mutans bacteria
samples. A 5 mm dielectric barrier (50) sits on a grounded plate at a distance of 3 mm below the
RF driven pin. The pin diameter was taken as 0.4 mm with a taper of length 6 mm and tip diameter
0.15 mm.
In the present work, the commercial finite element partial differential equation solver COM-
SOL Multi-physics (version 4.3a) [65] is used to find a mutually consistent solution for the reacting
gas flow (which is assumed to be laminar) and the plasma discharge [65, 108]. Initially, mass and
momentum continuity equations (compressible Navier-Stokes) are coupled to a mass transport
equation and solved in a steady state manner for a profile of the helium-air mixture. A gas tem-
perature of 330 K is assumed with variable density and dynamic viscosity based on the mixture
fraction of gaseous species. Diffusion coefficients for the neutral gas species are calculated from
kinetic gas theory using the Leonard-Jones potential parameters [76]. For further information on
equation formulation and boundary conditions (figure 4.1) see reports [13, 76].
The stationary helium-air mixture profile is coupled to a self consistent fluid model of the
plasma. Continuity equations for the electron density, electron energy and heavy species densities
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Figure 4.1: Plasma needle geometry [12, 13]
are solved with Poisson’s equation for the electric field in the area NBCDIHJK shown in figure 4.1
for CD of length 5 mm. A log substitution (Ni = ln ni) for species density ni from the standard
(linear) [109] species continuity equation is used [65]. This model is similar to that of Sakiyama
et al. [13], who have discussed details such as boundary conditions.
Our model treats a mixture of helium and humid air (1% H2O, 20% O2 and 79% N2). The
reaction set is shown in table 4.1, consisting of seven ionic species (He+, He+2 , N
+
2 , O
+
2 , O
−,
O−2 and H2O
+) with fifteen neutral species (He, He∗, He∗2, O2, O2 (a1∆), O, O (1D), N2, N2
(A3Σ), N2 (B3Π), N, N (2D), H2O, OH, and H). Reactions R1−14 in table 4.1 follow the He-
N2 reaction scheme of Golubovski et al [44]. The oxygen reaction scheme is given by reactions
R14−22, nitrogen reactions by R23−28 and H2O reactions by R29−31 in table 4.1. A helium purity of
99.999% is used here. The electron transport and electron impact reaction rates are preprocessed
by solving the zero dimensional Boltzmann equation using the Bolsig+ solver software [72] with
collision cross section data from the Lxcat database [3] for a range of helium-air mixtures. The
ion transport values are taken from literature [75] and the corresponding diffusion coefficients
are calculated using the Einstein relation. The sinusoidal applied voltage with frequency of f =
13.56MHz is given by VappliedSin(2pift) + Vdc where Vapplied is the applied voltage amplitude
and Vdc represents the self bias voltage due to a serial blocking capacitance component in the
matching circuit.
The phase averaged production rates for the neutral species formed by the plasma dynamics
are coupled to a mass transport model for the reacting and convecting mixture of neutral species,
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Ref Reaction Rate
R1 [72] e+He→He+e BOLSIG+
R2 [72] e+He→He∗+e BOLSIG+
R3 [72] e+He→2e + He+ BOLSIG+
R4 [100] e+He∗→e+He 2.9× 10−15
R5 [44] e+He+2 →He∗+He 8.9× 10−15(Tg/Te)1.5
R6 [44] He++2He→He+He+2 1.1× 10−43
R7 [44] He∗+2He→He+He∗2 2× 10−46
R8 [44] He∗+He∗→e+He+2 1.5× 10−15
R9 [44] He∗2→ 2He 104
R10 [44] He∗2+He∗2→e+He+2 +2He 1.5× 10−15
R11 [44] e+N+2 →2N 4.8× 10−13(Tg/Te)0.5
R12 [44] He∗+N2→He+N+2 +e 5× 10−17
R13 [44] He∗2+N2→2He+N+2 +e 3× 10−17
R14 [44] He+2 +N2→He∗+N+2 1.4× 10−15
R15 [72] e+O2→2e + O+2 BOLSIG+
R16 [72] e+O2→e+2O BOLSIG+
R17 [72] e+O2→e+O+O (1D) BOLSIG+
R18 [101] e+O+2 →2O 6× 10−11T−1e
R19 [72] e+O2→e+O2 (a1∆) BOLSIG+
R20 [101] N+2 +O2→N2+O+2 1.04× 10−15T−0.5g
R21 [102] He∗+O2→He+O+2 +e 2.54× 10−16(Tg/300)0.5
R22 [103] He∗2+O2→2He+O+2 +e 1× 10−16(Tg/300)0.5
R23 [72] e+N2→e+N2 (A3Σ) BOLSIG+
R24 [72] e+N2→ e+N2 (B3Π) BOLSIG+
R25 [72] N2 (B3Π)→N2 (A3Σ) 1.2× 105
R26 [72] e+N2→e+N (2D)+N BOLSIG+
R27 [72] e+N→e+N (2D) BOLSIG+
R28 [101] e+N+2 →N (2D)+N 1.5× 10−12/T 0.7e
R29 [72] e+ H2O→2e + H2O+ BOLSIG+
R30 [104] e+H2O+→OH+H 2.73× 10−12T−0.5g
R31 [72] e+H2O→e+OH+H BOLSIG+
R32 [72] e+O2→ O+O− BOLSIG+
R33 [101] e+2O2→ O−2 + O2 6× 10−39T−1e
R34 [101] O− + O+2 → O + O2 3.464× 10−12T−0.5g
R35 [101] O−2 + O
+
2 + M→ 2O2 + M 3.12× 10−31T−2.5g
Table 4.1: He - Air Plasma chemistry
which is solved over larger timescales (t ∼ 0.1 s). These neutrals react to form ozone O3 (see
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Ref Reaction Rate Coefficient
R1 [110] O+O+M→O2+M 2.15× 10−46exp (345/Tg)
R2 [110] O+O2+M→O3+M 6.9× 10−46(300/Tg)1.25
R3 [110] O+O2+O→O3+O 2.15× 10−46 exp (345/Tg)
R4 [110] O+O2+O3→2O3 4.6× 10−47exp (1050/Tg)
R5 [110] O+O3→2O2 1.8× 10−17exp (-2300/Tg)
R6 [104] O+O (1D)→2O 8× 10−18
R7 [102] O (1D)+M→O+M 1× 10−19
R8 [104] O (1D)+O3→2O+O2 1.2× 10−16
R9 [111] O (1D)+O2 (a1∆)→O+O2 1.0× 10−17
R10 [104] O (1D)+O2→O+O2 (a1∆) 1.0× 10−18
R11 [112] O2 (a1∆)+O3→O+2O2 5.2× 10−17exp (-2840/Tg)
R12 [113] O2 (a1∆)+M→ O2+M 2.01× 10−26
R13 [102] O3+M→ O+O2+M 1.56× 10−15exp (-11490/Tg)
R14 [110] O3+O3→O+O2+O3 1.65× 10−15exp (-11400/Tg)
Table 4.2: Oxygen chemistry
table 4.2), various nitrogen-oxygen species NxOx (table 4.3), hydrogen-oxygen species HxOx
(table 4.4) and hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen HNOx species (table 4.4 (R14−18)). The short lived
reactive neutrals (N (2D), N2 (A3Σ), N2 (B3Π), He∗, H and O (1D)) formed during the plasma
dynamics do not convect or diffuse considerably during this stage of the model.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Plasma structure
The plasma model is solved for Vapplied = 800 V, 900 V and 1000 V for helium flows of 0.4,
0.5, 0.75 and 1 slpm until the average power deposited (Pav) reaches a steady state (t ∼ 10 µs)
(δPav < 5%) corresponding to convergence in reactive neutral species production. The phase
averaged electron density is shown in figure 4.2. A plasma with density∼ 1020 m−3 forms around
the needle tip, but this rapidly decreases to ∼ 1016 m−3 in the downstream region. A thin sheath
structure is formed extending from the tip along the needle sides consistent with a high power
mode reported for corona discharges of this type [13].
The phase averaged electron mean energy (see figure 4.2) displays peak values over 22 eV
near the needle tip, due to the high electric field and the large curvature of the needle at this point.
At the sides of the pin, electron mean energy values up to 14 eV are observed. Peak values drop in
the bulk of the discharge where the mean electron energy is typically 1-2.5 eV (figure 4.2). These
bulk values of electron energy are a key factor in providing the energy required to disassociate and
excite air species, and to generate reactive neutral species.
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Ref Reaction Rate Coefficient
R1 [112] N+O+M→NO+M 6.3× 10−45 exp (140/Tg)
R2 [104] N+N+M→N2+M 8.3× 10−46 exp (500/Tg)
R3 [112] N+O2→NO+O 1.5× 10−17 exp (-3600/Tg)
R4 [112] N+NO→N2+O2 2.1× 10−17 exp (100/Tg)
R5 [104] N+NO2→N2O+O 5.8× 10−18 exp (220/Tg)
R6 [112] N+OH→H+NO 7.5× 10−17
R7 [112] N(2D)+M→N+M 5× 10−18 exp (-1620/Tg)
R8 [101] N(2D)+O2→NO+O (1D) 6× 10−18 (Tg/300)0.5
R9 [101] N(2D)+NO→N2O 6× 10−17
R10 [101] N(2D)+NO→N2+O 4.5× 10−17
R11 [112] N2 (A3Σ)+M→N2+M 2.2× 10−20
R12 [101] N2 (A3Σ)+O→NO+N(2D) 7× 10−18
R13 [101] N2 (A3Σ)+O2→N2+2O 2.54× 10−18
R14 [101] N2 (A3Σ)+N2O→ N2+N+NO 1× 10−17
R15 [112] N2 (A3Σ)+NO2→ N2+NO+O 1.3× 10−17
R16 [112] NO+O+M→NO2+M 1× 10−43(300/Tg)1.6
R17 [112] NO+O3→NO2+O2 1.8× 10−18 exp (-1370/Tg)
R18 [112] NO2+O3→NO3+O2 1.4× 10−19 exp (-2470/Tg)
R19 [113] NO2+NO3+M→N2O5+M 2.8× 10−42 (300/Tg)3.5
R20 [112] NO2+O→NO+O2 6.5× 10−18 exp (120/Tg)
R21 [112] NO2+O (1D)→NO+O2 1.4× 10−16
R22 [113] N2+O (1D)+M→N2O+M 9× 10−49
R23 [112] N2O+O (1D)→NO+NO 1.4× 10−16
R24 [112] NO3+O→NO2+O2 1.7× 10−17
R25 [113] N2O5+M→NO2+NO3+M ((300× 10−9)/Tg)3.5
× exp (-11000/Tg)
Table 4.3: Nitrogen - oxygen chemistry
The helium metastable species He∗ and He∗2 follow a similar spatial pattern to the plasma
density with peak values of 1021 m−3 for He∗ (see figure 4.3) and 1020 m−3 for He∗2 along the
needle tip and sides. The He+2 ion is the dominant ionic species at the needle tip (see figure 4.3).
This is due to the relatively small amount of impurity present in this region (∼ 10 ppm). Stepwise
ionisation (R8, R10 in table 4.1) and the fast charge transfer reaction between He+ and He+2 result
in a dominance of the He+2 ion around the needle tip. Away from the tip, N
+
2 becomes the dominant
ionic species (figure 4.3) with peak values of 1017 m−3 near the central region approximately 1 mm
below the pin. This is due to charge transfer reactions (R14 in table 4.1) and increased penning
ionisation (R12, R13) with increasing nitrogen in the gas mixture. The charge transfer reaction
between N+2 and O
+
2 (R20 in table 4.1) dominates the ion density in the outer radial region away
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Ref Reaction Rate Coefficient
R1 [114] H+H+M→H2+M 1.8× 10−42/Tg
R2 [29] H+O+M→OH+M 1.62× 10−44
R3 [113] H+O2+M→HO2+M 5.4× 10−44(Tg/300)−1.8
R4 [114] H+OH+M→H2O+M 6.1× 10−38/T 2g )
R5 [104] H+O3→OH+O2 2.8× 10−17(Tg/300)0.75
R6 [113] H+HO2→H2+O2 5.6× 10−18
R7 [113] H+HO2→H2O+O 2.4× 10−18
R8 [115] H+H2O2→OH+H2O 1.69× 10−17 exp (-1800/Tg)
R9 [104] H+NO2→OH+NO 1.47× 10−16
R10 [104] H+NO3→OH+NO2 5.8× 10−16 exp (750/Tg)
R11 [104] H+HNO2→H2+NO2 2× 10−17 exp (-3700/Tg)
R12 [116] H+HNO3→H2O+NO2 1.39× 10−20(Tg/298)3.29
× exp (-3160/Tg)
R13 [104] OH+O→H+O2 2.2× 10−17 exp (-350/Tg)
R14 [104] OH+O3→HO2+O2 1.6× 10−18 exp (-1000/Tg)
R15 [29] OH+OH+M→H2O2+M 6.9× 10−43(Tg/300)−0.8
R16 [104] OH+OH→O+H2O 8.8× 10−18 exp (-503/Tg)
R17 [104] OH+H2→H+H2O 3.2× 10−17 exp (-2600/Tg)
R18 [113] OH+H2O2→HO2+H2O 2.9× 10−18 exp (-160/Tg)
R19 [112] OH+NO+M→HNO2+M 7.4× 10−43(300/Tg)2.4
R20 [112] OH+NO2+M→HNO3+M 2.2× 10−42(300/Tg)2.9
R21 [113] OH+NO3→HO2+NO2 2× 10−17
R22 [29] OH+HNO2→NO2+H2O 1.8× 10−17 exp (-390/Tg)
R23 [112] OH+HNO3→NO3+H2O 1.5× 10−20 exp (650/Tg)
R24 [113] HO2+O3→OH+2O2 1.4× 10−20 exp (-600/Tg)
R25 [113] HO2+HO2→H2O2+O2 2.2× 10−19 exp (600/Tg)
R26 [117] HNO2+HNO3→2NO2+H2O 1.6× 10−23
Table 4.4: Hydrogen-nitrogen-oxygen chemistry
from the tip (figure 4.3) with peak O+2 values of 10
17 m−3 occurring approximately 2 mm below
the pin and 1.5 mm from the central region. H2O+ ions follow a similar distribution to O+2 with
peak values of 1016 m−3 outside the central region.
Negative ions play a dominant role in the outer regions of the discharge (see figure 4.4) as
the fraction of O2 in the gas mixture increases (see figure 4.5 (right)). Peak O− density of 1017
m−3 occur at air fractions in the range 10−3 to 10−2 approximately 2 mm from the centre. An
increasing O2 fraction outside the central region leads to the dominance of O−2 (see figure 4.4
and reaction R33 in table 4.1). Negative ions are the dominant negative charge carrier as the air
fraction increases in the range 10−2 to 10−1. This eventually leads to a large decrease in the
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Figure 4.2: Electron (left) phase averaged density m−3, electron energy (filled contour 1-4eV (middle)) and
electron energy (right): 0.5 slpm, Vapplied = 900 V, Vdc = 0 V
Figure 4.3: He+2 (left), N
+
2 (middle) and O
+
2 (right) phase averaged density m
−3: 0.5 slpm, Vapplied =
900 V, Vdc = 0 V
plasma density in the outer regions of the discharge as power is increasingly coupled to negative
ions over electrons.
4.3.2 Reactive neutrals
The neutral oxygen species produced by the plasma include atomic oxygen O, excited species
O (1D) and the long lived molecular oxygen metastable O2 (a1∆). The phase averaged atomic
oxygen production rate is shown in figure 4.5 with corresponding air fraction (right) for a flow
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Figure 4.4: O− (left), O−2 (middle) and He
∗ (right) phase averaged density m−3: 0.5 slpm, Vapplied =
900 V, Vdc = 0 V
Figure 4.5: O (left), N (middle) phase averaged production rate m−3s−1 & air mixture fraction: 0.5 slpm,
Vapplied = 900 V, Vdc = 0 V
rate of 0.5 slpm. The spatial peak production of atomic oxygen occurs in the region where the
air fraction is of the order 10−2 and the plasma density is of the order of 1017 m−3 (figure 4.2).
Values of 1.1×1025 m−3s−1 are observed in the region of 10−3 - 10−2 air fraction. Three factors
determine the patterning seen here: the interaction of plasma (electron) density, electron energy
and the available oxygen density (air fraction). Atomic oxygen is produced via dissociation, due to
electron impact by reactions R16 and R17 with threshold energies of 5.58 eV and 8.4 eV and also
by dissociative recombination reaction R18 in table 4.1. R17 was found to be the dominant reaction
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producing atomic oxygen. The production rate of O (1D) follows a similar pattern to the atomic
oxygen production consistent with reaction R17 in table 4.1. O2 (a1∆) displays a more diffuse
pattern of production in comparison to O and O (1D) due to its low excitation energy threshold
of 0.98 eV. O2 (a1∆) peak production of 5×1024 m−3 s−1 are observed in the region of 10−2 air
fraction.
The phase averaged N production rates are shown in figure 4.5. Formation of N is by direct
dissociation of N2 (R26 table 4.1) and dissociative recombination of N+2 (R28 table 4.1). The latter
reaction proves dominant in the area around the needle tip where N+2 ion densities are large. The
production rate of N(2D) follows a similar pattern to the atomic nitrogen production consistent
with the chemistry used (R27, R28 in table 4.1). The phase averaged N2 (A3Σ) and N2 (B3Π)
spatial production patterns show similar behaviour to O2 (a1∆) production with peak values of
3.6−5×1025 m−3 s−1 observed. OH and H are formed via the direct dissociation and dissociative
recombination of H2O and H2O+ (R29−31 table 4.1) and show a similar production pattern as O.
Peak values of 9× 1022 m−3 s−1 are found.
4.3.3 Reactive species at surface
The steady state oxygen and ozone distribution on the grounded surface is shown in figure 4.6 for
0.4, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 slpm inlet flows at 900 V. Peak O and O3 values shift outwards in tandem
(separated by approximately 1 mm) as the available air fraction decreases in the central region at
higher flows. The decrease in the peak magnitude is due to the lower plasma density and electron
energy available outside the central region. At flows of 0.4 slpm peak oxygen values of over
250 ppm (5.5× 1021 m−3) occur within 2 mm of the centre.
The balance between the competitive reactions in table 4.2 determine the atomic oxygen-ozone
balance in the region below the pin. Ozone generation is dominated by reaction with helium in the
central region and N2, O2 outside the central region (R2 in table 4.2). Quenching of ozone is due to
reactions with hydrogen-oxygen radicals (OH, H, HO2) (R5,14,24 in table 4.4) and nitrogen-oxides
(NO, NO2) (R17,18 in table 4.3) but is dominated by quenching by O2 (a1∆) (R11 in table 4.2)
with rate values of the order of 1023 m−3 s−1 across the domain.
The steady state distribution of nitrogen-oxygen species is shown in figure 4.7 for an inlet
flow of 0.4 slpm and applied voltage of 900 V. Atomic nitrogen was found in the central region in
excess of 17 ppm. Nitrous oxide N2O was found to be the dominant nitrogen-oxygen species with
peak values in the central region of 40 ppm. Values of NO and NO2 found were less than 13 ppm
and 4 ppm peaking in the central region.
Figure 4.7 (right) shows the steady state density for hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen species. Peak
values of 12 ppm hydrogen peroxide H2O2 and 8.5 ppm of hydroperoxyl radical HO2 were found
at the treatment surface with maximum values occurring within 5 mm of the centre. Nitrous acid
HNO2 and nitric acid HNO3 values of less than 5 ppm are shown in figure 4.7 (right).
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Figure 4.6: O (a) & O3, O2 (a1∆) (b) on surface (ppm): 0.4 slpm, 0.5 slpm, 0.75 slpm & 1 slpm. Vapplied
= 900 V
4.3.4 Experimental comparison
In this section a comparison of our model results from optical diagnostics on a plasma needle
treated surface by Sakiyama et al. [54] is discussed. Sakiyama’s report presents atomic oxygen
density values on a treated surface corroborating earlier studies by Goree et al [12, 53] on circular
and annular killing patterns observed on plasma needle treated S. Mutans bacterial samples. The
grounded surface used by Sakiyama in this report is a quartz cuvette (SiO2) which is a largely
inactive surface to oxidation by the plasma produced RONS (O, O3, O2 (a1∆), ..). This allows
direct comparison with results discussed in section 4.3.3 for an inactive solid treatment surface
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Figure 4.7: Reactive Oxygen Nitrogen Species (RONS) density at surface (ppm): 0.4 slpm, Vapplied = 900 V
(boundary CE in figure 4.1). Figure 4.8 shows atomic oxygen density at inlet flows of 0.4 slpm
and 1 splm for a range of applied voltages. Peak values at 0.5 slpm as reported by Sakiyama et al.
show an atomic oxygen density peak of 5 × 1021 m−3 within 2 mm of the centre. This is in good
agreement with similar peak values for 0.4 slpm at 900-1000 V shown in figure 4.8. At 1 slpm
inlet flows Sakiyama reports a peak in the atomic oxygen at 3 mm outside the central region with
density of 4 × 1021 m−3. Figure 4.8 shows a similar density peaking at 3 mm but with lower
peak values of 2 × 1021 m−3. Such a divergence of results is possibly due to unmatched power
conditions used experimentally (applied voltage conditions not reported) or the DC bias voltage
which is not accounted for in this numerical study.
4.3.5 Surface interaction
The interaction of plasma produced RONS with active surfaces is highly dependent on the sur-
face properties of the material being treated. Atmospheric pressure plasmas have been shown to
increase the surface energy (wetability) of various solid surfaces of hydrocarbon polymers such
as perspex or polystyrene [118], to kill bacteria, promote wound healing in mammalian cells and
kill cancerous cells [15, 16, 119]. These applications occur in both aqueous and dry environments
adding to the complexity of interaction. In this section we discuss the interaction of the plasma
needle with reactive solid and aqueous boundaries in the context of the results presented above.
4.3.5.1 Solid surface interaction
Adsorption of plasma produced RONS on a dry solid surface of a non-biological or biological
polymer initially causes radical formation which propagates a chain reaction of radical production
on the surface. Initial radical formation breaks C-H, C-O and C-C bonds on the polymer surface
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Figure 4.8: Atomic oxygen density at surface (m−3): 0.4 slpm and 1 slpm for Vapplied = 800, 900, 1000 V
Figure 4.9: Atomic oxygen density at a reactive solid surface (m−3) for a range of adsorption probabilities
(γ): 0.4 slpm, Vapplied = 1000 V
such as peptidoglycan in bacteria cell walls [120], lipid layers in animal cell membranes [121] or
plastic materials such as polypropolene [29]. RONS flux loss at a treated surface is primarily de-
pendent on the density of available reaction sites and the reaction rate for each species adsorption.
The initiated radical formation on a treated surface is followed by a sequence of radical reactions
(propagation) and eventual radical termination often producing a sequence of gaseous by-products
which may interact with plasma RONS at the interface. A full model of this interaction for various
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surfaces is beyond the scope of this report.
Here we investigate surfaces losses at a reactive treatment surface by considering a simplified
model of flux loss for a variety of adsorption probability values (γ) where (1 > γ > 0) for each
species [59]. The flux loss at the treated boundary (CE in figure 4.1) is given by the product
γiΓsurf,i where Γsurf,i is the normal component of the surface flux for species i. Our reacting gas
model is solved using the same flux loss probability γ for O, O3 and O2 (a1∆) reactive oxygen
species [59]. Steady state results for the atomic oxygen density at the treated surface for various
reaction probabilities γ are shown in figure 4.9. We see that for values of γ > 0.1 species density
at the surface (central region) begin to drop significantly. Figure 4.9 shows that atomic oxygen
surface reactions with reaction/adsorption probabilities γ > 0.1 will be limited significantly by
the atomic oxygen flux from the plasma. Reaction probabilities for atomic oxygen interacting with
polypropylene surfaces [29] have been estimated as typically < 0.01 while reaction probabilities
on biological polymers such as lipid layers of cell membranes are not yet fully understood.
Ref Reaction Rate Coefficient
R1 [110] O+H2O→2OH 1.0× 10−17 exp (-550/Tg)
R2 [110] O+O+H2O→O2+H2O 2.15× 10−46 exp (345/Tg)
R3 [110] O+O2+H2O→O3+H2O 6.9× 10−46(300/Tg)1.25
R4 [79] O2 (a1∆)+H2O→O2+H2O 3× 10−24
R5 [102] O3+H2O→O+O2+H2O 1.56× 10−15exp (-11490/Tg)
R6 [112] N+O+H2O→NO+H2O 6.3× 10−45 exp (140/Tg)
R7 [104] N+N+H2O→N2+H2O 8.3× 10−46 exp (500/Tg)
R8 [112] NO+O+H2O→NO2+H2O 1× 10−43(300/Tg)1.6
R9 [113] NO2+NO3+H2O→N2O5+H2O 2.8× 10−42(300/Tg)3.5
R10 [113] N2O5+H2O→NO2+NO3+H2O 1× 10−9(300/Tg)3.5 exp (-11000/Tg)
R11 [29] OH+OH+H2O→H2O2+H2O 6.9× 10−43(Tg/300)−0.8
× exp (-11000/Tg)
R12 [112] OH+NO+H2O→HNO2+H2O 7.4× 10−43(300/Tg)2.4
R13 [112] OH+NO2+H2O→HNO3+H2O 2.2× 10−42(300/Tg)2.9
Table 4.5: Surface H2O chemistry
4.3.5.2 Water surface interaction
Many application environments such as treatment of living tissues involve biological targets cov-
ered in a liquid layer predominately constituted of water. In this scenario the plasma produced
RONS are effected remarkably by interaction with a H2O liquid layer. The gas mixture at the
liquid interface is saturated with water vapour which reacts with plasma produced RONS. To es-
timate this water vapour density we consider the Antoine equation allowing the calculation of the
(saturated) partial pressure of the water vapour in the gas mixture at the interface [122]. Assuming
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a temperature of 293.15 K the partial pressure of H2O vapour was calculated as 0.023 fraction of
the total atmosphere [79]. The average gas density at the surface (boundary CE) for an inlet flow
of 0.4 slpm is 2.2 ×1025 m−3 giving an average H2O gas density of 5×1023 m−3 at the interface.
We consider the effects of interaction with this vapour layer on RONS species by including an
additional reaction chemistry at the surface CE in our model. An additional chemistry shown in
table 4.5 is considered on the boundary CE with a H2O density 0.023 fraction of the total gas
density across the boundary.
Figure 4.10: Reactive Oxygen Nitrogen Species (RONS) density at water surface (ppm): 0.4 slpm, Vapplied
= 1000 V
Results shown in figure 4.10 represent the non-equilibrium (undissolved) gaseous species den-
sity at the water surface for 1000 V applied voltage at an inlet flow of 0.4 slpm. Atomic oxygen
reacts strongly with the H2O vapour layer to form OH (R1 in table 4.5) which further reacts with
H2O to form hydrogen peroxide H2O2 (R11 in table 4.5). Reaction of O3 with the vapour layer
results in further O formation. Comparison of O3 values on an inactive surface show a 50% drop
in O3 density over an aqueous surface. This atomic oxygen production due to O3 reaction with
water is responsible for a more diffuse H2O2 pattern on the treated surface when compared with
the O spatial pattern over a solid surface. Peak values of H2O2 of 200 ppm in the central region
are shown in figure 4.10 (left) falling to 50 ppm at 5 mm from the centre. O2 (a1∆) is quenched
considerably to O2 when it interacts with the H2O vapour layer (R4 in table 4.5). Comparison of
O2 (a1∆) values on an inactive surface show a∼600% drop in density in the central region over an
aqueous surface. At 4 mm from the center however O2 (a1∆) actually increases by approximately
100-200% due to the decrease in O3 before tending to zero beyond 9 mm.
Equilibrium occurs due to dissolution of gaseous species into the water volume which is as-
sumed to proceed reaction at the interface. Henry’s law constants shown in table 4.6 represent the
concentration ratio of undissolved and dissolved gases once equilibria is reached. If we assume
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Species KccH 1/ (1+K
cc
H ) 1/ (1+1/K
cc
H )
He 1.514e-5 0.99999 1e-5
O2 5.32e-4 0.9995 5e-4
N2 2.66e-5 0.99997 3e-5
O3 4.91e-5 0.99995 5e-5
NO 7.77e-5 0.99992 8e-5
NO2 1.68e-3 0.998 2e-3
N2O 1.02e-3 0.999 1e-3
NO3 7.37e-2 0.93 7e-2
N2O5 8.59e-2 0.92 0.08
H2 3.19e-5 0.99997 3e-5
OH 1.19 0.457 0.543
HO2 233 4e-3 0.996
H2O2 2905 3e-4 0.9997
HNO2 2.01 0.33 0.67
HNO3 8593 1e-4 0.9999
Table 4.6: Henry’s law constant (solubilities) in water at T=298.15K [14]
that the total available species (ntotal = ngas + naqueos) for dissolution is equal to the non-
equilibrium distributions shown in figure 4.10 the fraction of dissolved and undissolved species in
equilibria is given by the ratios 1/ (1+KccH ) and 1/ (1+1/K
cc
H ) respectively shown in table 4.6. Table
4.6 clearly shows that H2O2, HNO2, HO2 and HNO3 (see figure 4.10 (right)) with solubilities
of 99.99%, 67%, 99.6% and 99.99% respectively (given by 1/ (1+1/KccH )) are the most important
species for treatment of aqueous surfaces.
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4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter the role of gas mixing in a corona plasma jet source with a helium carrier gas is
investigated. The mixing of helium and air species is shown to define the shape and composition
of the plasma region. The plasma consists of an electro-positive central region of electrons and
positive ions. This core is surrounded by an electro-negative region dominated by positive and
negative ion charge carriers. The increasing air fraction in the gas mixture away from the center of
the device leads to increasing negative ion dominance over electrons. At the edge of the discharge
region high electro-negativity results in poor power coupling as negative ions do not respond as
efficiently as electrons to the applied external fields. This dynamic is responsible for the spatial
behaviour of the plasma region formed at various gas flow conditions and helium-air mixture
profiles.
Peak production of atomic oxygen due to interaction of the plasma with air species occurred at
regions of air fraction from 10−3 to 10−2. Increasing the gas flow shifted the peak atomic oxygen
at the surface from the central to the outer discharge regions correlating to solid circular and
annular type atomic oxygen distributions previously reported [12, 54]. Peak atomic oxygen density
of 1021 and ozone density of 1022 m−3 were presented here. Surface loss studies revealed that
atomic oxygen surface reactions on a reactive solid surface with adsorption probabilities greater
than 0.1 are limited by the flux of atomic oxygen from the plasma. Interaction of the source
with an aqueous surface showed hydrogen peroxide as the dominant species at this interface with
significant hydroperoxyl radical, nitrous acid and nitric acid densities also present.
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Chapter 5
Capacitively coupled plasma jet
Abstract
A numerical study of the reactive species generated in a radio frequency capacitively coupled
plasma jet operating in the ambient is presented. Generation efficiency of atomic oxygen by O2
admixing to helium is studied for a range of admixtures and applied voltage conditions. Exces-
sive O2 admixing lead to negative ion dominance over electrons eventually quenching the plasma.
Steady state spatial profiles of reactive uncharged (neutral) species produced by the plasma are
presented for a range of surface to device separations. Atomic oxygen is shown to quickly convert
to ozone for increasing device to surface separation due to the increasing molecular oxygen present
in the gas mixture. Equivalent results for the device mixing in open air (without a solid bound-
ary) show significantly different species density highlighting considerations for accurate source
characterisation in either scenario. Gas heating by the plasma is shown to be dominated by elas-
tic electron collisions and positive ion heating. Comparison with experimental measurements for
atomic oxygen show good agreement. Interaction of the source with an aqueous surface showed
hydrogen peroxide as the dominant species at this interface.
5.1 Introduction
The capacitively coupled source consists of two parallel metallic electrodes representing a planar
geometry for plasma generation. Unlike corona sources this design limits significant mixing of
ambient air species into the discharge region. Atmospheric gases such as oxygen are typically
admixed to the helium carrier gas in order to generate reactive species. In this chapter we investi-
gate the effects of oxygen admixture on plasma behaviour and study the influence of gas dynamics
∗Generation of reactive species by an atmospheric pressure plasma jet, Plasma Sources Science and Technology,
23, 6, 065013, 2014, http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/0963-0252/23/6/065013
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on reactive species delivery to treatment surfaces. Generation efficiency of atomic oxygen by O2
admixing to helium is investigated for a range of admixtures and applied voltage conditions. Reac-
tive oxygen species produced by O2 admixing to the plasma are presented at a range of surface to
device separations. Gas heating is of critical importance in applications of atmospheric plasma jets
to thermally sensitive surfaces. The influence of gas flow on heating and treatment surface tem-
peratures are investigated here. Reaction of the plasma produced chemistry over inactive, active
and aqueous surfaces are discussed.
The micro-Atmospheric Pressure Plasma Jet (µAPPJ) [7, 123] source is a low temperature
radio-frequency driven plasma jet for research of surface engineering and biomedical applications
[5]. The device utilises a planar geometry consisting of 1 mm thick parallel stainless steel elec-
trodes 30 mm in length operated at electrode gaps of 0.5 - 2 mm. Two sides of the discharge
region are covered by quartz allowing optical access to the plasma core and guiding helium flows
between the electrodes. Typical operational inlet flows [123] remove all atmospheric gases from
the discharge region with an admixture of atmospheric gases such as O2 is added to generate re-
active oxygen nitrogen species (RONS). One dimensional modelling of the plasma discharge is
employed and coupled to two dimensional modelling of the gas dynamics. Phase averaged pro-
duction rates are extrapolated from the plasma dynamics as a source of reactive neutral species
generation in a 2-D model of the jet gas dynamics and neutral species reaction.
This chapter extends on previous numerical studies [56, 61] of the µAPPJ source focusing on
issues of reactive species generation and behaviour. The volumetric diffuse α mode of operation
[55] for this device is considered. Previous numerical investigations of the plasma dynamics for
helium-oxygen mixtures in this source [56, 58, 59, 60, 61, 63, 90] reveal the crucial role of helium
metastable in penning ionisation processes [56, 60, 63], the effect of gap size on plasma forma-
tion [58, 63] and production mechanisms for atomic oxygen [59, 61]. Global models [90, 91]
have revealed the dominant charged and uncharged species in the plasma region allowing subset
chemistries for spatially resolved fluid models to be constructed. Yang et al. [59] discussed the
behaviour of plasma produced species in the jet effluent in a helium-oxygen atmosphere and its
interaction with a reactive surface using a 1-D model and approximations of the gas flow. Hemke
et al. [61] used 2-D models of the capacitively coupled jet convecting in a helium-oxygen atmo-
sphere providing further insight into the composition of the jet effluent. The efficiency of reactive
species production by admixture of O2 (section 5.3.1) in the plasma, the subsequent spatial profiles
of reactive species produced at various distances below the device (section 5.3.3) and the interac-
tion of plasma produced reactive species with treatment surfaces (section 5.3.5) is discussed. Gas
mixing and heating by the plasma is discussed in section 5.3.2. Experimental comparison of the
numerical results is discussed in section 5.3.4.
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Figure 5.1: Model geometry
5.2 Model description
The model strategy employed in this work exploits the approximate one dimensional (1-D) nature
of the plasma dynamics in the µAPPJ source as utilised in previous reports [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60].
A 1-D model of the plasma dynamics is initially solved until steady state power conditions are
reached. Phase averaged (over the applied voltage phase) reactive neutral (uncharged) species
production rates are then extrapolated and coupled to a 2-D model of the reacting and mixing
helium carrier jet in the ambient. The use of phase averaged production rates as source terms in
a 2-D study of a reacting gas of uncharged species decouples the gas dynamics from the plasma
dynamics. This decoupling allows tractable solutions of the neutral species behaviour on the time
scale of the gas flow (∼ 0.1 s) which is much larger than the time scale of the plasma dynamics
(∼ 0.1 µs). Such a decoupling relies on the assumption that the charged and neutral species
produced by the plasma are weakly interacting. The plasma density (∼ 1017 m−3) in this context
is typically several orders of magnitude lower than the steady state densities of O, O2 (a1∆)
and O3 (∼ 1021 m−3) [56, 59, 90]. Uncharged plasma produced species density are therefore not
significantly effected by losses due to interaction with charged species. Charged and exited species
densities in the plasma may however be changed remarkably by the influence of plasma produced
reactive oxygen species. Niemi et al. [60] showed that the helium meta-stables are predominately
quenched by penning ionisation with O2 over O2 (a1∆), O3 and O interaction. Charge transfer
effects due to O2 (a1∆), O3 and O interaction can change the composition of negative charge
carriers depending on the O2 admxiture [90]. These charge transfer interactions are however
not likely to lead to large inaccuracies in the overall electrical behaviour of the plasma given
the similar reaction pathways and transport properties of these negative charge carriers [90, 91].
Production trends for uncharged reactive species which is of focus in this report are therefore
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preserved in this context.
The commercial finite element partial differential equation solver COMSOL Multi-physics
(version 4.3a) [65, 108] is used in this report. Continuity equations for the electron density, elec-
tron energy and heavy species densities are solved with Poisson’s equation for the electric field
for a cross section of the planar geometry (see figure 5.1). A log substitution (Ni = ln ni) for
species density ni from the standard (linear) species continuity equation is used [65]. The plasma
chemistry used in this report consists of six ionic species (He+, He+2 , N
+
2 , O
+
2 , O
− and O−2 with
thirteen neutral species (He, He∗, He∗2, O2, O2 (a1∆), O, O (1D), N2, N2 (A3Σ), N2 (B3Π), N,
N (2D)). Table 5.1 shows the He-O2 reaction scheme employed here. The He-N2 chemistry is
detailed in chapter 4. A helium purity of 99.999 % is assumed here (10−5 air fraction) with the
impurity considered to be made up of 20 % O2 and 80 % N2. Electron transport and electron im-
pact reaction rates are preprocessed by solving the zero dimensional Boltzmann equation using the
Bolsig+ solver software [72] coupled with collision cross section data from the LXcat database [3]
for a range of helium-oxygen mixtures. The ion transport values are taken from literature [75] and
the corresponding diffusion coefficients are calculated using the Einstein relation. The sinusoidal
applied voltage with frequency of f = 13.56 MHz is given by Vappliedsin(2pift) where Vapplied
is the applied voltage amplitude.
Mass and momentum continuity equations (compressible Navier-Stokes) are coupled to a mass
transport equation to study the gas dynamics of the helium jet mixing and reacting in the sur-
rounding air. The two dimensional model geometry is shown in figure 5.1. A variable density
and dynamic viscosity based on the mixture fraction of gaseous species is utilised. Diffusion
coefficients for the neutral gas species are calculated from kinetic gas theory using the Leonard-
Jones potential parameters [76]. The boundary BC (see figure 5.1) is a wall (no slip boundary
condition). Boundaries AB, CD DE and AJ represent gaseous boundaries with the surrounding
air. A thermal energy equation in the gas and solid phase is solved for the gas mixture and the
electrodes. Thermal conductivity, material density and specific heat capacity values at constant
pressure for steel electrodes is taken as 44.5 W/(mK), 7850 kg/m3 and 475 J/(kgK) respec-
tively. Temperature dependent values for thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity for the
gas mixture are used [125]. No heat flux is considered at solid boundaries IJ, EH, BC external
to the domain and at gaseous boundaries DE and AJ. At the other gaseous boundaries AB, CD
and HI (see figure 5.1) the temperature is fixed at 293 K. Convective effects on charged species
and the electro-hydrodynamic (EHD) force of the plasma on the flow is neglected here. Further
information on equation formulation and boundary conditions is given in chapter 2 and reports
[13, 61, 76, 126]. A reduced area (EJB’C’ in figure 5.1) is considered to study helium mixing in
open air. In order to stabilise the numerical solution a cross flow is introduced to stabilise the jet
[64] using a small inlet flow (< 1 m/s) of air at the boundary KB’.
Phase averaged production rates for neutral species formed by the plasma dynamics (1D) are
extrapolated across the 30 mm discharge domain (ILGH in figure 5.1) as source terms in the
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Ref Reaction Rate
R1 [72] e+He→He+e BOLSIG+
R2 [72] e+He→He∗+e BOLSIG+
R3 [72] e+He→2e + He+ BOLSIG+
R4 [100] e+He∗→e+He 2.9× 10−15
R5 [124] e+He+2 →He∗+He 5.3× 10−15/T 0.5e
R6 [44] He++2He→He+He+2 1.1× 10−43
R7 [44] He∗+2He→He+He∗2 2× 10−46
R8 [44] He∗+He∗→e+He+2 1.5× 10−15
R9 [44] He∗2→ 2He 104
R10 [44] He∗2+He∗2→e+He+2 +2He 1.5× 10−15
R11 [72] e+O2→2e + O+2 BOLSIG+
R12 [72] e+O2→e+2O BOLSIG+
R13 [72] e+O2→e+O+O (1D) BOLSIG+
R14 [101] e+O+2 →2O 6× 10−11T−1e
R15 [102] He∗+O2→He+O+2 +e 2.54× 10−16(Tg/300)0.5
R16 [103] He∗2+O2→2He+O+2 +e 1× 10−16(Tg/300)0.5
R17 [72] e+O2→ O+O− BOLSIG+
R18 [91] e+ He + O2→ O−2 + He 3.6× 10−43Te[eV ]−0.5
R19 [101] O− + O+2 → O + O2 3.464× 10−12T−0.5g
R20 [101] O−2 + O
+
2 → O + O2 3.464× 10−12T−0.5g
R21 [101] O− + O+2 + He→ O + O2 + He 3.12× 10−31T−2.5g
R22 [101] O−2 + O
+
2 + He→ 2O2 + He 3.12× 10−31T−2.5g
R23 [91] O− + O2→ O−2 + O 1.5× 10−18
R24 [72] e + O2→ e + O2 (a1∆) BOLSIG+
Table 5.1: He - O2 Plasma chemistry
Notes: (1) Ri (n) - n indicates reference for ith reaction (2) Rates in units [m3/s], [m6/s] (3 body reactions), Tg (K)
gas temperature, Te (K) electron temperature except where stated otherwise (3) M represents background gases He,
N2, O2.
2-D reacting and mixing gas model. Plasma produced neutrals react to form ozone O3, various
nitrogen-oxygen species NxOx and hydrogen-oxygen species HxOx. Details oxygen, nitrogen-
oxygen and hydrogen-oxygen species reactions used in this chapter are given in chapter 4.
Gas heating by the plasma is considered by inclusion of a phase averaged heating term extrap-
olated from solutions of the 1-D plasma model across the 30 mm discharge domain (ILGH in
figure 5.1) as a source term in a 2-D heat model which is coupled to the reacting and mixing gas
model. Ion heating by the electric field, elastic heating between electrons and the background gas
and enthalpy contributions from inelastic collisions are considered here [13, 79].
Surface losses at a reactive solid treatment surface (BC figure 5.1) are considered using a sim-
plified model of flux loss for a variety of adsorption probability values (γ) where (1 > γ > 0)
[59]. The flux loss at the treated boundary is given by the product γΓsurf,i where Γsurf,i is the nor-
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Ref Reaction Rate Coefficient
R1 [110] O+H2O→2OH 1.0× 10−17 exp (-550/Tg)
R2 [110] O+O+H2O→O2+H2O 2.15× 10−46 exp (345/Tg)
R3 [110] O+O2+H2O→O3+H2O 6.9× 10−46(300/Tg)1.25
R4 [79] O2 (a1∆)+H2O→O2+H2O 3× 10−24
R5 [102] O3+H2O→O+O2+H2O 1.56× 10−15exp (-11490/Tg)
R6 [112] N+O+H2O→NO+H2O 6.3× 10−45 exp (140/Tg)
R7 [104] N+N+H2O→N2+H2O 8.3× 10−46 exp (500/Tg)
R8 [112] NO+O+H2O→NO2+H2O 1× 10−43(300/Tg)1.6
R9 [113] NO2+NO3+H2O→N2O5+H2O 2.8× 10−42(300/Tg)3.5
R10 [113] N2O5+H2O→NO2+NO3+H2O 1× 10−9(300/Tg)3.5 exp (-11000/Tg)
R11 [29] OH+OH+H2O→H2O2+H2O 6.9× 10−43(Tg/300)−0.8
× exp (-11000/Tg)
R12 [112] OH+NO+H2O→HNO2+H2O 7.4× 10−43(300/Tg)2.4
R13 [112] OH+NO2+H2O→HNO3+H2O 2.2× 10−42(300/Tg)2.9
Table 5.2: Surface H2O chemistry
mal component of the surface flux for species i. Species flux losses are considered on the treated
boundary for a range of adsorption probabilities γi in the 2-D reacting gas flow model. Surface re-
actions are also considered on a liquid covered treatment surface. In this scenario the gas mixture
at the liquid interface is saturated with water vapour which reacts with plasma produced reactive
oxygen nitrogen species (RONS). In order to estimate this water vapour density we consider the
Antoine equation which allows calculation of the (saturated) partial pressure of the water vapour
in the gas mixture at the interface [122]. For a temperature of 293 K the partial pressure of H2O
vapour was calculated as 0.023 fraction of the total atmosphere [79]. An additional chemistry
shown in table 5.2 is considered at the treatment boundary coupled with an additional reaction
chemistry for the hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen HxNxOx species generated. Following reaction at
the H2O saturated vapour layer gaseous species dissolve into the water volume. Details of the
HxNxOx species reactions considered are given in chapter 4.
5.3 Results & Discussion
Numerical investigations of reactive species production and behaviour in the micro-Atmospheric
Pressure Plasma Jet (µAPPJ) as a function of O2 admixture to helium is discussed. Admixing
efficiency results are presented in section 5.3.1. Gas mixing and heating results are presented
in section 5.3.2. Section 5.3.3 discusses results of reactive neutral species density and spatial
profiles for a range of device to surface separations with comparison to equivalent profiles for a
jet convecting from the device into open air. Surface reactions over a solid and aqueous reactive
surface are considered in section 5.3.5. Comparison of 2-D numerical results for O2 admixing
with Molecular Beam Mass Spectrometry (MBMS) [62] results is discussed in section 5.3.4.
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Figure 5.2: Volume and phase (applied voltage phase) averaged O production (left axis) and electronega-
tivity (n−/ne) (right axis) for Vapplied = 250, 300, 325 V for a range of O2 admixtures
5.3.1 O2 Admixing efficiency
1-D plasma model results for a cross section of the discharge region are presented in this section
for variation in O2 admixture at an electrode separation of 1 mm for a range of applied voltage
conditions (Vapplied = 250, 300 and 325 V (230 VRMS [62])). Atomic oxygen production results
(phase and volume averaged) are shown in figure 5.2. At Vapplied = 250 V peak O production oc-
curred in the range 0.3 - 0.5 % with production dropping sharply after 0.6 % admixture. Excessive
admixing of O2 increases the plasmas electro-negativity (figure 5.2 (right axis)) reducing power
coupling to the electrons (see figure 5.3) which eventually quenches the discharge. At Vapplied
= 300 V peak O production occurred at in the range 0.4 - 0.6 %. Increased power sustains the
plasma at higher admixtures before a sharp drop occurs after 0.8 % admixture. At Vapplied = 325
V peak O production occurred in the range 0.4 - 0.8 %. This result is consistent with previous
experimental reports [127, 128] for optimum O2 admixture for the device operation in the α mode
[55]. Increased power again sustains the plasma density at higher admixtures before a sharp drop
occurs after 1 % admixture. For admixtures< 0.2 % the power deposited to the plasma at Vapplied
= 325 V increased greatly. This lead to a large growth in discharge current and divergence of our
plasma model. This is interpreted to signify a transition towards high current conditions in the
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plasma which lead to the formation of a constricted and inhomogeneous plasma. Further inves-
tigation of secondary electron emission processes is required to understand this transition clearly
and this dynamic is currently beyond the scope of our model. At these lower O2 admixtures a
decrease of electron attachment (reactions R29, R30 in table 5.1) occurs and penning ionisation
of He∗ with O2 (reactions R21, R22 in table 5.1) increases the plasma density towards these high
current conditions. At background gas impurity levels of O2 (2 ppm) the power deposited to the
discharge returned to a value of 0.98 W.
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Figure 5.3: Average charged species number density (1/m3) (left axis) and Power (W) (right axis) for
Vapplied= 325 V for a range of O2 admixtures
Negative ion values shown in figure 5.3 of 2 × 1016 - 1 × 1017 1/m3 in the 0.4 - 0.8 % O2
admixture range correspond to electro-negativity (see figure 5.2 (right)) in the range 1.8 to 4.7.
Peak O production at Vapplied = 325 V occurred at 0.6 % admixture corresponding to an electro-
negativity of 2.9. For Vapplied = 250 V and 300 V peak O production occurred at 0.5 % and at 0.6
% admixtures respectively.
Power coupling and species densities (phase and volume averaged) are shown in figure 5.3 for
various admixtures at Vapplied = 325 V. The volume enclosed by the electrodes is assumed as 30
mm3 here (30 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm). At higher O2 admixtures the power deposited to negative
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ions is found to overtake the electron power deposition. Increased negative ion density leads to
a reduction in the electron density and subsequently O production (figure 5.2). Electron density
values of the order of 1016 1/m3 were found at the admixture for peak atomic oxygen production
(see figure 5.3) in 0.4 - 0.8 % O2 admixture range in contrast to electron density values of the
order of 1012 1/m3 at higher O2 admixtures of 1.2 % where the total power deposited is almost
exclusively to negative ions in the plasma. Electron mean energy (phase and volume averaged)
values at Vapplied = 325 V were found to range between 3.922 eV at 0.2 % O2 admixture, 3.9 eV
at 0.5 % to 3.32 eV 1.2 % O2.
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Figure 5.4: Average ionisation reaction rates (m−3s−1): Penning (R15,16), Helium (R3), O2 (R11) (see table
5.1) & electron/ion loss rates (m−3s−1): electron-ion recombination (R5,14), electron attachment (R17,18),
O2 negative/postitive ion recombination (R19−22)) for Vapplied= 325 V for a range of O2 admixtures
Reaction rates for various ionization reactions are shown in figure 5.4 at Vapplied = 325 V.
Penning ionisation (R15,16 in table 5.1) of helium metastable species (He∗, He∗2) with O2 is shown
here as a dominate source of electrons and O+2 ions with values of the order 10
23 1/m3s at peak
O production (O2 admixture < 0.8 %). Direct ionisation of O2 (R11) is also significant due to its
lower electron energy threshold (12.07 eV) in comparison to direct ionisation of Helium (24.58
eV). Electron and ion loss reaction rates are also shown in figure 5.4 at Vapplied = 325 V. Negative-
positive oxygen ion recombination (R19−22) and electron attachment reactions (R17,18) are found
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at admixtures < 0.8 % with values of the order 1023 1/m3s. For admixtures > 0.8 % negative-
positive oxygen ion recombination reactions dominant as the plasma becomes highly electroneg-
ative. Figure 5.5 shows the phase average loss rates of charged species due to collision with the
walls. Electron losses dominate here due to there high mobility relative to ions with rate values of
the order of 1022 1/m3s for 0.2 - 0.8 % admixtures. At 1.2 % admixture electron wall losses de-
crease significantly (∼ 1018 1/m3s) correlating to the power loss in the discharge discussed above.
Positive ion losses of the order 1020 1/m3s are shown in figure 5.5 with a similar decrease at 1.2 %
(∼ 1018 1/m3s) as the plasma density drops. Negative ion wall losses are small here with values of
∼ 1016 1/m3s. This is consistent with negative ions being contained in the centre of the discharge
between the positive sheath regions at the wall.
Figure 5.5: Average (phase average) wall loss rates for electrons, total positive and total negative ions
1/m3s
Charged species density (phase averaged) across the discharge domain are shown in figure 5.6
for Vapplied = 325V and 0.6 % O2 admixture. O+2 is the dominant positive ion here with peak
values of 2.8 × 1017 1/m3 in the centre of the domain. O− is the dominant negative charge carrier
with peak values of 1.5 × 1017 1/m3. O−2 and electron peak density is 0.8 and 0.6 × 1017 1/m3
respectively here.
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Figure 5.6: Phase averaged charged species density m−3 across the discharge domain (1-D cross section)
for Vapplied = 325V, 0.6 % O2 admixture
5.3.2 Gas mixing & heating
Gas mixture profiles for the device with and without a solid boundary below are discussed in
section 5.3.2.1. Results of gas heating from the 1-D plasma model along with subsequent 2-D
temperature profiles from a heating and mixing gas model is presented in section 5.3.2.2.
5.3.2.1 Gas mixing
The steady state air percentage for a helium jet (without admixture) is shown over a solid boundary
(BC in figure 5.1) for a 15 mm device to surface separation in figure 5.7. The area below the gas
outlet (radius of 1 mm) is filled predominately with helium and 1 % air. The air percentage
increases to 10 % 20 mm from the centre. At lower separations (∼ 3 mm) this area is filled
exclusively with helium, the background impurity present in the helium carrier (10 ppm) and any
ad-mixed O2 (∼ 1 %). As the gap between the device and the surface increases the surrounding
air begins to mix with the carrier jet in this region.
The air fraction without a solid boundary is shown in figure 5.8. We see a significantly higher
air fraction (10 - 20 %) near the device compared to a jet mixing over a solid boundary. The jet
is found to mix sharply in the ambient with over 90 % air in the gas mixture found at 5 mm from
the centre (x = 0). In section 5.3.3 below we contrast the density and spatial profiles of reactive
species generated downstream of the device with and without a solid boundary.
5.3.2.2 Gas heating
In figure 5.9 the average percentage contribution to the total gas heating by the plasma from 1-D
plasma model results are shown. The average (volume and phase) total power deposited here is
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Figure 5.8: Percentage air (filled contour plot) in gas mixture for jet convecting into open air (without
boundary). A reduced simulation domain is used here - see figure 5.1 for full domain.
1.49 × 107 W/m3 (0.45 W). Elastic collisional heating (R1 in table 5.1) accounts for on average
56.7 % of the heating here. Positive ion heating (O+2 ) by the electric field accounts for 34 % of the
heating. Negative ion heating and inelastic heating due to heavy species collisions make up the
remainder with contributions of 6.9 % and 2.4 % respectively.
A 2-D temperature profile is shown in figure 5.10 for steady state solutions of gas mixing
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Figure 5.9: Gas heating contributions (average % of total) Vapplied = 325 V and 0.6% O2 admixture.
and heating model. A maximum temperature of 315 ◦K is found in the domain with values
ranging from 293 - 315 ◦K. Figure 5.11 (top) shows the surface temperature on a heat insulated
treatment surface (x = 0) for up to 1000 seconds after the device has been started. A steady state
temperature is reached after 800 - 1000 seconds here with a maximum temperature of 314 ◦K .
Figure 5.11 (bottom) shows the spatial behaviour at a treatment surface for a range of device to
surface separations. For small separations (∼ 3 mm) a temperature of 40 - 41 ◦C encompasses
a radius of approximately 50 mm on the surface. At larger separations (10, 15 mm) the area
impacted by higher temperatures decreases to a radius below 30 mm.
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Figure 5.10: 2-D steady state temperature profile (K) for 5 mm device to surface separation. Vapplied =
325 V, 0.6% O2, 1.4 slpm.
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Figure 5.11: Top: surface temperature (K) at various times after start of discahrge for 10 mm device to
surface separation. Bottom: surface temperature (C) at treatment surface for a range of device to surface
separations. Vapplied = 325 V, 0.6% O2, 1.4 slpm.
5.3.3 Reactive species
The steady state density of O and O3 for solutions of our 2-D reacting gas model over an inactive
solid surface is shown in figure 5.12 for a 5 mm device to surface separation with O2 admixture
of 0.6 % and applied voltage of Vapplied = 325 V. Peak O density of 4.4 × 1021 m−3 is found
where the carrier gas exits the device (x = 0). O3 density peak of 6.9 × 1021 m−3 occur in the
gap between the device and surface within a radius of 30 mm here (see figure 5.12 top). O3
production is dominated by three body reactions involving O, O2 and background gases. Peak
(steady state) reaction rates of 4.8 × 1024, 1.8 × 1021 and 3.4 × 1021 1/m3s were found for O3
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Figure 5.12: O3 density (1/m3) (top) and O density (1/m3) (bottom) for 5 mm device to surface separation.
Vapplied = 325 V and 0.6% O2 admixture.
production reactions R2, R3 and R4 (see table 4.2) respectively with spatial behaviour similar
to atomic oxygen density profiles indicating strong conversion from O to O3. The molecular
oxygen in the jet and in the region directly below the device above a surface 5 mm below is mostly
homogeneous ranging 0.6 % - 0.8 % of the total gas mixture. O3 destruction (reactions R5,8,11,13,14
in table 4.2) is dominated in the region between the plates by interaction with atomic oxygen (R5)
with peak values of 3.6× 1021 1/m3s. At the gas exit from the device the dominant O3 destruction
mechanism is due to interaction with O (1D) (R8) with peak values of 12 × 1023 1/m3s. Outside
the central region (radius > 1 mm) and near the surface (x = 5 mm) O3 destruction is dominated
with O2 (a1∆) reaction (R11) with peak values of 2.3 × 1023 1/m3s.
The steady state density (ppm) of O, O3 and O2 (a1∆) at a solid surface (inactive) for variation
in device to surface separation is shown in figures 5.13 (a), 5.14 (a) and 5.15 (a) respectively.
Atomic oxygen values (figure 5.13 (a)) show a decreasing trend for increasing separation as O is
converted to O3 as O2 increases in the gas mixture (R2 in table 4.2). O densities at the centre point
x = 0 shown in figure 5.13 (a) of 105 ppm (2.6 × 1021 1/m3) for a 2 mm separation, 49 ppm (1.2
× 1021 1/m3) at 5 mm and 7.8 ppm (1.9 × 1020 1/m3) at 15 mm separation are found. The spatial
pattern of O at the surface encompasses a radius of maximum 10 mm with peak values increasing
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Figure 5.13: (a): O density (ppm) at inactive surface for a range of device to surface separations. (b):
equivalent O density (ppm) for a jet convecting in open air (without surface)
in a narrow region for shorter separations. Ozone behaviour shown in figure 5.14 (a) displays a
more diffuse spatial pattern with an increasing trend for 2 - 10 mm separations (x = 0). Figure
5.14 (a) shows peak values at x = 0 for 10 mm separation of 270 ppm (6.6 × 1021 1/m3) with the
lowest value shown of 228 ppm (5.6× 1021 1/m3) at 2 mm separation. At higher separations ozone
production increases due to an increased molecular oxygen fraction available in the gap between
the device and surface. Reaction R2 (see table 4.2) dominates O3 production here accounting for
the decreasing trend in O density at higher admixtures. Peak ozone values at x = 0 were found at
10 mm separation before slightly decreasing at 15 mm separation. The spatial pattern of ozone on
the surface at various separations is due to the mixing behaviour of the helium jet in air. Helium’s
density (which is approximately 10 times smaller than that of air) results in an upward mixing of
the jet (see figure 5.1). The jets forward (y-axial) velocity (−Vy) is redirected in the x-direction as
it encounters the solid surface. This results in larger x component of the velocity (Vx) at smaller
separations due to the small volume of air between the device and surface. The combination of
these upward and outward forces results in a wider O3 peak on the surface for 2, 3 mm separations
with peak O3 values spanning a radius of 50 mm. This decreases to a peak O3 radius of 40 mm for
5 mm separation and a 20 mm radius for 15 mm device to surface separation (see figure 5.14 (a)).
O2 (a1∆) density (ppm) at a treatment surface shown in figure 5.15 (a) follows a similar spatial
pattern to O3. Peak values of 168 ppm occur at x = 0 for 2 mm device to surface separation
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Figure 5.14: (a): O3 density (ppm) at inactive surface for a range of device to surface separations. (b):
equivalent O3 density (ppm) for a jet convecting in open air (without surface)
within a radius of 50 mm. O2 (a1∆) density decreases to 155 ppm at 5 mm and 107 ppm at 15
mm separations as the peak radius decreases from 40 mm to 20 mm (see figure 5.15 (a)).
O, O3 and O2 (a1∆) densities at equivalent separations in a jet mixing in open air without a
solid boundary are shown in figures 5.13 (b), 5.14 (b) and 5.15 (b) respectively. A similar inlet
flow of 1.4 slpm and applied voltage of 325 V (230 VRMS) [62, 64] is used here. Atomic oxygen
density decreases from 105 to 80 ppm 2 mm downstream with the omission of a boundary (figure
5.13 (b)). At 5 mm downstream O density rapidly drops from 49 ppm to 9 ppm with values of
less than 0.5 ppm for higher separations (10, 15 mm). The increased O2 density present in the
gas mixture (see figure 5.8) at the jet exit for the open air case leads to conversion of the atomic
oxygen density to O3 via reaction R2 in table 4.2 in a small spatial region around the jet exit.
O peak density occurs within a radius of 2 mm of the jet centre compared with peaks within a
10 mm over a surface. O3 values at x = 0 for the jet in open air range from 244 ppm to 218
ppm for distances of 2 - 15 mm downstream. Increased O3 production (reaction R2) at smaller
distances downstream (< 5 mm) in the vicinity of the gas exit results in higher peak values at
x = 0. Increased O3 destruction via reactions R4 for larger distances (10 and 15 mm) downstream
leads to smaller O3 values (245 and 218 ppm) when compared with the jet impacting a surface.
O3 peak density occurs within a radius of 5 - 10 mm of the centre compared to a jet impacting a
surface peak values encompassing a 20 - 50 mm radius.
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Figure 5.15: (a): O2 (a1∆) density (ppm) at inactive surface for a range of device to surface separations.
(b): equivalent O2 (a1∆) density (ppm) for a jet convecting in open air (without surface)
Comparative results of reactive oxygen species density with and without a surface shown here
highlight significant differences. The need for inclusion of a surface in accurate experimental
characterisations and comparisons such as with two-photon absorption laser-induced fluorescence
(TALIF) and molecular beam mass spectrometry (MBMS) studies is emphasised here.
5.3.4 Experimental comparison
Comparison of our model results with the molecular beam mass spectrometry (MBMS) study of
Ellerweg et al. [64] is discussed in this section. Ellerweg et al. sampled atomic oxygen and
ozone density from a µAPPJ for a range of device to surface (mass spectrometer sampling face)
separations for an applied voltage of 325 V, oxygen admixture of 0.6 % and inlet flow of 1.4 slpm.
Figure 5.16 shows atomic oxygen and ozone density for a range of device to surface separations
at an inlet flow of 1.4 slpm for 0.6 % O2 admixture and Vapplied = 325 V. Figure 5.16 also shows
averaged atomic oxygen density at the surface for a range of separations. This average is taken
over a radius of 20 mm from the centre.
At 2 mm separation an experimental O density of ∼ 7.5 × 1020 1/m3 is reported by Ellerweg
et al. [64]. Figure 5.16 shows a value at x = 0 of 2.6 × 1021 1/m3 and an average value of
1.2 × 1020 1/m3. The average numerical value at the surface matches experimental values more
closely here with significantly higher value given by the model at x = 0. This is possibly due to
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Figure 5.16: O and O3 density (m−3) at a (inactive)surface for a range of device to surface separations. O
density is shown at x = 0 and also for an average over 20 mm radius at surface (xaverage). O3 value is at
taken x = 0. Vapplied = 325 V and 0.6% O2.
the difficulties involved in resolving the sharp peak (figure 5.13) in the atomic oxygen density on
the surface at these small separations. At 3 mm the averaged numerical O density value of 9.2 ×
1020 1/m3 shows better agreement with experimental measurement of ∼ 7 × 1020 1/m3 [64]. At
5 mm MBMS value of ∼ 6.2 × 1020 1/m3 [64] agrees well with the average (6.7 × 1020 1/m3)
numerical value. For higher separations (10, 15 mm) average numerical values of 3.6, 1.7 × 1020
1/m3 and peak (x = 0) numerical values converge (see figure 5.16) as the peak surface distribution
flattens. Comparison to experimental results of ∼ 3 × 1020 1/m3 and 1.2 × 1020 1/m3 show good
agreement.
Ozone density numerical values (figure 5.16) are found to be significantly higher than reported
in MBMS study of Ellerweg et al. [64]. Numerical values range from 5.6 × 1021 1/m3 at 2 mm
to peak values of 6.6 × 1021 1/m3 for 10 mm separation. Comparative experimental values of ∼
0.4 × 1021 1/m3 at 2 mm, 1.2 × 1021 1/m3 at 10 mm and 2.0 × 1021 1/m3 at 15 mm separation
are significantly smaller. Experimentally, signal uncertainties in atmospheric mass spectrometry
include species decay and reaction during transmission, mass dependent transmission issues, in-
terference of the sampling aperture, choice of cross section and calibration species in calculation
of absolute species density. Many of these factors such as the choice of cross section data [129] are
known to contribute to significant variation in interpreted results [130, 131]. Numerically, failure
to account for 3-D behaviour of the gas mixing, the limited reaction chemistry set used and the
1-D approximation of the plasma behaviour all possibly contribute to this observed deviation. In
light of this atomic oxygen density values show relatively good qualitative and quantitative agree-
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ment here given the many possible sources of error. However future studies are clearly needed to
address the deviations discussed here providing further insight into the dynamics of these plasma
sources.
5.3.5 Surface interaction
Surface interactions of plasma produced reactive species are highly dependent on the surface prop-
erties of the material. The µAPPJ is applied in both aqueous and dry environments adding to the
complexity of interaction. In this section we discuss the interaction of the source with reactive
solid and aqueous boundaries in the context of the results presented above. Section 5.3.5.1 dis-
cusses interaction with a dry reactive surface while section 5.3.5.2 considers the source impacting
a liquid layer.
5.3.5.1 Solid surface interaction
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Figure 5.17: O density (1/m3) at an active surface for a range of adsportion proabilities γ at 10 mm device
to surface separation (0.6 % O2 admixture, Vapplied = 325 V).
RONS flux loss at a treated surface is primarily dependent on the density of available reac-
tion sites and the reaction rate for each species adsorption. The initiated radical formation on a
treated surface is followed by a sequence of radical reactions (propagation) and eventual radical
termination often producing a sequence of gaseous by-products which may interact with plasma
RONS at the interface. A full model of this interaction for various surfaces is beyond the scope
of this report. In this section we investigate surfaces losses at a reactive treatment surface by con-
sidering a simplified model of flux loss for a variety of adsorption probability values (γ) where
(1 > γ > 0) for O, O2 (a1∆) and O3 species [59]. Steady state results for the atomic oxygen
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density at the treated surface for various reaction probabilities γ are shown in figure 5.17. For
values of γ > 0.1 the species density on the surface (central region) begins to decrease (see figure
5.17). This indicates that for γ : 0.1→ 1 surface reactions will be limited increasingly by the flux
of reactive species available from plasma jet. Similar results are found for O2 (a1∆) and O3 here.
As reported by Yang et al. [59] surface loss rates of reactive species are increasingly independent
of the reaction probability in this scenario (γ > 0.1) as the rate of surface reaction is limited by
flux from the plasma and not by the surface adsorption probability. This indicates a regime were
dosage may be calculated independent of explicit knowledge of the reaction probability. Reaction
probabilities for atomic oxygen interacting with polypropylene surfaces [29] have been estimated
as typically < 0.01 while reaction probabilities on biological polymers such as lipid layers of cell
membranes are not yet fully understood. The inverted surface peaks shown in figure 5.17 reflect a
larger flux of atomic oxygen impacting the central region.
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Figure 5.18: H2O2, O2 (a1∆) and O3 (scaled by 10) density (ppm) at an aqeous surface for a 5 mm device
to surface separation. Vapplied = 325 V and 0.6% O2 admixture.
5.3.5.2 Aqueous surface interaction
The case of the µAPPJ impinging a treatment surface covered with a liquid layer is considered.
Many biological application scenarios involve treatment surfaces such as living tissues covered in
a thin liquid water layer. The plasma produced RONS are changed significantly by interaction with
a H2O liquid layer. The gas mixture at the liquid interface is saturated with water vapour which
reacts with plasma produced RONS to form additional hydrogen radical species (see section 6.2).
Figure 5.18 shows the non-equilibrium (undissolved) gaseous species density at the water
surface for steady state solutions of our 2-D reacting gas model. Atomic oxygen reacts strongly
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with the H2O vapour layer to form OH (R1 in table 5.2) which further reacts with H2O to form
hydrogen peroxide H2O2 (R11 in table 5.2). Reaction of O3 with the vapour layer results in further
O formation which subsequently reacts to form H2O2.
Peak values of H2O2 of 58 ppm at x = 0 shown in figure 5.18 represent an almost complete
conversion of the O density at this interface. Comparison of O3 values on an inactive surface
(figure 5.14) show an increase from 256 ppm to 288 ppm in O3 density (reaction R5 in table 5.2)
over an aqueous surface due to the decrease in O2 (a1∆). O2 (a1∆) is quenched considerably to
O2 when it interacts with the H2O vapour layer (R4 in table 5.2). Peak values at x = 0 over a
inactive solid surface fall from 155 ppm (see figure 5.15) to 101 ppm here. HO2 values of 2.5 ppm
are found at surface with peak values encompassing a radius of 40 mm. HNO2 and HNO3 values
of < 0.1 ppm are found at the surface.
Species KccH 1/ (1+K
cc
H ) 1/ (1+1/K
cc
H )
He 1.514e-5 0.99999 1e-5
O2 5.32e-4 0.9995 5e-4
N2 2.66e-5 0.99997 3e-5
O3 4.91e-5 0.99995 5e-5
NO 7.77e-5 0.99992 8e-5
NO2 1.68e-3 0.998 2e-3
N2O 1.02e-3 0.999 1e-3
NO3 7.37e-2 0.93 7e-2
N2O5 8.59e-2 0.92 0.08
H2 3.19e-5 0.99997 3e-5
OH 1.19 0.457 0.543
HO2 233 4e-3 0.996
H2O2 2905 3e-4 0.9997
HNO2 2.01 0.33 0.67
HNO3 8593 1e-4 0.9999
Table 5.3: Henry’s law constant (solubility) in water at T=298.15K [14]
Equilibrium between the gas and liquid occurs as gaseous species dissolve into the water
volume. Henry’s law constants shown in table 5.3 represent the concentration ratio of dissolved
and undissolved gases once equilibria is reached. The total available species (ntotal = ngas +
naqueos) for dissolution is equal to the non-equilibrium distributions shown in figure 5.18. The
fraction of dissolved and undissolved species in equilibria is given by the ratios 1/ (1+KccH ) and 1/
(1+1/KccH ) respectively shown in table 5.3. This shows that H2O2, HNO2, HO2 and HNO3 species
with solubility of 99.99 %, 67 %, 99.6 % and 99.99 % respectively (given by 1/ (1+1/KccH )) are the
most important reactive species for treatment of aqueous layers in this context.
Diffusion coefficients for gaseous species in water are typically of the order 10−5 m2/s [79].
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Assuming a liquid layer thickness in the range of 10 - 1000 µm the time taken for a soluble gaseous
species to saturate through the entire water layer will be of the order 1 - 100 s. This provides an
estimate for the treatment time required for the µAPPJ to saturate such a water layer with H2O2
and other soluble species at this interface.
5.4 Conclusion
The effects of gas mixing, gas heating and surface interaction for a plasma jet with a planar ge-
ometry is discussed. Production efficiency studies for O production shows peak production in the
range 0.2 - 1 % O2 with electro-negativity values close to unity. This is similar to the ’spatial
quenching’ which shaped the plasma region for the plasma needle corona jet discussed in chap-
ter 4. O, O2 (a1∆) and O3 density profiles on a surface below the device were presented at a
range of distances. Ambient O2 is shown to play a key role in the oxygen-ozone balance in the
effluent reaching a treatment surface. Atomic oxygen is found to convert to ozone with increas-
ing device to surface separation as more molecular oxygen mixes from the ambient. Comparison
at equivalent separations in a jet mixing in open air (without a solid boundary) showed species
density to be significantly different in a jet impacting a surface. This highlights the difference
between reactive species profiles expected in experimental diagnostics with and without a treat-
ment surface. Comparison with experimental reports for atomic oxygen density values showed
good agreement. Gas heating by the plasma is dominated by elastic and positive ion heating with
significant contributions from electron impact dissociation of O2 and negative ion heating. Steady
state temperature profiles show maximum steady state temperatures of 315 K reached after ap-
proximately 500 seconds of device operation. Surface reactions on a reactive solid surface are
demonstrated to be significantly diffusion limited for adsorption probabilities greater than 0.1. In-
teraction of the source with an aqueous surface showed hydrogen peroxide as the dominant species
at this interface.
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Chapter 6
Power modulation
Abstract
The effect of power modulation on reactive species generation and gas heating in a capacitively
coupled radio frequency helium - oxygen (∼ 0.6%) plasma jet is investigated by numerical mod-
elling. Power is found to be coupled extensively to the electrons with large initial electron losses
leading to weak interference between successive modulation phases. Surface densities of reactive
oxygen species on a treatment surface below the device are found to typically range over an order
of magnitude for variation in the duty cycle above the initial growth phase (∼ 20 % in this case).
Effects on gas heating show a larger range of temperature control when compared with convection
cooling. Power modulation is demonstrated as an effective mechanism to both control reactive
species and heat flux to a treatment surface with specific interest to applications in biomedicine
and heat sensitive surface engineering.
6.1 Introduction
Control of plasma produced chemistry and heat flux is a key challenge for emerging applications of
low temperature atmospheric pressure plasma technology in biomedicine and surface engineering.
Power modulation is investigated as a mechanism for control of reactive species and heat flux
delivery from a plasma jet to a treatment surface. Implementation of low temperature atmospheric
pressure plasma technology for surface treatment depends on delivery of a controlled dosage of
a desired plasma produced chemistry to a surface often sensitive to thermal shock. Dosage of
reactive agents to living organisms may dictate the balance between therapeutic and toxic effects.
This emphasises a clear need for investigation of control methodologies for delivery of key reactive
∗Power modulation in an atmospheric pressure plasma jet, Plasma Sources Science and Technology, 23, 6, 065012,
2014 http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/0963-0252/23/6/065012
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species. Limitation of heat flux is a critical constraint for the uptake of plasma technologies in
medicine as brief exposure to temperatures above body temperature can lead to undesired cell
death. Controlling both reactive species and heat flux delivery to treatment surfaces is discussed
here in the context of power modulation of the applied voltage. The study of the continuously
powered source in chapter 5 reveals a complex and limited operational range for variation in
reactive species production and heat flux. This behaviour due to the electro-negative character
of the discharge leads to a non-linear power behaviour with voltage variation. Modulation of the
applied power offers a possible alternative mechanism for control of reactive species and heat flux
to treatment surfaces which warrants further investigation.
Power modulation effects on plasma growth and decay, reactive species generation and gas
heating is discovered. A capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) helium jet admixed with oxygen
(∼ 0.6 %) driven by a radio frequency (rf) voltage (13.56 Mhz) and modulated by a 100 kHz
frequency is studied here. The micro-Atmospheric Pressure Plasma Jet (µAPPJ) [7] device has
emerged as a benchmark source for numerical [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61] and experimental in-
vestigation [60, 62, 63, 64] of radio frequency plasma jets for development of applications in
biomedicine and heat sensitive surface engineering. The µAPPJ consists of two parallel steel elec-
trodes of 1 mm thickness and 30 mm in length surrounded on two sides by 1 mm thick transparent
quartz allowing optical diagnosis of the plasma core. Small admixtures of atmospheric gases such
as O2 can be added to a helium carrier gas to generate reactive oxygen nitrogen species (RONS).
Reports on experimental [132, 133] and numerical studies [93, 94] of radio frequency CCP jets
have discussed the effect of power modulation on electro-positive gas mixtures in helium. This
chapter presents numerical evidence for behaviour in an electro-negative gas mixture of helium
and oxygen. The effects of duty cycle variation on reactive oxygen species generation and gas
heating is investigated in this context.
6.2 Model description
The commercial finite element partial differential equation solver COMSOL Multi-physics (ver-
sion 4.3a) [65] is used in this work. A sinusoidal applied voltage Vappliedsin(2pift) with an rf
frequency of f = 13.56 MHz is considered where Vapplied is the applied voltage amplitude. A fre-
quency of 100 kHz is used over a range of duty cycles to modulate the applied power. Solutions of
continuity equations for the electron density, electron energy and heavy species densities are cou-
pled with solutions of Poisson’s equation for the electric field over a 1-D cross section across the
electrode gap (HILG in figure 6.1). Reactive neutral species production and gas heating rates are
extrapolated from solutions of the 1-D plasma model across the 2-D electrode domain for use as
source terms in a 2-D model of a reacting, mixing and heating gas of uncharged species convecting
through the electrodes on to a substrate below the device. Decoupling of plasma dynamics from
the gas and heat dynamics in this manner allows tractable solutions for the study of uncharged
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Figure 6.1: Model geometry
reactive oxygen nitrogen species (RONS) and gas heating over longer time-scales. Such a decou-
pling relies on the assumption that the charged and neutral species produced by the plasma are
weakly interacting. The plasma density (∼ 1017 m−3) in this context is typically several orders of
magnitude lower than the steady state densities of O, O2 (a1∆) and O3 (∼ 1021 m−3) [56, 59, 90].
Uncharged plasma produced species density are therefore not significantly effected by losses due
to interaction with charged species. Charged and exited species densities in the plasma may how-
ever be changed remarkably by the influence of plasma produced reactive oxygen species. Niemi
et al. [60] showed that the helium meta-stables are predominately quenched by penning ionisation
with O2 over O2 (a1∆), O3 and O interaction. Charge transfer effects due to O2 (a1∆), O3 and O
interaction can change the composition of negative charge carriers depending on the O2 admixture
[90] but are assumed here not to lead to large inaccuracies in the overall electrical behaviour of
the plasma given the similar reaction pathways and transport properties of these negative charge
carriers [90, 91]. Electron attachment for negative charge carriers with atomic oxygen is however
included here (see below) due to its importance in the decaying plasma.
Gas dynamics are studied by solution of mass and momentum continuity equations (com-
pressible Navier-Stokes). A mass transport convection-diffusion formulation is coupled to the
Navier stokes equations to study the transport and interaction of plasma produced reactive neutral
(uncharged) species. A thermal energy equation in the gas and solid phase is solved for the temper-
ature of the gas mixture and electrodes. Thermal conductivity, material density and specific heat
capacity values at constant pressure for steel electrodes is taken as 44.5 W/(mK), 7850 kg/m3
and 475 J/(kgK) respectively here. Temperature dependent values for thermal conductivity and
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specific heat capacity for the gas mixture are used [125]. Further details of equation formulation,
boundary conditions and transport properties can be found in chapter 2 and reports [13, 126].
Ref Reaction Rate
R1 [72] e+He→He+e BOLSIG+
R2 [72] e+He→He∗+e BOLSIG+
R3 [72] e+He→2e + He+ BOLSIG+
R4 [100] e+He∗→e+He 2.9× 10−15
R5 [124] e+He+2 →He∗+He 5.3× 10−15/T 0.5e
R6 [44] He++2He→He+He+2 1.1× 10−43
R7 [44] He∗+2He→He+He∗2 2× 10−46
R8 [44] He∗+He∗→e+He+2 1.5× 10−15
R9 [44] He∗2→ 2He 104
R10 [44] He∗2+He∗2→e+He+2 +2He 1.5× 10−15
R11 [72] e+O2→2e + O+2 BOLSIG+
R12 [72] e+O2→e+2O BOLSIG+
R13 [72] e+O2→e+O+O (1D) BOLSIG+
R14 [101] e+O+2 →2O 6× 10−11T−1e
R15 [102] He∗+O2→He+O+2 +e 2.54× 10−16(Tg/300)0.5
R16 [103] He∗2+O2→2He+O+2 +e 1× 10−16(Tg/300)0.5
R17 [72] e+O2→ O+O− BOLSIG+
R18 [91] e+ He + O2→ O−2 + He 3.6× 10−43Te[eV ]−0.5
R19 [101] O− + O+2 → O + O2 3.464× 10−12T−0.5g
R20 [101] O−2 + O
+
2 → O + O2 3.464× 10−12T−0.5g
R21 [101] O− + O+2 + He→ O + O2 + He 3.12× 10−31T−2.5g
R22 [101] O−2 + O
+
2 + He→ 2O2 + He 3.12× 10−31T−2.5g
R23 [91] O− + O2→ O−2 + O 1.5× 10−18
R24 [102] O− + O→ O2 + e 5× 10−16T 0.5g
R25 [102] O−2 + O→ O3 + e 1.5× 10−16T 0.5g
R26 [72] e + O2→ e + O2 (a1∆) BOLSIG+
Table 6.1: He - O2 plasma chemistry
Notes: (1) Ri (n) - n indicates reference for ith reaction (2) Rates in units [m3/s], [m6/s] (3 body reactions), Tg (K)
gas temperature, Te (K) electron temperature except where stated otherwise (3) M represents background gases He,
N2, O2.
The plasma chemistry consists of six ionic species (He+,He+2 , N
+
2 , O
+
2 , O
− and O−2 with
thirteen neutral species (He, He∗, He∗2, O2, O2 (a1∆), O, O (1D), N2, N2 (A3Σ), N2 (B3Π),
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N, N (2D)). A helium purity of 99.999 % is assumed here (10−5 air fraction) with the impurity
considered to be made up of 20 % O2 and 80 % N2. The helium-oxygen plasma chemistry is shown
in table 6.1. Electron detachment reactions R24 and R25 included in table 6.1 are dependent on the
atomic oxygen density. Steady state atomic oxygen density develops on much larger timescales
(∼ 0.1 s) compared with the smaller (∼ µs) timescale of charged species behaviour. In order to
approximate the atomic oxygen density a fixed value based on O2 depletion rates of 0.3% for
conversion of O2 to O is used here. This depletion rate is consistent with measured [64] atomic
oxygen density (∼ 1021 m−3) values for the µAPPJ source. Air impurities in the helium carrier
gas are assumed to be made up of 79% N2, 20 % O2 and 1% H2O. Further details of the helium
- nitrogen plasma chemistry and the uncharged species chemistry employed here can be found in
chapter 4.
Average variation in power, heating and species density with pulse modulation is investigated
by solving an additional time dependent variable given by the following.
Kavg(t > τ) =
1
τ
∫ t
t−τ
(
1
d
∫ x=d
0
K(x, t) dx
)
dt (6.1)
The applied voltage period is given by τ (s) here. The length d (m) represents the electrode
separation. Kavg (t) represents a continuous time average over the interval [t− τ ,t] for the average
over the discharge region ([0,d]) of the model variable K (x,t).
6.3 Results & Discussion
Results of the 1-D and 2-D numerical models for a µAPPJ helium/oxygen (0.6 %) plasma jet
powered with voltage amplitude of 325 V, a frequency of 13.56 Mhz and modulated by a frequency
of 100 kHz is discussed here. The duty cycle of the power pulse width lasting 10 µs is varied to
investigate the interaction of successive pulses focusing on the effects of gas heating and reactive
species generation. Plasma power and species density behaviour is discussed in section 6.3.1. Gas
heating by the plasma and the resulting gas temperatures impacting a treatment surface is discussed
in section 6.3.2. Production rates of reactive species due to power modulation and resultant species
density at the treatment surface are discussed in section 6.3.3.
6.3.1 Power modulated plasma behaviour
The average power (Pavg (t)) deposited to the plasma is shown in figure 6.2 for a range of duty
cycles. An initial period of exponential growth is bounded by asymptotic convergence to a steady
state power (∆ Pavg < 5 %) beyond a 30 % duty cycle. Changes in duty cycles between 20 -
90 % shown in figure 6.2 do not effect substantially the length of this power growth phase. This
demonstrates the weak interference between neighbouring power pulses for duty cycles up to 90%
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Figure 6.2: Power Pavg (t) W m−3 (continuous phase and volume averaged) for a range of duty cycles over
a 100 kHz modulation period
observed. In the following discussion we will see how this behaviour is linked to the large electron
decay in the first 0.5 µs during the power off phase.
The majority of the power is found to be coupled to electrons here with average values of 86.3
% of the steady state power of 1.71 W m−3. The remaining contribution is dominated by power
coupling to negative ions accounting for 13.4 %. Figure 6.2 shows that increasing the duty cycle
above 20 - 30 % increases the period of power sustained at the steady state power. The average
(over modulation period) plasma power varies here from 14.1 % of the continuous power at a 20
% duty cycle to 88.7 % at a 90 % duty cycle.
The electron, total positive and negative ion density is shown in figure 6.3 for a 60 % duty cycle
(6 µs power-on, 4 µs power-off). The electron density increases initially from a background value
of ∼ 3 × 1015 m−3 of residual electrons from the previous power cycle. Steady state densities are
reached after 20 - 30% of the modulation cycle (2 - 3 µs) corresponding to 27 - 41 cycles of the
applied voltage (13.56 Mhz). The average electro-negativity is 1.6 in the power-on phase (0 - 6
µs). O− and O−2 negative ion species have an average density of ∼ 3.7 × 1016 m−3 and ∼ 2.2 ×
1016 m−3 respectively. O+2 is the dominant positive ion with average density of 1.4 × 1017 m−3.
Mean electron energy values of 0.26 eV occurring at 2 µs increase to 4.03 eV at 6 µs. Average
values for the power-on (0 - 6 µs) phase were 3.8 eV here. During the power-off phase average
energy values drop to 0.08 eV at the end of the modulation period (10 µs).
Figure 6.4 shows the electron density behaviour for a range of duty cycles. Electron density
growth which determines the degree to which consecutive modulation periods interfere shows
similar behaviour to power growth shown in figure 6.2. Increase in duty cycle from 20 % to 90
% results in an increase of the initial average electron density from 1.9 × 1015 m−3 to 8.3 ×
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Figure 6.3: Average (continuous phase and volume averaged) charged species density (1/m3) behaviour
over a modulation period for a 60% duty cycle.
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Figure 6.4: Electron density (continuous phase and volume averaged) 1/m3 for a range of duty cycles over
two modulation periods: Vapplied = 325 V, O2 admixture = 0.6%, modulation frequency 100 kHz.
1015 m−3. This initial residual electron density corresponds to 4.1 % and 18.7 % respectively of
the average electron density of 4.5 × 1016 m−3 in a continuously powered plasma. Clearly large
electron loss occurs in power-off phase for the first 10 % (1 µs) of the duty cycle.
The balance of diffusive, migrative and collisional forces determines the rate of charged
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species decay. The rate of electron loss is given by
∂ne
∂t
= Qe −∇ · Γe (6.2)
Γe = µineE −De∇ne (6.3)
Electron number density ne, flux Γe, production/loss termQe . Migrative and diffusional losses of
electron density are given by ∇ .Γe m−3 s−1. Collisional losses due to electron attachment (R17
in table 6.1) and ion-electron recombination (R14) reactions and gains by detachment (R24,25) re-
actions is given byQe m−3 s−1. Migrative and diffusional losses of charged species in the absence
of an external electric field is constrained by charge neutrality. Electron mobility is typically ∼
100 times that of ionic mobilities [4] due to their mass differential. This mobility differential leads
to the emergence of an electric field known as the ambi-polar electric field which accelerates ion
free diffusion and retards electron free diffusion. If we consider positive and negative ion mobili-
ties are approximately equal (µp ≈ µn ≈ µi and Dp ≈ Dn ≈ Di ≈ µi Ti) an effective migrative
and diffusional electron loss term Dˆe m2s−1 is given by the following [134].
∂ne
∂t
+∇ · (Dˆe∇ne) = Qe (6.4)
Dˆe =
µiTe(np + nn)
ne + µi/µe(np + nn)
+ µiTi (6.5)
Here ne, np and nn are the electron, positive and negative ion density. When the electro-negativity
(nn/ne) is small neµe  µi(np + nn) with Dˆ+e ≈ µi(Te + Ti). For high electro-negativity neµe
 µi(np + nn), Dˆ−e ≈ µeTe. For Te  Ti the ratio D−e /D+e ≈ µe/µi ≈ 100 [134]. Electron
diffusion in electronegative portions of the plasma where Te  Ti have therefore significantly
higher rates than in electron-positive portions.
Components of electron loss due to collisional and migrative-diffusive forces are shown in
figure 6.5 (b) in the power-off phase. Migrative-diffusive losses dominate initially with peak
values of 4.1 × 1023 m−3s−1 occurring at 6.02 µs. After 1 µs collisional and migrative-diffusive
losses become comparable. This trend continues throughout the rest of the decay period with
electro-negativity tending towards a steady state. Figure 6.5 (b) shows the total electron loss rate
(right axis) m−3s−1 in the power-off period (6 - 10 µs) for a 60% duty cycle. Electron loss rates
show a peak value of 4.3 × 1023 m−3s−1 occurring at 6.05 µs. Electron losses in the first 0.1 µs,
0.5 µs and 1 µs of the 4 µs power-off phase account for 15.1 %, 71.1 % and 80.9 % respectively
of the overall electron loss. The majority of electrons are lost here in the first 0.5 µs. This initial
decay period sets a limit for interference between power pulses which significantly shortens the
initial growth period in electron density. Figure 6.5 (b) shows the average electro-negativity in the
power-off period (6 - 10 µs). The first∼ 1 µs of the plasma decay phase (6 - 7 µs) results in a large
increase in electro-negativity with an average (volume) values increasing from 1.6 to 6.3 between
6 and 7 µs. This is due to electron attachment reaction R17 in table 6.1.
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Figure 6.5: (a) Collisional and diffusive-migrative average electron loss rate m−3s−1 in the power-off
period (6 - 10 µs) for a 60% duty cycle (b) average electro-negativity (left axis) and electron loss rate (right
axis) m−3s−1 in the power-off period (6 - 10 µs) for a 60% duty cycle
Figure 6.6 shows the spatial distribution of charged species across the discharge gap at the start
of the power-off period (6 µs) (figure 6.6 (a)). The electric field across the domain is shown in
figure 6.7. At t = 6 µs a sheath in the left hand domain results in electron movement from the right
hand side to preserve quasi-neutrality. Figure 6.8 shows the effective electron diffusion coefficient
Dˆe (equation 6.4) across the discharge gap. At t = 6 µs peak effective diffusion coefficients occur
near x = -0.5 mm with values of ∼ 0.36 m2s−1. The large initial electro-negativity in the left
hand side of the domain in the first 0.05 µs results in large electron loss (D−e equation 6.4) from
the left hand side of the domain. After 0.2 µs we see in figure 6.6 (b) that the electron density is
concentrated in the centre of the discharge gap along with the other charged species. The plasma
density is enclosed between sheath regions of ∼ 0.2 mm width here. Figure 6.7 at t = 6.5 µs
shows an electric field which is equal and opposite in the sheath region characteristic of ambipolar
diffusion.
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Figure 6.6: Charged species density m−3 across discharge domain at (a) t = 6µs and (b) t = 6.2µs for a
60% duty cycle
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Figure 6.7: Electric field E (kV/cm) across discharge gap at various times in power-off phase for 60% duty
cycle
6.3.2 Power modulated gas heating
The contribution from various plasma heating mechanisms to gas heating is shown in figure 6.9
for a duty cycle of 60 %. The average (volume and phase) steady state gas heating by the plasma
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Figure 6.8: Dˆe (m2/s) across discharge gap at various times in power-off phase for 60% duty cycle
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Figure 6.9: Gas heating contributions (W m−3) over a modulation period: Vapplied = 325 V, O2 admixture
= 0.6%, modulation frequency 100 kHz, 60% duty cycle
is 1.49 × 107 W/m3 (0.45 W) during the power pulse. In the steady state power phase (> 3 µs)
elastic collisional heating dominates for on average 56.7 % of the heating. Positive ion heating
(O+2 ) accounts for 34 % of the heating. Negative ion heating and inelastic heating due to heavy
species collisions make up the remainder with contributions of 6.9 % and 2.4 % respectively. In
the power off period (> 6 µs in figure 6.9) gas heating is dominated by inelastic heating due to
heavy species collisions (ion recombination reactions in table 6.1) with values several orders of
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magnitude lower than steady state contributions. Figure 6.10 shows results for the continuous
phase and volume averaged total gas heating (Qavg (t): see section 6.2) over a modulation cycle
for a range of duty cycles. The gas heating behaves similarly to the power growth shown in figure
6.2.
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Figure 6.10: Total gas heating Qavg (t) (W m−3) over a modulation period for a range of duty cycles:
Vapplied = 325 V, O2 admixture = 0.6%, modulation frequency 100 kHz
Solutions of a 2-D gas mixing and heating model (see section 6.2) are given in figure 6.11
which shows the steady state surface temperature on a heat insulated treatment surface (BC in
figure 6.1) 10 mm below the device for a range of duty cycles. Peak surface temperatures are
contained here within a radius of 25 mm from the centre. The gas temperature at the surface is
reduced from a peak value of 44 ◦C at 100 % duty cycle to 23 ◦C at 20% duty cycle. At 5 mm
device to surface separation a similar range of steady state surface temperatures of 23 ◦C to 44 ◦C
at 20 % and 100 % respectively are found. At a 15 mm separation a range of 22.9 ◦C to 43.2 ◦C
is found. Increasing the device to surface separation in this range results in quiet a small decrease
in peak gas temperatures at the treatment surface.
The effects of convective cooling on the gas temperature on a treatment surface (BC in figure
6.1) is shown figure 6.12. Steady state surface temperatures for volumetric flow rates of 1 - 2.5
slpm are shown here. Peak surface temperatures (x = 0) in the range of 44.6 ◦C - 35.8 ◦C are
found for increasing gas flow. The spatial behaviour of the surface temperatures shown in figure
6.12 shows larger volumes of heated gas impacting an increasing surface area at higher flows at
lower temperatures. At 40 mm from the centre the temperature rises from 20 ◦C at 1 slpm to 35
◦C at 2.5 slpm as greater volumes of heated helium displace colder ambient around the device.
A comparison of power modulation and convection cooling is shown in figure 6.13. The duty
cycle is varied for an inlet flow of 1 slpm here. Figure 6.13 demonstrates a significantly larger
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Figure 6.11: Gas temperature ( ◦C) at an insulated treatment surface (BC in figure 6.1) at 10 mm below
the device for a range of duty cycles: gas flow = 1.0 slpm (inlet at HI in figure 6.1), Vapplied = 325 V, O2
admixture = 0.6%, modulation frequency 100 kHz
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Figure 6.12: Gas temperature ( ◦C ) at an insulated treatment surface (BC in figure 6.1) at 10 mm below
the device for a range of volumetric flow rates (inlet at HI in figure 6.1), Vapplied = 325 V, O2 admixture =
0.6%, modulation frequency 100 kHz for a 100 % duty cycle
range of temperature control using power modulation than gas cooling by convection. Convection
cooling shows a saturation behaviour at higher gas flows in comparison to duty cycle variation
between 20 - 100 % which gives linear control of surface temperatures. Lowering heat flux to
a treatment surface at a prescribed distance without changing the gas flow maybe advantageous
in some application scenarios. For example in the use of atmospheric jets in clinical settings
where patients find large gas flows uncomfortable or when large gas flows may undesirably disturb
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surface materials.
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of steady state surface temperature ( ◦K) over an insulated surface (BC in figure
6.1) at 10 mm below the device for variation in duty cycle (at 1 slpm) and volumetric flow rate (1 - 2.5 slpm)
Vapplied = 325 V, O2 admixture = 0.6%, modulation frequency 100 kHz
6.3.3 Power modulated reactive species behaviour
The continuous phase and volume averaged atomic oxygen production Ravg (t) (see section 6.2)
is shown in figure 6.14 for a range of duty cycles. Atomic oxygen production follows the power
growth here (see figure 6.2). This is due to the strong coupling of power to the electron density
and energy which directly effect the dominant O production reactions (R12, R13 in table 6.1). Peak
production values at a steady state power (> 3 µs) of 6.4× 1024 m−3s−1 are shown in figure 6.14.
2-D solutions from a reacting and mixing gas model of neutral (uncharged) plasma produced
reactive species (see section 6.2) with a fixed gas temperature of 300 K is shown for O density
(ppm) in figure 6.15 on a treatment surface (BC in figure 6.1) for a range of duty cycles. Peak
O values are contained here within a radius of 20 - 25 mm from the centre corresponding to the
device width (KL-GF in figure 6.1). Peak O density of 19 ppm (4.9 × 1020 1/m3) occurs in the
centre (x ∼ 0) for 100 % duty cycle with values of 17.9, 15, 11.3 and 6.3 ppm for 80, 60, 40 and
20 % duty cycle respectively. The change between 40 - 100 % show a similar increment of ∼ 3
ppm per 20 % increase in duty cycle. The larger O increase from 20 - 40 % (∼ 5 ppm) is due to
the operation at a steady state power (> 30%) for a portion of the duty cycle. At a smaller device
to surface separation of 5 mm surface O density is found to range from 15 ppm to 49 ppm for 20%
- 100 % duty cycle variation. Limited conversion of atomic oxygen to ozone via O2 (O + O2 +
He→ O3 + He (see R2 in table 4.2 in chapter 4) results in a larger O density at the treated surface
here. This is a result of lower O2 concentration in the gas mixture and reduced residence time for
O conversion to O3 at smaller separations. For a larger device separation of 15 mm a range of 1.7
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Figure 6.14: Atomic oxygen production Ravg (t) m−3s−1 over a modulation period for a range of duty
cycles: Vapplied = 325 V, O2 admixture = 0.6%, modulation frequency 100 kHz
ppm to 7.8 ppm for 20% - 100 % duty cycle variation is found consistent with higher O losses due
to increased O2 and reaction time at higher device to surface separations.
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Figure 6.15: O density at surface (BC in figure 6.1) at 10 mm below the device for variation in duty cycle:
Gas flow = 1 slpm, Vapplied = 325 V, O2 admixture = 0.6%, modulation frequency 100 kHz
Surface plots for O2 (a1∆) and O3 density for steady state solution of the 2-D reacting and
mixing gas model is shown in figures 6.16 and 6.17. O2 (a1∆) values at the central peak range
from 127 ppm (3.1 × 1021 1/m3) at 100 % duty cycle, 100 ppm at 80 %, 75 ppm at 60 %, 49 ppm
at 40 % and 22 ppm at 20%. O3 values at the central peak range from 270 ppm (6.6 × 1021 1/m3)
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Figure 6.16: O2 (a1∆) density at surface (BC in figure 6.1) at 10 mm below the device for variation in
duty cycle: Gas flow = 1 slpm, Vapplied = 325 V, O2 admixture = 0.6%, modulation frequency 100 kHz
at 100 % duty cycle, 234 ppm at 80 %, 195 ppm at 60 %, 143 ppm at 40 % and 74 ppm at 20%. At
smaller separations between the device and surface of 5 mm; surface O2 (a1∆) range from 155 -
24 ppm while O3 from 258 - 67 ppm for 100% - 20 % duty cycle variation. At a 15 mm separation
surface O2 (a1∆) range from 107 - 19 ppm and O3 range from 268 - 73 ppm for 100% - 20 % duty
cycle variation. The increase of O2 (a1∆) at 5 mm and decrease at 15 mm is due to its interaction
with O3 (O2 (a1∆) + O3→ O + 2O2 (see R11 in table 4.2 in chapter 4).
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Figure 6.17: O3 density at surface (BC in figure 6.1) at 10 mm below the device for variation in duty cycle:
Gas flow = 1 slpm, Vapplied = 325 V, O2 admixture = 0.6%, modulation frequency 100 kHz
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6.4 Conclusion
Power modulation is demonstrated as an effective mechanism here for control of reactive species
and heat flux delivery to a surface. Reactive species generation and gas heating in a power mod-
ulated capacitively coupled radio frequency plasma jet is investigated by numerical modelling.
Power growth consists of an initial phase of exponential growth before transition to asymptotic
convergence to a steady state value (∼ 2 - 3 µs). Power is found to be coupled extensively to
the electrons with electron loss rates determining the interference between successive modulation
phases. Plasma decay is characterised by a large initial electron loss with ∼ 80 % of the steady
state density lost in the first 0.5 µs. This period is followed by increasing electro-negativity in the
plasma and a decay dominated by ions of opposite charge for the remainder of the power-off pe-
riod. Large initial electron losses lead to weak interference between successive modulation phases.
The initial decay period sets a limit for interference between successive power pulses which could
significantly shorten the initial growth period in electron density (∼ 2 - 3 µs).
Power modulation effects on gas heating are shown to limit heat more effectively than cooling
by convection at a treated surface. Surface densities of O, O2 (a1∆) and O3 reactive oxygen
species on a treatment surface 10 mm below the device are found to typically range over an order
of magnitude for variation in the duty cycle above the initial growth phase (∼ 20 %).
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Chapter 7
Frequency variation
Abstract
Control of reactive oxygen species generation and gas heating by variation in the applied volt-
age frequency for a dielectric barrier discharge is discussed. A ∼ kHz frequency driven device
operating in a glow discharge mode at atmospheric pressure in helium with oxygen admixtures is
considered. Frequency increase interrupts plasma decay between gas breakdown in each half cycle
of the voltage phase leading to greater power deposition. Spatial behaviour of species density in a
vertically orientated large area device operating in the ambient is presented. Steady state atomic
oxygen, molecular oxygen metastable and ozone density are shown to increase uniformly along
the central axis of the device for increase in frequency. Molecular oxygen metastable and ozone
production is found to be coupled strongly to the amount of oxygen admixture. Gas heating by the
plasma is dominated by positive ion heating with significant contributions from elastic electron
collisional and negative ion heating.
7.1 Introduction
The study of atmospheric pressure plasmas offers not only the potential for new technological
advances but improvements and cost reductions to many existing industrial plasma processes.
One immediate advantage is the removal of pressure systems which often limit in-line addition
of plasma treatments to existing industrial infrastructures. Dielectric barrier discharge sources
have been applied in a variety of material treatments [25, 26]. One popular arrangement of the
source is an extension of the planar capacitively coupled geometry to include a layer of dielectric
material on one or both of the electrodes. This allows plasma formation at larger gap widths (∼
5 mm) than capacitively coupled counterparts. Dielectric barrier discharges are typically driven
at ∼ kHz frequencies to allow sufficient time for surface charge to accumulate on the dielectrics.
Voltage induced by this surface charge results in the pulsed plasma behaviour characteristic of the
source (see chapter 3). Conditions for a diffuse mode of plasma operation with a helium carrier
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gas known as a glow discharge [8, 9] is considered here.
Frequency variation is investigated here as a mechanism for varying the power deposition to
the plasma allowing control of reactive species production and heat flux. The pulsed nature of
this ∼kHz driven discharge (see chapter 3) allows frequency variation to significantly alter power
deposition to the plasma by interrupting the period between plasma growth and decay. Variation in
frequency allows more frequent plasma pulsing compared with voltage variation which increases
the intensity of each plasma pulse. Voltage variation has a lower limit to sustain the plasma and
upper limit at plasma transition to an arcing mode. This range of operational powers is often
small having a non-linear behaviour for a given frequency and oxygen admixture. This behaviour
limits the control potential of voltage variation and therefore alternative control opportunities via
frequency variation is of interest here. In comparison to vacuum constrained plasma treatments
open air systems can continually pass a material between a plasma device allowing high volume
throughput and the possibility of in-line integration to existing industrial systems. Examples of
industrial scale implementations of atmospheric pressure DBD’s include the Dow Corning Labline
and SE-1000 AP4 atmospheric pressure plasma pilot systems [135, 136, 137]. The geometry con-
structed here represents a large scale implementation of a dielectric barrier discharge for surface
engineering applications in an open air environment. This chapter focuses on the potential to
control the reactive oxygen species production and gas heating by varying the frequency using O2
admixtures∼ 1% typically employed in industrial applications. The critical role of small amounts
of N2 impurity in plasma formation for helium discharges via penning ionisation has been stud-
ied numerically in several previous reports [44, 95, 96]. Numerical investigations for helium-O2
mixtures [97, 98, 99] for the source have considered the ’quenching’ effects of small oxygen ad-
mixtures (∼ 10 ppm) on plasma dynamics and the ability of frequency variation to recover the
glow mode of operation. Similar to earlier studies of the plasma needle and µAPPJ investigation
of the plasma produced reactive species, heating and gas dynamics provides a novel insight into
the reactive species and heat flux produced by an industrial scale implementation of this source.
In section 7.2 the model strategy is outlined. Section 7.3 details results of one and two dimen-
sional numerical models employed here. Electrical parameters and charged species behaviour is
discussed in section 7.3.1. Gas mixing and heating results from 2-D models are outlined in section
7.3.2. The steady state reactive oxygen species density produced in the device are finally discussed
in section 7.3.3.
7.2 Model description
The dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) consists of two dielectric quartz layers of thickness 1 mm
sitting on 4 mm steel electrodes with a separation between the dielectric layers of 5 mm. One
electrode is driven with a sinusoidal applied voltage while the other electrode is grounded. The
sinusoidal applied voltage with frequency f is given by Vasin(2pift) where Va is the applied volt-
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age amplitude. A 1-D model of the plasma dynamics is solved until steady state power conditions
are reached in the plasma (∼ µs). Phase averaged (over the applied voltage phase) reactive un-
charged species production rates (O, O3..) are then extrapolated from the 1-D plasma model across
the 2-D discharge domain (ILGH in figure 7.1) and coupled to a 2-D model of the reacting and
mixing helium carrier jet in the ambient. The 2-D geometry employed here is shown in figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Dielectric barrier geometry
The device geometry spans 300 mm and has a vertical orientation with a gas flow inlet at the
bottom of the domain (LG in figure 7.1). Mass and momentum continuity equations (compress-
ible Navier-Stokes) are coupled to a mass transport equation to study the two dimensional gas
dynamics of the helium jet mixing and reacting in the surrounding air. Gas heating by the plasma
is considered by inclusion of a phase averaged heating term extrapolated from solutions of the 1-D
plasma model across the 300 x 5 mm discharge domain (ILGH in figure 7.1) as a source term in
a 2-D heat model. Further details of the modelling strategy, boundary conditions and chemistry
used here can be found in chapter 5.
7.3 Results and discussion
Results of one and two dimensional models for a helium dielectric barrier discharge with 0.1% and
1% oxygen admixtures for a range of applied voltage frequency up to 200 kHz is discussed here.
Electrical parameters, charged species behaviour, power and reactive oxygen species production
results from a 1-D plasma model are discussed in section 7.3.1. Gas mixing and heating results
from a 2-D model of an uncharged gas (see section 7.2) are outlined in section 7.3.2. The steady
state reactive oxygen species density produced in the device are discussed in section 7.3.3.
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Figure 7.2: Electrical parameters for a range of applied voltages frequency (20 - 200 kHz): Va = 1.25 kV
and O2 = 0.1 %.
7.3.1 Plasma behaviour
Electrical parameters for a range of applied voltage frequency conditions are shown in figure 7.2
for a fixed voltage amplitude of 1.25 kV and O2 admixture of 0.1 %. A current pulse is observed
on every half cycle of the applied voltage phase characteristic of a glow mode of operation [8,
9, 11, 107]. Surface charge accumulation on the electrodes during each half cycle results in an
opposing voltage (memory voltage Vm) to that which is applied. A subsequent peak in the gap
voltage (figure 7.2) occurs when the applied voltage polarity switches passing through zero. This
dynamic creates a pulsed plasma behaviour where charged species are continually created and
destroyed between peaks in the gap voltage as Va → 0. Electrical parameters for Va = 2 kV and
O2 = 1 % admixture from 50 kHz to 200 kHz have a similar behaviour to that shown in figure
7.2. At a 20 kHz frequency however high current amplitudes (> 20 mA/cm2) occurred signifying
arcing behaviour.
Figure 7.2 demonstrates how increasing the applied voltage frequency leads to an increase in
the regularity and amplitude of current pulses. This results in an increase in the power deposition
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to the plasma. At a O2 = 0.1 % admixture and an applied voltage amplitude of Va = 1.25 kV the
average (phase and volume) power deposition ranges from 1.19 × 105 Wm−3 at 20 kHz, 5.43 ×
105 Wm−3 at 50 kHz, 1.3 × 106 Wm−3 at 100 kHz, 2.07 × 106 Wm−3 at 150 kHz to 2.796 ×
106 Wm−3 at 200 kHz. This represents an approx 22 times increase in power deposition from 20
kHz to 200 kHz. The average percentage of total power coupled to electrons at 20 kHz is 79.7 %
increasing to 82.7 % at 200 kHz. The fraction of power coupled to negative ions at 20 kHz is 15.1
% decreasing to 14.6 % at 200 kHz with corresponding average electro-negativity values of 6.07
and 1.03 respectively. At a O2 = 1 % admixture and an applied voltage amplitude of Va = 2 kV
average powers of 1.3 × 106 Wm−3 and 6.75 × 106 Wm−3 at 50 kHz and 200 kHz represent a 5
fold increase in power deposition. The average percentage of total power coupled to electrons at
50 kHz is 92.4 % decreasing to 91.6 % at 200 kHz. The power contribution for negative ions is
7.1 % at 50 kHz and 7.3 % at 200 kHz with corresponding average electro-negativity of 2.64 and
2.05 respectively. A smaller decrease in electro-negativity with frequency increase at a 1 % O2
(Va = 2 kV) compared to a 0.1 % O2 (Va = 1.25 kV ) manifests in a smaller increase in average
power deposition due to the fact that external power is coupled more efficiently to electrons over
negative ions.
The asymmetry in the current density shown in figure 7.2 at 20 kHz arises from a differential
in the gas breakdown time between half cycles of the applied voltage phase. The gap voltage and
current density peaks occur earlier for the smaller current amplitude than for the larger current
peak. Earlier breakdown results in a reduction in the voltage across the gap as the memory voltage
is limited by the opposing externally applied voltage. Occurrence of asymmetric behaviour is
found to be reduced by frequency increase. This is primarily due to the reduction in electron decay
reducing the differential in residual electrons between each half voltage cycles (see chapter 3 for
further discussion). Penning ionisation reactions of helium excited species (He∗, He2) with O2
are found to be the dominant ionisation source here accounting for 91.6% of the average (volume
and phase) total ionisation at 20 kHz and 95 % at 200 kHz (Va = 1.25 kV, 0.1 % O2). For Va = 2
kV and O2 = 1 % penning ionisation contributions are lower with average values of 64.8 % at 50
kHz and 59.3 % at 200 kHz. The remaining contribution here is from direct ionisation of O2 with
values of 35 % at 50 kHz and 41.1 % at 200 kHz.
The volume average charged species behaviour over an applied voltage cycle for Va = 1.25
kV and O2 = 0.1 % is shown in figure 7.3. At 20 kHz (figure 7.3 (left)) the asymmetric electron
density reflects the asymmetric current behaviour shown in figure 7.2. The electron density ranges
from peak values of ∼ 1017 m−3 to minimum values of ∼ 1013 - 1014 m−3 within each half
cycle of the applied voltage. The dominant positive charge carrier here is O+2 with peak values
of ∼ 1016 - 1017 m−3. Negative charge is carried by electrons and negative ions (O− O−2 ) with
average (phase and volume) electro-negativity of 6.07. Figure 7.3 at 20 kHz shows plasma decay
between current peaks is dominated by ions of opposite charge with a larger electron loss rate
than other charge carriers. Negative charge transfer reactions (electron attachment, detachment)
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Figure 7.3: Volume averaged charged species density for 20 kHz (left) and 200 kHz (right): Va = 1.25 kV
and O2 = 0.1 %.
are found to dominate over electron/ion recombination processes in the decay phase of the plasma
between current pulses (see chapter 3 for discussion). Mean electron energy values range on
average (volume) from 0.97 - 2.79 eV over the applied voltage phase with an overall average
(volume and phase) value of 2.26 eV. At 200 kHz the electron density is maintained between 2 -
5.5 × 1017 m−3 within each half cycle. Electron decay is limited by the increased regularity of
the applied voltage. O+2 with peak values of ∼ 1016 - 1017 m−3. O+2 values range between ∼ 6
- 9.5 × 1016 m−3. Negative ion density are maintained between ∼ 3 - 4 × 1016 m−3 for average
electro-negativity value of 1.03. Mean electron energy values here range from 0.21 - 3.47 eV with
an average (volume and phase) value of 1.73 eV.
The volume average reactive oxygen species production over an applied voltage phase is
shown in figure 7.4. Peak O production values over the applied voltage cycle for a 0.1 % O2
(Va = 1.25 kV) admixture range from 4 - 8 × 1023 m−3s for 50 - 200 kHz frequency variation
(figure 7.4 (top)). Average (volume and phase) O production values for 50 - 200 kHz range from
3.3 - 15.3× 1022 m−3s here. At a 0.1 % O2 (Va = 1.25 kV) admixture peak O production increases
ranging from 2.2 - 8 × 1024 m−3s over an applied voltage cycle (figure 7.4 (bottom)). Average
(volume and phase) O production values range from 4.43 - 24.9 × 1022 m−3s for 50 - 200 kHz.
Dissociation of O2 forming O and O (1D) (reaction R17 in table 3.1) dominates production here.
Average contributions to O production for a 0.1 % O2 (Va = 1.25 kV) admixture at 50 kHz and
200 kHz are 72 % and 70.3 %. At 1 % O2 (Va = 2 kV) average contributions of 70.1 % and
70.3 % for 50 kHz and 200 kHz. O2 dissociation producing two atomic oxygen species (reaction
R16 in table 3.1) also contributes significantly with average values of 25 % and 25.2 % for O2 =
0.1 % (Va = 1.25 kV) at 50 kHz and 200 kHz respectively with corresponding values of 26.6 %
and 26.5 % for O2 = 1 % (Va = 2 kV). Production of O2 (a1∆) shows a similar pattern to O/O
(1D) production with typical peak values ≈ 50 % smaller (see figure 7.4). Spatial variation in the
atomic oxygen production across the discharge gap is shown in figure 7.5 at 50kHz and 200kHz.
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Figure 7.4: Volume averaged O, O2 (a1∆), O (1D) production m3s−1. Top: Va = 1.25 kV and O2 = 0.1 %
and bottom: Va = 2 kV and O2 = 1 %
Figure 7.5: Time averaged (over applied voltage phase) O production m3s−1 across discharge gap for Va
= 1.25 kV, O2 = 0.1 % (left) and Va = 2 kV, O2 = 1 % (right)
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Peak production values are shown to occur in the edge of the discharge region where maximum
density charged particles occur during each current pulse.
7.3.2 Gas mixing & heating
Figure 7.6: Percentage helium (left) and oxygen (right) in gas mixture across domain. Inlet flow = 15 splm
The steady state percentage of helium and oxygen for a helium jet with a 0.1% O2 admixture
is shown in figure 7.6. The oxygen content (figure 7.6 (right)) maintains a uniform percentage of
0.1 % inside the device at the admixed value. Outside the electrode region above the device helium
(figure 7.6 (left)) mixes with the ambient oxygen (20 %) and nitrogen (80 %). The on axis (x = 0)
gas mixture at y = 40 cm is made up of 46 % helium, 11 % O2 and 43 % N2. Lateral mixing of
helium is more abrupt with values dropping below 1 % off axis at x = 4 cm, y = 40 cm.
In figure 7.7 we see the percentage contribution to the total gas heating by the plasma at 50
kHz for a 0.1 % O2 (Va = 1.25 kV) admixture from our 1-D plasma model results for the volume
average heat deposition (W/m3) over a steady state applied voltage phase. The average (volume
and phase) total heat deposited by the plasma to the gas is 8.17 × 105 W/m3. Positive ion heating
by the electric field accounts for 59.1 % of the heating (volume and phase average contribution).
Elastic collisional heating (R1 in table 3.1) accounts for 28.7 % of the heating here. Negative ion
heating accounts for 6.8 % of the total heating. The remaining heating is dominated by inelastic
collisions between heavy species (5.4 %). For a 0.1 % O2 (Va = 1.25 kV) admixture at 200 kHz
the average (volume and phase) heat deposited by the plasma to the gas is 3.97 × 106 W/m3 with
similar contributions to gas heating as described for 50 kHz above.
Figure 7.8 shows a 2-D steady state temperature profile for an inlet flow of 15 splm from
solutions of the 2-D heating and mixing gas model. Steady state solutions are reached after ap-
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Figure 7.7: Percentage contributions to gas heating over applied voltage phase, f = 50 kHz, Va = 1.25 kV,
O2 = 0.1 %
Figure 7.8: Steady state temperature profile for 150kHz, 1.25kV, 0.1% O2. Inlet flow = 15 splm
proximately 2000 seconds. A maximum temperature of 313 K is found in the domain with values
ranging from 293 to 313 K. Figure 7.9 shows the steady state vertical axis (at x = 0) gas temper-
ature for a range of inlet flows. Gas temperature increases in the direction of gas flow with peak
values at the top of the device. Significant cooling results from variation in the gas flow here. Peak
steady state temperatures occurring at y = 30 cm (see figure 7.9) range from 91.5 ◦C at inlet flows
of 5 slpm to 38.3 ◦C at 20 slpm. The successive reduction in peak temperature for each 5 slpm
increase in flow ranges is given by δT = 32.9 ◦C for 5 to 10 slpm, δT = 12.9 ◦C for 10 to 15 slpm
and δT = 7.4 ◦C for 15 to 20 splm. This shows a diminishing trend in heat reduction at higher
flows.
Steady state temperature results along the axis (x = 0) for variation in the frequency at an
inlet flow of 15 slpm is shown in figure 7.10. For O2 = 0.1 % (Va = 1.25 kV) peak steady state
temperatures occurring at y = 30 cm (see figure 7.9 (top)) range from 21.87 ◦C at 20 kHz to 45.7
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Figure 7.9: Steady state axial temperature (x = 0 ) for flow variation (5, 10, 15, 20 splm): 200kHz, 1.25kV,
0.1% O2,
◦C at 200 kHz. Peak temperature change (at x = 0) for increase in frequency is found to be more
uniform here compared with flow variation with δT = 7 ◦C for 50 to 100 kHz, δT = 7.1 ◦C for
100 to 150 kHz and δT = 6.4 ◦C for 150 to 200 kHz. For O2 = 1 % (Va = 2 kV) peak steady
state temperatures occurring at y = 30 cm (see figure 7.9 (bottom)) range from 30.7 ◦C at 50 kHz
to 71.4 ◦C at 200 kHz. Peak temperature change (at x = 0) for increase in frequency has similar
behaviour with δT = 13.3 ◦C for 50 to 100 kHz, δT = 13.7 ◦C for 100 to 150 kHz and δT = 13.7
◦C for 150 to 200 kHz.
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Figure 7.10: Steady state axial temperature (x = 0 ) for frequency variation (Inlet flow = 15 splm): Top (a):
20 - 200kHz, Va = 1.25kV, 0.1% O2. Bottom (b): 50 - 200 kHz: Va = 2kV, O2 = 1%
7.3.3 Reactive oxygen species
Figure 7.11 shows the number density of O and O2 (a1∆) for steady state solutions of a 2-D
reacting gas model at 200 kHz for a fixed voltage amplitude of 1.25 kV and O2 admixture of
0.1%. Peak O density of ∼ 7 × 1020 is found where the carrier gas exits the device (y = 30 cm).
O2 (a1∆) peak density of ∼ 6 × 1020 is also found where the carrier gas exits the device (y =
30 cm). Outside the device the atomic oxygen drops sharply due to the increasing O2 present in
the gas mixture (see figure 7.6) which results in conversion to ozone (R2 in table 4.2). O2 (a1∆)
density drops at a slower rate and is primarily quenched by interaction with O3 (R11 in table 4.2).
A 1-D axial plot (x = 0) for O, O2 (a1∆) and O3 density is shown in figure 7.12. The average
axial density (see figure 7.12) taken over the interval 0 < y < 40 cm for atomic oxygen ranges
from 1.5 ppm at 20 kHz to 15.1 ppm at 200 kHz frequency. Axial averages for O2 (a1∆) give a
range from 0.8 ppm to 13.4 ppm between 20 kHz and 200 kHz. Axial averages for O3 give similar
values with a range of 1.3 ppm to 12.9 ppm between 20 kHz and 200 kHz. Ozone formation inside
the device is dependent here on the O2 admixture (0.1 %) [90] which reacts (reaction R2 in table
4.2) with atomic oxygen to form ozone.
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Figure 7.11: Steady state O (left) and O2 (a1∆) (right) density m−3 (Inlet flow = 15 splm): Va = 1.25kV,
O2 = 0.1%
Figure 7.13 shows a similar 1-D axial plot (x = 0) for O, O2 (a1∆) and O3 for O2 = 1 % (Va =
1.25 kV). A significantly higher ozone density is present here as a large proportion of the atomic
oxygen generated is converted to ozone due to the 1 % O2 admixture [90]. For O2 = 1 % (Va
= 2 kV) the average axial density (see figure 7.13) for atomic oxygen ranges from 12.5 ppm at
50 kHz to 61.9 ppm at 200 kHz frequency. Axial averages for O2 (a1∆) are significantly higher
ranging from 48 ppm to 188.6 ppm between 50 kHz and 200 kHz. O3 axial averages show a large
conversion of O to O3 with values ranging from 91.9 ppm to 349.1 ppm between 50 kHz and 200
kHz.
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Figure 7.12: Steady state axial (x = 0 ) O, O2 (a1∆) and O3 density m−3 for frequency variation (Inlet flow
= 15 splm): Va = 1.25kV, O2 = 0.1%.
Figure 7.13: Steady state axial (x = 0 ) O, O2 (a1∆) and O3 density m−3 for frequency variation (Inlet flow
= 15 splm): Va = 2kV, O2 = 1%.
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7.4 Conclusion
Frequency variation is demonstrated as a mechanism to control of reactive species production
and heat flux in a large scale vertically orientated dielectric barrier discharge source. Frequency
variation for this device typically driven in the ∼ kHz frequency range is shown here to vary
power deposition to the plasma. Altering the frequency of the applied voltage varies the interval
between current pulses occurring in each half cycle of the applied voltage phase. This changes
the frequency of current pulses and the length of the plasma decay period within each half voltage
cycle. This allows control of reactive species production and gas heating by changing the average
power deposition to the plasma.
O, O2 (a1∆) and O3 density are found to increase uniformly along the central axis of the
device in the direction of gas flow for increase in frequency. O2 (a1∆) and O3 production is found
to be coupled strongly to the amount of O2 admixture. Gas heating by the plasma is dominated
by positive ion heating with significant contributions from elastic electron collisional and negative
ion heating. Increased gas flow is shown to significantly lower the heating effect of the plasma on
the effluent and electrodes.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
The emergence of medical applications of plasma in recent years has demonstrated their effec-
tiveness as anti-bacterial agents, in promoting wound healing, treating skin infections and more
recently in cell therapies targeting cancerous cells. The reactive species produced can chemi-
cally alter the bacterial or mammalian cellular environment promoting cell death or changing cell
functionality. Application of atmospheric plasmas to change surface properties and precipitate
thin film deposition opens up new avenues of utility currently restrained by the need for vacuum
systems unworkable in many industrial environments. The behaviour of three low temperature
atmospheric pressure helium plasma sources is investigated by execution of numerical models in
this report. Electrical behaviour and generation dynamics for reactive species of oxygen, nitrogen
and hydrogen produced by mixing or admixture of atmospheric gases is investigated. The effects
of gas heating, gas flow and surface interaction is discussed in this context. Power modulation
and frequency variation as control mechanisms for reactive species production and gas heating is
discovered.
This work contributes in various ways to the advancement of the field. Numerical investigation
of plasma jet gas dynamics highlights how the gas mixture determines the electro-positive/electro-
negative character of the plasma and production profiles of reactive species. The use of complex
geometries reflecting experimental conditions with broad reaction chemistry sets provides a sig-
nificant advance in the current state of the art. Characterisation of the plasma produced chemistry
reaching treatment surfaces and interaction analysis at this interface provides valuable insight into
key species and actors in plasma effects in biomedicine and surface engineering applications. In-
vestigation of gas heating informs the thermal stresses likely to influence application surfaces
sensitive to thermal shock. Control methodologies outlined offer direction for delivery of reactive
species and limitation of surface heating critical to the viability of future applications.
The behaviour of reactive species in the corona ’plasma needle’ jet is investigated in chapter
4. Average plasma density ranging from 1016 to 1020 m−3 with mean electron energy values
of 1 - 2.5 eV in the bulk discharge region were discovered. Peak production of atomic oxygen
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due to interaction of the plasma with air species occurred at regions where the air fraction of gas
mixture ranged from 10−3 to 10−2. Gas flow variation showed surface atomic oxygen profiles
which correlated to circular and annular shaped killing patterns previously reported in treated
bacteria samples. Peak atomic oxygen density of 1021 and ozone density of 1022 m−3 were
presented here. Surface loss studies revealed that atomic oxygen surface reactions on a reactive
solid surface with adsorption probabilities greater than 0.1 are limited by the flux of atomic oxygen
from the plasma. Interaction of the source with an aqueous surface showed hydrogen peroxide as
the dominant species at this interface with significant hydroperoxyl radical, nitrous acid and nitric
acid densities also present.
Reactive species generated in the capacitively coupled micro-Atmospheric Pressure Plasma
Jet (µAPPJ) by admixture and interaction of the plasma effluent with the ambient air is presented
in chapter 5. Production efficiency studies for O production shows peak production in the range
0.2 - 1 % O2 with electro-negativity values close to unity. O, O2 (a1∆) and O3 density profiles on
a surface below the device were presented at a range of separations. Atomic oxygen is shown to
react to form ozone with increasing device to surface separation as more molecular oxygen mixes
from the ambient. Comparison at equivalent separations in a jet mixing in open air (without a solid
boundary) highlights the difference between reactive species profiles expected in experimental di-
agnostics with and without a treatment surface. Comparison with experimental reports for atomic
oxygen density values showed good agreement. Gas heating by the plasma is shown to be domi-
nated by elastic and positive ion heating with significant contributions from negative ion heating.
Steady state temperature profiles show maximum steady state temperatures of 315 K reached after
approximately 500 seconds of device operation. Surface reactions on a reactive solid surface are
demonstrated to be significantly diffusion limited for adsorption probabilities greater than 0.1. In-
teraction of the source with an aqueous surface showed hydrogen peroxide as the dominant species
at this interface.
Power modulation is demonstrated as an effective mechanism for control of reactive species
and heat flux delivery to a surface in chapter 6. Reactive species production and gas heating
is found to be strongly coupled to power behaviour in the helium-oxygen capacitively coupled
plasma jet discussed. Power growth is found to consist of an initial phase of exponential growth
before transition to asymptotic convergence to a steady state value (∼ 2 - 3 µs). Power is found
to be coupled extensively to the electrons with electron loss rates determining the interference
between successive modulation phases. Plasma decay is characterised by a large initial electron
loss with ∼ 80 % of the steady state density lost in the first 0.5 µs. This period is followed by
increasing electro-negativity in the plasma and a decay dominated by ions of opposite charge for
the remainder of the power-off period. Large initial electron losses lead to weak interference
between successive modulation phases. Power modulation effects on gas heating is shown to
limit heating more effectively than cooling by convection at a treated surface. Surface densities
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of O, O2 (a1∆) and O3 reactive oxygen species on a treatment surface 10 mm below the device
typically range over an order of magnitude for variation in the duty cycle above 20 %. This results
demonstrate that power modulation is an effective mechanism to control reactive species and heat
flux with specific interest to applications in biomedicine and heat sensitive surface engineering.
Frequency variation is demonstrated as a mechanism to control of reactive species production
and heat flux in chapter 7. Frequency variation in a dielectric barrier discharge plasma source
driven in the ∼ kHz frequency range is shown here to vary power deposition to the plasma. Al-
tering the frequency of the applied voltage varies the interval between current pulses occurring in
each half cycle of the applied voltage phase. This changes the frequency of current pulses and the
length of the plasma decay period within each half voltage cycle. This allows control of reactive
species production and gas heating by changing the average power deposition to the plasma. O,
O2 (a1∆) and O3 density increases uniformly along the central axis of the device in the direction
of gas flow with frequency increase. O2 (a1∆) and O3 production is found to be coupled strongly
to the amount of O2 admixture. Gas heating by the plasma is dominated by positive ion heating
with significant contributions from elastic electron collisional and negative ion heating.
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